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I
From the New

Republican Journal

I

Kngland Farmer.

Keeping Apples.

There is considerable difference in the
in which apples keep sound, in different seasons, although kept each season
in tin same place,—cellar or otherwise.
1 In' cause may be want of sufficient
ripen » or carelessness in
hauling, m many instances.
Where these are all right, howcr. apples will
decay, in some seasons,
ni h more than
they will in others. We
Measurement of Hay.
can
think of no cause lor this, but some
condition of the atmosphere which tends
Many farmers who are far from scales
<o
promote decomposition in this particu- : sometimes have difficulty in
estimating hay.
lar fruit.
It is usual iu the West to allow four hunThe usuai mode of preparing apples for ! tired cubic feet to the tou in the
stack.
Iu
preservation is in barrels. This may not relation to the cultivated grasses the Mashave become common because it was the sachusetts Ploughman
says:
besi way to preserve them, but as much,
“Many farmers, particularly those who
perhaps, because in that form they are con- have been building a new barn within the
veniently handled and transported from last rive years, have the advantages of
good
place to place.
hay scales and know, in cousequece, exacthen apples are produced in large
how
much
ly
quanEnglish hay the farm has
>
and there is little demand for them yielded, but the
great majority have no
it the season of
gathering, it is important such convenience, and they must get at it
*biu si>mt i-.ieap and easy way of dispos- some other
In such cases there is
way.
I
i.g oi ihem until they will command a lair nothing left better thau the
simple measIl the crop is an abundant out it j urement, but that is sufficient
j rkv
for all pracwi 1. :>• difficult to procure barrels when so
tical purposes.
It can never, in the nature
many persons are needing them.
We have of things, be depended
foi
upon
perfect ac
e
enti\ bub the pleasure for the pain ( ?)
curacy, because so many elements are incl a>si>ting n gathering and
sorting more volved, as the character of the hay, whether
than twelve hundred bushels of
apples, timothy, red top or clover, the time during
ovn on th*' farm, and
mostly from trees which it has been stored, the depth or
'vl;u*h we s< i twenty-four years
A
ago.
height of tlie mow or the “bay,” the time
h i> been running into Boston with when it was
cut, etc.; but bearing the modhe : ooivr qualities for several weeks, and j
ifying circumstances in mind, we can arrive
r;
> havi
brought from 81 to 81.50 per bar- I at a very close approximation to
exactness,
tin- oarrel nut included. The
question as we know from experience, having sold
arm,
what, shall be done with the remani- hay
by measurement, with the right to
ng portion, the No. 1
quality ?
weigh at the buyer’s option and expense,
tiling to mind the experience of a large and the results almost invariably
justified
i
m
gr wer, Mr. S
K. Lerned, ofOhes- the estimate.
"•
^ H., we at mice adopted his plan, and
We allow for timothy, red top and simiha\«* them—last of November—in ex- lar grasses four hundred and
fifty cubic
cellent condition.
Bins
were
made of feet to a tou at the bottom or lower half of
rough boards, by nailing them to inch and a “bay,” that extends from the floor to the
hait b\ tlve inch plank, as >,ills.
Five barn beams, and five hundred and
fifty cu• aia
-orner posts t.u nail to were halved
bic feet for a ton at the top or upper halt
into the sills
On the front the boards were of such a
bay, after it has lain, a few
let into slides on the posts, so that easy ac- weeks aud settled.
Of clover hay on a
rvs in or out of the bln could be had.
The scaffold it will take about six hundred cubic
bins are ot variable length, so as to accom- feet for a ton after it has
lain, say three
modate the boards on the places where months.
It will lie seen that the average
thr\ are to stand.
The bins will hold of tin- bay fuil of red top and
timothy will
al ml ?wenty-tive barrels each.
They are not be far from five hundred cubic feet
in
lar e well-ventilated cellar, which lias to the
ton, varying, of course, somewhat
formerly been used for roots; they are rais- bv the circumstances alluded to, that is, the
ed two inches from vlie cemented floor, season, the time of
cutting, the thoroughana ,He cm a most
mvating appearance, as ness with which it was cured, the time it
"' ll as
delightful fragrance. Already the j was settled, etc.
nit
"tnmauds an advanced price, which I
A little testimony on this point
may not
"di undoubtedly be somewhat increased.
be uniuterestins at this time. A farmer in
" e hope to be able to.state at some luture
j Uxbridge gives four hundred feet in a mow
time, tint this modi ot preserving apples
twenty feet high, twenty feet long and
lt»-> been a successful one.
twenty feet wide, as the lowest number of
i ;• following article upon "The care of feet he ever estimated.
He says:
‘In a
" ntei apples,’’ is from the Vermont Farm
scaffold of hay eleven and a half feet square
er
ami nine feet high, making 1,190 1-4 solid
1 he way tied most farmers save their
or cubic feet, there
was bv actual weight
" ntc
s
is
to
hole
them
q ph
up like pota- ; f>,070 pounds of hay; or a little over two
01 pile them up in a cave or cellar.
tons and a half of hay.
The hd3> was up11 v this method you not only lose much val- land
Interval, resembling red top. This
iia! ie time, hut lose very many apples, and
gives a fraction less than four hundred
" hat
you do keep over winter, are in a bad and sixty-nine cubic feet to the ton. Unoudition.
Apples may he kept in barrels der ordinary circumstances live hundred
that arequite open, but the best and cheap- solid feet of well
packed, not very close,
est vvsy
;s to
keep tliem in crates or boxes hay, is considered with us to be a fair estimade in tile following manner: The ends mate for a ton.'
or head pieces should he ten or twelve
A farmer in West. Enosburg, Vt., says
‘•lobes wide, by fifteen to
eighteen long; ‘When there is a large quantity together,
td*A can be sawed or split : nail your boards ♦00 cubic feet will make a
ton, tint where
on toe bottom and
sides, leaving place for only a small quantity like a scaffold is stor|
eiitilatiou. Have your hoards all the same
ed, it will take for a ton not far from 500
length: about three fee*.
cubic feet,
it depends on the finality, but
When you gather your apples from the I am
speaking of good herdgrass hay. I
trees | nt them in these boxes (be careful
saw a
scaffold measured and weighed a
not to bruise them) and lay the boxes on
few days ago. It was twenty-six feet long,
eaei, (t|i,-r in your apple house.
Two men eleven feet wide, and nearly five feet
high,
"ill iiandie these boxes with ease.
Vou making 1.430 cubic feet.
It weighed 5,800
can look vour
apples over in these boxes pounds, so you see it varied hot a fraction
ui am
time witli little labor
When you ; of 500 feet to the ton.'
ate iVady to
ship, just nail a board over the
A farmer in Freeport, Me., says: ‘For a
In this way you mow forty feet
top and you are ready.
long, sixteen rtet. wide, and
get your apples iu market in good condition fourteen feet deep,
well-settred, the comuup handle them but once.
Keep your mon estimate is 425 to 500 cubic feet to
house as cold as possible at all times with- the ton. For some fifteen
successive years
out freezing.
1 have pressed hay in ray own barn from a
mow less than the
above, and the average
number of feet required, including tare,
Potatoes on Fall Ploughing.
which is above five per cent., has been
aluml 425 feet per ton.'
Whatever will iu these days of degenor
It will appear from these statements,
ate potatoes—from disease, potato
beetles,
and othei causes—promote growth early that as a general average rule a cube of
iu the season, is of value to the farmer, : eight feet will make a ton of timothy, and
tim
of the most important of these, on we should allow about a quarter more for
lays and loams, is fall ploughing. These clover. If there is a considerable mixture
oi clover, as there frequently is, the proper
are well known to lie the
proper soils for
allowance must lie made for it, and it will
tin
rop, except among market gardeners,
where rnrllnoa is sucriflet .1 to
require the exercise of some imigment anil
quality
So if tlie hay is very fine
with such, sandy and highly manured.is the skill to get at it.
and unusually solid, it will require a less
b'-'t
We have never failed in getting a
crop, planted as soon in the spring as the number of feet to Hie ton.
Now to make a calculation as t.o how1
soil was in condition, and to hasten this we
have always planted ill well-drained soil, many head of cattle it will do to attempt to
ploughed deeply in tlm fail, leaving the sur- winter, farmers call it in the rough about
two tons to a cow. and make
face as rough as possible.
allowance, of
As soon in the spring as the soil is friable, course for other stock according to age
furrow your laud.
If manure is used place and size, and for other feeding substances,
like roots, etc.
As a general rule it is well
i; over the tubers or eyes when
planted,
and > over with not. less than four inches of to stock pretty well up to your capacity,
ami
if
earth.
Covered thus with manure, the polikely to come a little short, buy
tatoes will not appear above
ground so grain
early as if planted on the manure; but they
will appear iu due time, and before the crop
is ripe will have caught up; and if early
Fattening Animals.
manner
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When

Will

It

Dawn ?

When will it dawn ? that promised day of blessing,
When land and sea,
Joyous as souls may be with love's caressing,
In peace shall be ?

When o’er the valleys boom

sound ot

no

When ocean’s wave
Is crimsoned not with blood of
To war a slave <

son or

slaughter,

daughter,

God speed the truth and let the good evangel
O’er earth send joy,
As beams ot light come when the morning angel
Looks from the sky !
Too long the sons ol Adam’s ruce have striven,
Too long has War
O’er earth’s lair home its plough of sorrow driven,
Now let the law,—
Love’s
In

law—divinely strong. In earth prevailing,
Through woman’s power,

might of sweetness War’s strongholds assailing,
Brin* the bright hour.

Toil on. then, workers in Life’s field ot glory,
Reformers all I
Soon dawn will show’ that Peace in her sweet
Answered Love’s call.

When

John

story

Comes Home.

■

■

>

j

|

sorts

York,

planted,

Early

are
as
Hose, Early
etc., the crop will ripen before the
is far enough advanced to generate

The Popular Science Monthly gives these
relating to the manner of producing

season

items

tin: condition inducing rot.
Of course, if
the beetle makes its appearance it must be
attended to but these pest.s are seldom so
destructive with early as with late plant-

excessive fatness.

ings.
A peculiarity of the potato is that it requires a cool, moist soil. The hot sun
glowing on the bare earth is destructive to

this coolness and moisture. If this extreme
heat is accompanied with or follows hard
showers, it almost always induces disease
in the tuber, and consequently, rot.
For
tiiis reason only rich lands should be used,
that you may plant, the crop close enougii
to completely cover the ground with
foliage ;
and planted early the plant will completely
shade the laud before the advent of extremely hot weather.
')n now land, or half-rotten sod, we
should not advise- tin* application of
strong
nitrogenous manure, for it constantly does
depreciate the quality of the potato. Mineral manures on soils moderately rich in
nitrogen, or those elements eontaiued in
horse manure, always give satisfaction.
Piaster, marl and phosphate- manure may
always be indicated upon any soil, after
the linal working, mulching the land between the rows with iong manure, especially horse manure, we have always practised with the best results; it keeps Unearth cool and moist, and feeds the plant
just at tin- time it needs it most. Thus
treated, the tubers will generally be large,
healthy, and consequently lariuaceous.
If the soil, from having been previously
badly worked, or from natural causes, is
mechanically disorganized, and is inclined
to run together, of course it must be replougbed in the spring This may be lightly
done, not more than four or live inches
deep, hut upon ordinary soils, the spring
ploughing may usually be omitted. Tin
advantage of full ploughing is undoubtedly
owing to the fact that the frosts of winker
break down and thoroughly comminute thr
soil, allowing a free passage for the watei
to run off through tin dead furrows, as alst
a more free
percolation through the soil
itself. A soil so acted upon, uol only taker
up from tlie atmosphere the floating elements ->f fertility it contains, but its
porosity allows it to take up heat also, and
store it more surely then ou less disintegrated or lumpy soils. [ Western Rural.
Stone-Colored

Wash.

hoard fence and a rough outbuilding two years ago, and it is nearly ar
good to-day as it was when Unished, and ii
->sLs comparatively nothing.
The fence is
a common, rough board fence, with a capboard nailed on the top; and i have leaned
ou the fence a hundred times, and it wil
not soil a black coat, or any garment, by sc
doing, but appears slaty, witli no dlsposi
lion to crumble.
Take two pounds of flax seed and boil it
in a common wash boiler for an hour or
more, in four pails of water; after thoroughly bulling, strain if into any old tight
barrel; put in one peck, in bulk, of common
laud plaster, one peek of nicely sifted wood
ashes, one quart of wheat flour, and one
quart of salt. Put in your barrel a good
stick as large as a hand-spike, and stir il
till it is as thick as cream; let it stand ii;
the sun for a week, and every time you gc
by the barrel, stir thoroughly, and by the
end of the week it. won’t settle, but will
remain incorporated, and is fit for use.
The above was made in quite warm
weather, and worked up like spouge baiter,
two or three times, before I put II on; but
a good stirring
would, in a minute or two,
reduce it again to its creamy consistency.
It is now as hard as slate, and is certainly
valuable in preserving the wood, and is a
cheap luxury in good looks for fences or
second-class buildings, and I know It Is uu
humbug. [Rural Home.
i painted

a

It says:
“Numerous experiments have been made
on geese, ducks, pigs, bees, etc., which go
to prove that the animals accumulate much
more fat than can lie accounted for
by the
quantity present, in the food. M. Floiirens
had the hears in the Jardin des Plantes fed
exclusively on bread, and they became excessively fat. Bees confined to a diet of
purified sugar continued to produce wax,
which strictly belongs to the group of fats.
Hut whatever its source, the excessive use
of noil-nitrogenous food, conjoined with
inactivity, frequently leads to the deposit
of an inordinate amount of oleaginous matter.
This fact is illustrated by numerous
coin
among tne lower animals
and among men.
At Strasburg the geese
are fattened by
shutting them up in darkened coops within a heated room, and smiting them constantly with food. The high
temperature lessens the escape of the heat,
and thus favors the process.
Here all the
conditions for insuring obesity are resorted
to, namely : extended heat, obscurity, inactivity, and the cramming of animals with
fattening food. A still greater refinement
for pandering to the appetite is resorted to
by the Italians, who relish the fat of the
ortolan. To procure this in perfection, the
natural habits of the bird were watched,
and it having been found that it
only takes
food at tile rising of the sun, they cheat Hie
birds bv producing an artificial sunrise. To
effect this, the ortolans are placed in a dark,
warm chamber, which lias but one aperture
In the wall. Food being scattered over the
floor, a lantern is placed at a certain hour,
in the opening, when the birds, misled by
the dim light, at once commence feeding.
The meal fluished, tile lantern is withdrawn
and more food scattered about, when the
ortolans sleep. Two or three hours having
elapsed, and digestion being completed, tiie
lantern is again made to throw its light into
the apartment. The rising sun recalls the
birds to tiie habit of again feeding, and they
again sleep with returning darkness. This
process is repeated several times in the
twenty-four hours, and in a very short time
tiie ortolan becomes literally a ball of fat,
which strung on a wick, is said to make an
excellent lamp.”
instances

Curing
The

Hams.

following recipes

are

those accord-

ing to which the hams that took the first
and second premiums at a Maryland State
Fair were cured—
1. Mix two and a half pounds of saltpetre finely powdered, one-lialf gallon molasses.
Hub the meat with the mixture;
pack skin down. Turn over once a week,
and add a little salt.
After being down
three or four weeks, take out, wash, and
hang up two or three weeks until it is dry.
Then smoke with hickory wood three or
four weeks, then hag or pack away in a
cool place—not a cellar—in chaff or hay.
2.
The meat, after being cut out, must
lie rubbed, piece by piece, with very flnely
powdered saltpetre, on the flesh side, and,
where the leg is cut off, a table-spoonful
(not heaped) to each ham, a dessert spoonful to each shoulder, and about half that
quantity to each middling and jowl, this
must be rubbed in. Then salt it by packing
a thin coating of salt on the flesh side of
each piece, say one-half an inch thick;
pack the pieces on a scatt'olding, or on a
floor with strips of plank laid a few inches
apart all over It (that is, under the meat);
tiie pieces must be placed skin down, in the
following order: First layer, hams; second,

STORY OP THANKSGIVING.

A

one of those dead November
when all the color and sparkle of
nature seem to have faded out forever.

It

was

days

The sky had

a

cold steely glitter betoken-

storm, while over tho landscape
was a hush—that sort of ready-for-anything air peculiar to the uncertain period
which we feel does not rank with the
golden autumn time, and which we yet
hesitate to call winter
It was a day when one longs to lose
sight of the world outside; and lor this
there could be, perhaps, no place better
than the pleasant harbor of Elinor Reid’s,
home. To define precisely in what the
charm of this room consisted would he
difficult. It lay, not merely in the red
sunshine of the grate, the flowering plants

ing

a

in the hay-windows, the fine old engravings on the walls, the brackets and
statuettes, or the numerous dainty specimens ol feminine handiwork and skill;
hut with all these was that indefinable
rare atmosphere that gives one a sense as
if receiving an invisible benediction.
Other homes may possess more luxurious
appointments even than this : may he filled
with all the treasures that taste can demand and money supply, and yet remain
social arctic regions to the end ot the
chapter. Rut here was perpetual summer,
though the almanac saul—November.
Elinor sat by the front window gazing
idly out into the street. “Not a stitch
it work in her hands, as I live!” was the
exclamation «»t Miss Lodemy Brown who,
according to her custom, was peering out
through the blinds over the way. “Won
der what Elinor Reid finds to look at'
There’s nothing going on as 1 see !”
Apparently, Miss Lodemy was justified
in her decision. Nothing was “going on,”
at h ast nothing to warrant Elinor’s absorbing interest. Groups ot children with
books and lunch-baskets hurried, laughing and chattering, along the sidewalk.
It needs not quick ears to catch the
secret of their unusual exultation—“No
school to-morrow!
It's Thanksgiving!”
All tin1 afternoon, sharp, distant rifle
cracks had betrayed the fact that one of
those inhuman practices known as a
“turkey shoot” was in full operation on a
hill just back of the town; and now and
then a returning loafer straggled by with
bis gun and game.
Clustered around the
store at the corner opposite were several
tanners’ teams, waiting for their owners,
who were exchanging larm produce for
line groceries, and lingering in idle gossip
by the counter. The men file out now —a

rough-coated,

heavy-booted

procession,

and prepare for their homeward ride.
'The grocer comes to tlie door to take
down bis long advertising column of halffrozen poultry suspended outside, and to

exchange a few last good-natured common-places with bis customers : “Looks
kinder winterish, hey, Jonas!” “Going
to touch us up again on prohibition, pretty
The cheery voice is not
soon, deacon ?"

silent until the last wagon chatters down
the frozen ruts in the road and winds
slowly up the hill toward home.
Elinor’s eyes took in all these things
mechanically, but her mind was busy elsewhere. Who can tell of what his neighbor be thinking while seeming to observe
only—the weather? She looked desperately tired ol herself. And no wonder!
There is no torment like that of heaviness
of spirit.
How shall we describe her to satisfy
those who think beauty a special property
ot the teens? She was no longer young,
as girls call
young; “thirty, it she’s a
day,” had been Miss l.odemy’s verdict
nearly a year before the date of our story.
Ail old maid!
How uninteresting! disdainfully exclaims sweet sixteen, to whom
the term is suggestive only ol plain sewing, or bespectacled, prim-visaged schoolma’ams.
But it is barely possible that
sweet sixteen may find some day that the
mature, cultivated, refined woman has a
charm beside which crude girlhood suffers
over

in

comparison.
•

'Hiiui wits iieiiuer iiauusome nor

■She

was

simply

attractive.

preii).

You could

not pass adverse criticism on a single
feature, and yet you could not love her

for

alone. She had a pure blonde
gray eyes, and fine dark hair
in which was an incipient curl.
You
would not call her tall, and yet, owing to
a sweet, simple dignity, her own peculiar
possession, she seemed to tower above
other women.
You thought your best
thoughts in her presence. She never
talked to you with wandering eyes, nor
anticipated your half-uttered expression
by “yes.” She was never guilty ot a
mean satisfaction at another’s weakness.
She impressed one as having strength and
nobility of character; as being capable ot
standing alone. She—-but, after all, there
is no use continuing the subject.
She
cannot be put down on paper.
From this
scanty outline the reader must make such
any one

complexion,

a

portrait

as

host suits his

imagination.

We have said that Elinor looked desperately tired of herself as she sat looking
out of the window.
Her moods were not
born

of the

weather;

something

more

than the dreary day was evidently the
cause ot tier depression.
The truth is,
Elinor was having the struggle which
sooner or later, conies to all women when
called upon to place a girlish fancy beside
a
deeper, richer, more fervent feeling.
Girlish fancy? She remembered the time
when she would have scorned this imputation.

Everybody in Thorndale knew that the
minister, Gilbert Palmer, was in love

new

with Elinor lleid.
Everybody in Thorndale strongly suspected that Elinor Keid
was in love with hercousin, John
Douglas.
As usual, everybody was right and everybody was wrong. Elinor and her cousin
had been devotedly attached to each other.
They were just the same age, and in
childhood had been inseparable com-

panions.
John

was,

by nature,

an

artist.

His

tastes however, met with no encouragement: from liis father, who had other

designs for the future of his only son.
There had been passionate quarrels between the two, and finally, after a stormier
scene than common, John resolved to
go
out into the world and seek his own fortune. From his mother and Cousin Elinor,
he received
sympathy and loving appreciation.
The former assisted him by all
the means at her disposal, while the latter
fed his ambition by her belief in his genius
and ultimate success.
“A partner in the wool business ? Think
of it, Nelly !” bitterly exclaimed the young
man as he came to bid his cousin
goodbye.
‘Keep on with your brushes and
if
you choose, and—starve.
paint-pots,
Not a penny will I ever give to help you,’
father’s
were
last words this morning. I
do choose to keep on. lie shall acknowlshoulders; third, jowls; fourth, middlings— edge some day the value of the despised
take the spare ribs out of the middlings.
brushes and paint-pots. And, Nelly,mind
The meat must lie iu this wise six weeks if you do not lose faith in me, and when 1
the weather is mild, eight if cold—the brine come back—”
being allowed to run freely.
These sweet significant blanks in the

NUMBER

23.

lover’s dialect! Who needs to fill them
up ? Certainly this boy and girl of eighteen
understood each other. And so they had
parted. The years passed on, and still
John lingered in Germany, a hard-working, lonely student. Success had not
come to him in a full tide; he had been
refreshed only by an occasional scanty
ripple. Absence tries the worth of our
friends severely; but at the end of eight
years, John Douglas had no reason to
complain ot his place in Elinor’s heart.
And then, Fate, the great mischief-maker,
decreed that the Reverend Gilbert Palmer
should receive a “cal!” to Thorndaie.
And, coming, what more natural'than that
he should find in Elinor Reid the dream
of his manhood fulfilled. No one wondered at his choice; everybody wondered
why his suit was not successful. Miss
Lodemy, who may be considered as a sort \
of sounding board oi the village opinions, I

Funeral

of

«-r

g. ■Mttwa

Greeley.

Horace

the fuiieral services of tin i;*te 11«*r «>
HeeHc r
at Dr.
t*in'- catch. Mi
no one dies wii« ;*.• death i- not momentous. t n all who have passe* I «•
v, not
one lias gone lor a
long time \v!i will can.*
1»
•vf* him so lnm li devotion. Who i- this man
who gets these civic honors? Who is ihi- man?
'V as he one of the great
prim a -s ol wealth?
"
he ot gn-at military renown? No. and vet
here
men from every wall?in 1 ile : hero is
^are
••urt ’hief Magistrate; iiere are our most prominent ci izeus from ail parts of the emnilrv.
gathered around the bier of the man who is now
no more.
Here We see that eritiei>m is ibarm«
A little time ago and men's politieal p.as-ions
We ditfer as nmeli in polities a»
were aroused.
over, 1 mir here lies before us this man who hut
a
brief time ago was a great leader in the land.
Why do men of ail parties gather hep- in
reverence jound his remains? It is because fm
until is greater t an hi' polities?
Here to-day
in'tween the two oceans there is scarcely a man
or eJiiid who has no! felt the heneticent inlluene.
ot the eha:':.e!e|- of Horace Greeley.
Ifora.
Greeley gave im- strength oi his life to educ
tion, to humanity, and especially to the poor
who could little help themselves. He had
great leant that longed for ^ mpath y. ddnui-h
he may m r be leinembcred by those inemori ib
which cam other men's names d >wn to po-teiit>. lie will be remembered throughout tin
bind for those great qualities of mind and he n ;
which make his character commensurate, is it
were, with the genius of this great republic.
His iutbn ir e lias gone out to teach a nobler
manhood n» the mechanic, the laborer and tin
farmer. What more can we s-tv in eulogy of.
the character ot this illustrious dead?
Alas,
alas, he through a long and not untempesbuuihas
reached tin* shore. How bless, d
voyage
are tin* di id that die in the l ord.
.Wav God
grant that in the solemnity of these thought' in
which we have gathered herc.it may be oil r
happy l"t It;-1 when We die angels shad op**ll
the gates and •••■reive Us infoihe glory of tin*
Lord.
A Iter singing I
the qtiartel le ,*rom S;. Kran- is
Xa\ier church. Lev. 1 >r. Chapin iddrcsscd tue
audience i- followl'" d .\ in tin* frcslmes-ol his great sorrow
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fully handsome. Do vou wonder our "randto the farm to-Jay, she had a double momothers loved their fragile tea cups, and haunt- j
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tive—a vague idea that in some way she
ed auctions where pieces were sold at a pricer
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should prove a help and comfort. But it
for I do not. There is a marvellous tascina- j
Autumn, after vainly coquetting with the inis useless meddling: with Fate. She has
tion in possessing what can never be reproduc- I
her own way, and it was not part of her evitable, has left the field to Winter. She deed, and owning :ui egg-shell representing a lost ;
in
a
tempest of thunder and lightning, j
plan that these lovers should be helped parted
Had I the space I could enumerate oer- |
art.
out of their dilemma precisely in the man- snow and a gale of wind, fairly driven out by j
tain costly and gossamer specimens of rare j
ner Mrs.
Douglas intended. Elinor never the calendar and old Probability. For several china that have been exhibited at this* store, but
knew what topic of conversation her un- days frozen water pipes and red noses have
j their description must lie reserved fm* another
looked-for arrival spoiled.
been the fashion, and every body scuttles along
“Talking of angels, Elinor,” said Mrs. the streets trying to look as though they relish- j letter.
Several prominent Republicans and DemoDouglas, smiling, as she came forward to ed the cold snap. Not that any body reailv enwelcome her neiee.
crats are to go on to Mr. Gieelev’s fuueruh
I
the necessity ot swathing pipes in hot band- 1
joys
The color deepened on Elinor's cheeks.
heard yesterday what was once a "Webster
or becoming a beacon <>t light if not beauages,
"Have I. then, been painting amoral?”
bemoaning this sudden death as another
ty to those one meets—only like other disagree- Whig,"
she asked.
consequence of the country’s ‘‘unappreciative
“No—that is—1 was thinking—we were able things ir has to he borne, and its all the ingratitude.”
better for us if a little philosophy can cover our
saying”—stammered poor Mrs Douglas.
WouM some enterprising in:.:: tit -to make
With ran tact. Mr. Palmer came to the real sentiments. You could not wish your a
fortune, let him come to Boston and open a
worst
harder
luck
than a tive minutes
enemy
rescue of his hostess.
I was preaching
first
class Restaurant, and keep it so. Wean
a
chat
at the corner of Bromlield and Tremont
sermon,” said he gaily, “with this
for one that shall be sweet and dean,
speculated a great deal on this matter, splendid tire-light for my text. 1 had streets that last day of November, or in fact any pining
“For my part,” she was fond of saying, j wandered to sunlight, and from thence to morning when the wind blows a gale from the and where cleanliness need not be incompatible
with the high prices now charged. Doe- anv
“it’s jest as plain as the nose on my face
moral sunlight, when you most oppornor' wot. The big Mocks of granite that once
one know ot the rara oris to Keep such a mine
that these two people were cut out tor I tunely appeared. No sermon is complete separated us from the water side
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proved a regueach other.
He’s considerably older than without an illustration, you know.
Jvv.
lar warming pan, as the coming season is about of wealth?
she is; lie’s good-looking, smart, well'Most logical reasoner !
laughed to show. And it is all very pretty to *enti- ;
connected and pretty well off. As for Elinor.
Clippings.
mentalize regrets under Hie lee, and looking
It was a happy trio who
that, though, she’s got money enough for
lingered at the down the narrow street over the emerald wa- |I
Handy book-mark, r-—Dirty finger-.
both. Only hcrselt and mother to share j tpa table that evening. They lingered so
all that Reid property.” The unlucky in- 1 mg that Keziah, (lie help, grew cross, ter where the masts and rigging stand stitV and ; A well-bred dog generally bows to stranger.-.
siuuation that perhaps Elinor was waiting and muttered as she baked fresli waffles, white in the cold sunlight, to say it makes a |
Mexico is delighted at it* first negro minstrel !
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pretty soon Keep lovely picture, but unless you are as tough as troupe.
a polar hear and arc desirous of having
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No one noticed the hall door’s noisless name and age sent in to Mr. Apollonio, beware,
the foot.
children knew about love? The new opening or the footsteps that,
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in nister” (four years’residence in Thornthe sound of voices, now sottly drew near weakly supposed they knew the breadth and
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great easily.
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by licet s-ity, ami animal- by instinct. !Firm*.
o
'nrriav't ■oiitaimid (ioM-raor Noilmn,. >.
peared in the doorway, with her sleeves all her store of arguments to prove her age. A Professor Pepper, with a whole alpha,1 five 1 of (onn-dnur ml l.. \a m a Fmk,
\n exchange announces, mi the d aih *.| a
bet of IPs and F’s dangling like bobs at Uie end
rolled up, and a general Thanksgivingot Not .• er-e\
the
doctor
delusion,
after
pel
said,
young
lady that -le ,,!iyeil titty years will, her hus- Fominoh ('..uueil ot N u A rk. Hrookh n ami •>! i.
of his spicy name, has drawn good audiences
doesn’t-conie-but-once-a-year air about a well-feigned pause:
band. and died in coiili leni hop.
:
1
better
her. These sisters were a curious pair.
Tit. h ibuiu kdimrial Stall.
“Madam, the frog is there. I will re- tor a week to hear Ins popular lecimrs on I life."
One, as sharp and slender at the needle. mnvH il 11
I’lea-uri < v\ ti-ti* tin spirits more thin pains:
•sight. Having no particular fancy for M*ieni*e
I'i ‘I'Uiu «‘..mi' -mg lb»om.
the sign of her trade; the other, round,
t he re I ore tin* latter eaii t»«• endured hmgrr
ini
He then prescribed ar innocent emetic,
I'ribun- Press lliioiit.
thus popularized, I have abstained from seeing
in greater degrn tliati the Cornier.
smooth and heavy as one ol her own and wont to tho no irest ('lower
ZiinmriI > l'Of/l aphica! Si*i■ ii• t
shop, whore ghosts and things as the London protocol iii ami.
II ii. miii 'll t am. m Asm., i.:11..,,
apple dumplings.
he bought a small frog.
Armed with tliis shows them to crowds Of wide ,-v. d
“What’s wanting, Lodemy ? Don’t hin
licv. S.umn ! Hearn, when dying
oinfcihd Par('lit s.m i.
I !• t’.uT M itiln w :-.»!•», t.
\.
confederate lie presented himself once at Treinont
Temple. 1 am told iiu*v arc weiI his.wifr, s.iviiiLf “IVace, sweetheart, that ««oil J
M il l In v\ Sou
1 .1
der. I’m in a hurry to finish up the work. more before the Duel
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ess, and placed a
\
.\«
iN
v. he
Sons
behaved spirits lie conjures, but jugglei
'Vlio feeitelh tie' raven*, will not -tine the
11‘inii, rail
plum'
Seems to me I shall never get through.
large basin of water n readiness. Tho ther scientific or natural, is pleasanter as mys 1 [erns."
The pies are not, tuore'n half baked ; took emetic
M tinted IMin''
began to take effect, the Duchess’
11• tlif miii
Nor ter \\ alpol. |rriareil that the iie-t hull h<
I’hero w .i' i."
tery than as facts exposed to credulous mortals*
me pretty much all the afternoon to pinImii ii,,. j,j
eves filled with tears, and our doctor took
e\ er heard \\ a** I tie -ay ine of
a>
lll'»\«d low II I lie a tiiil
hr man w ho <h
Sev eral weeks ago a new store was opened lo
feather them chickens."
advantage of the opportunity to slip the
eland, I hale that woman, tor -lie cli.myrd nn
;»it->«*n11•«I a in iLiiili* *111!\ .111j.— 111a, p* n <11■
the public* that at the tune 1 intended to giv.
“Somebody’s come!” breathlessly ex- the green frog into the basin.
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a!fir. «I in I. i in-mi i.ii!. m i m. m
at nurse.
claimed Miss Lodemy’.
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On seeing the frog, a load was removed some particulars about, as with the exception
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spoken
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w .»n* in 'in line I.a I:
“Here?
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Hood luck?” said Lorany’, from the Duchess’
heart, and for an in- of one in New ork, it is the only thing of the eially to time. An exception i- maile in the
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|. i. ki ,1. ,ii. i
looking helplessly down at her half morn
stant all seemed well.
The next moment kind in this country, and a place well worth east* of hand-organs, which Iuruish musir by
\H iI..ii
"loop aii-1 vvin.l 'W hid if-.uj ni>.
ing calico, rather worse for its kitchen she turned pale, and as Dr. Cabarus, sop- visiting. Morn important matters have crowd- tin- harrel.
lli*‘ It if I'll iMiiii"- w • *■ .I- ..ill in 11 mu in n
experiences
her
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a
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h ill-ill ,-i
I ..;,i
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ported
tottering frame, she cried in a ed it out ot my letters, and the lire sent it up
Man and wile are cent rally railed one. Some
• |||;
“No, no ! At ltcids. A man has just despairing tone :
‘•>1 ll 't I nl III.I Killil IN I. I»
r,;t!;i|\ |||,
another flight of stairs, Messrs. Crump A Son. people, though, reckon them a- two lint ten i- III! .Ill- \\ a-..111 Hill.Ml
I
It’s so dark that I can’t
I.
I
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|. 1111
gone m there.
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proper ralculation of some eouples—-the
“No, doctor! 1 am not yet cured for the the jewelers, taking tin ground floor on TreVN i 11
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Up III ill. \ H i Ml" I >1111« ill I S Will
I wife one, and the husband a eipher.
tell who he is, but s’pose’n it should
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though the Household \rt
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“Stop!” cried Cabarus, without allow- Co. have gone up higher, their place i< a most
•‘Say, dones, what’s the mallei with your tllr .ippt ll all.a ut a
in ,1 | (.
ilpilit
“John Douglas!” broke in Lorany.
oh, nothin', only my wile -aid this
W hilt I h. }.i
--it.ii \v• i- in 111.11 i.>11, tli>* v ni.i,iing a trace of embarrassment, to be seen attractive spot to wile away an idle hour or • ye?"
in- riling !’ l better yet
“Well, well!” and, unmindful of hcrhait- in his manner: “That we shall see.”
tin ; I *•!»!»r. Ii ami tin* l.i-IK w i. I.ill. .1. Tin r.- w aup and make
told In r to make it her.-ell— that'- all
I it! If 1. 11 r. u M
a small lortum* in.
It is a sort of Art
transacted alltinished baking, she placidly sank into the
«.|i,- .»*. lock. an.I
spend
He then east a searching glance
upon
111 lari 'in- 11 a \
v\ a
»-1 TV
,1
,i \
gelid tllv
low rocking-chair, while her sister main- the
its costliest specimens and
All author srleeled a- the title ol
III w |ufrog, which he had by this time taken Museum that sells
hi*«> 11 Ii«»*t11 I lir cil \
tained her post by the window.
\Vreeked ill Port."
Hi- puhli-hei
in his hands, and answered with a cer- throws temptation in the way of every lover of main e.
i'll,
t ii ion Ferry Company had a bout n
looketl sharply at tin* author's red 110-e, and !’• 1»t»111 -|..|
“Tell you what ! Mrs. Douglas will he
ill.' liM-lllll-lf. all.I 11 If ] a m 11.1
tainty that settled the question, theso tlie rare and ugly, the unattainable or beauti- muttered,
“Yes, either port or Burgundy.”
a happy woman if John has come home.”
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,i, ii _•
words:
ful. The fashion is now to furnish houses by
<
i
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said Miss Lodemy. “Poor woman she’s
•'.'lirtMH'l
lll'l
widowei who had ne\er quarreled with
“Madam, that is an impossibility, for piece meal, or for each room to represent an hisA wife,
about
lit
mt
ain .' gall's, ami IniLan.
gathered
said
the
last
ol
his
hail a sight of trouble.
day
Wonder if John the
marriage »viis til.'
is a male !”
:4n*t roa.l- ami com. titrating alum:
frog
age or country quite foreign to the present day.
Willis
a- h ippy as the tir>t.
Another
widower
-aid
ever got tin; news of his father's death ?”
tllf 01*1*11 gl'aNr, 'll dial \\ lieu til.' III.Mini.'I
III I
antique furniture, tapestries, tiled floors and so the last day ol ho marriage vva- the happiest.
“You can’t tell much by them Reids
cortege arriv. <1 tin \ had tin* grcate-i .lillidillx
one back two or three hundred
forth,
carrying
I
he heroie solll does not -ell its justire alid in following tin* hearse. II.-rr tlit- la-i ,1 rii
and Douglases,” rejoined her sister.
Karly in the rebellion, when the federal
modern route; for mingled its nobleness. It doeS%iot. ask to dine nieelv and worn performed, ami iln- i. in .ins of Mm :• real
“They arn’t very free to talk.” She took forces were stationed at Beaufort, South years by a very
to sleep warm. The essence of greatness is the
editor cons igmd to tln*ir last i. Ming pla.a*.
Carolina, there was an old darky by the with it is a sense of luxury unknown, 1 fanev
up the poker, and gave the lire a stir
perception that virtue is enough. [Emerson.
Thurlow \Vi*o.| was a pall be.uer al his **\vn
This attention was entirely unnecessary, name of l.ige Jackson, who, deserted by in the fifteenth century. To make the comfortrequest. I Holley S. (*regor\ was ,1^..
pall
A St. Louis parent, who happens to he blessbill it was absolutely impossible for Lorany his master, was left to take care of him- able modern house also a place of art is now
bearer. Me was the mail who lent Mr. hr.
ed with a prodigal son, “rejoices more over one
to sit with empty hands.
lev I lie #1000 with which to slarl tin Tritium
She was one of sell as best he might. Lige was consid- the aim of all cultivated people, and the means boy that runs
than the whole
away ami
the world’s grown-up babies, constantly ered a chattel of weak intellect,and, more- for so doing has been warmly 'welcomed bv family who sponge their jsta>s,off him at
Applications lor tickets ol atlmis>i..n to Im
living
home.'* <
’liapin’s eliureh reaelie.l I.*1.000. ami I ,.‘>oo \x«• i,•
he
was
a
over,
awkward
in
If
his
she
sat
down
demanding plaything.
exceedingly
every one of taste and wealth. Travellers in
Human knowledge iz not very
issued in excess of its capacity. Many llion-aml
komprehensiv,
five minutes to wait, she must twirl the attempts to playuhe role of a house serEurope do not know how or where to find the altei all—i ha> seen men who kould kalkulate visited the church alter tin* ceremony't-. m-pcet
scissors, or fidget with the fire, or bite a vant. He smashed and destroyed nearly treasures now imported by this
the .le. ..rations.
an eklipse tew a square inch, who kouldn’l
eum
or
company,
within thirty foot uv harnessing a boss.
The Tribune publishes Hi.- following l. il. r
piece of thread, or roll the spools over everything he laid his hands upon, and if they do
[Bilmanage to pick up rareties there is lings.
Aniksiu kv, the. •_*, l -. :.
the table.
waited
having
upon nearly every officer the
My l>ear friend, F. II. Chapin, Were ii oi mv
danger ot getting them safely acres, the
“There! lie’s come out, and is going at the post, each in turn, after giving him
An Indiana paper describes the feast of a power I would tie present at the last scrvices ,m |,,\,
oft again,” suddenly announced the sen- tlm benefit of some hard language for his ocean without shipwrei k or breakage. Among legislative delegation at a railrmd dinner. The and respect tor our dear and mutual friend, Ii. u
(Jreeley. My heart is lull of sadness. the e\. nl .•!
tin* farts in the ease
tinel at the window.
stupidity, turned him adrift. It happened the beautiful articles exhibited the first week reporter narrates
very
me all things when in
thirty years crowd
I he delegates set at d t». m.
illy
Tliev have acted together upon
or .littered as friends .litter, u u flLorany hurried to look, but her curiosity that l-ige was a witness in a ease that came of their opening was a walnut side hoard carv- point!
at f>."
upset
out
ol
impeachment
was doomed to be
motive, or decrease ol r« sj .,i
unsatisfied; the car- before a court-martial, and being called ed by hand, massive and superb, and said to be
All that time 1 have known him as the eduealt.i
A Mill I’iain farmer never grows tired ol exriage with its occupants drove away as up to give his testimony, was objected to at least two hundred years old. Cabinets of
the people, ol liberty, temperance, integrity. eoiio
tolling the elieek of a hook anvasser who rail- my and industry, uniformly t.ikin iIn* side .u tii«
rapidly and mysteriously as it came. “We on the part of the defendant, who stated black oak richly carved, ana lovely inlaid secre- ed
upon him, last summer. He says there “isn’t poor, eiislav. d or sult'cring ol every color and mi
may as well give it up," reluctantly ad- that ho didn’t believe the nigger was ol taries with mysterious drawers. An antique hair enough in a mattress to make
him a pairol tionality. Win ii I heard <>l hi--death then mingled
mitted both sisters in one disappointed sound mind. “Stand up, Lige,” said the
with my gri< f a tooling ot gratitude that I l.a.l I.,, n
caryed wood box made for logs and generous whi-kers.”
court.
preserved freon say ing one w ol d, t hrongh pai li/aii
“Do you understand the nature of
breath.
and an iron chest hoary with age
chimneys,
Three
military carrier'-pigeon stations will zeal or dilt'ei .'lice ol opinion which e.mid add hiitcr
Mrs. Douglas had invited the minister an oath ?” Lige scratched his wool for a that
looked as if it had held tie4 buried secrets shortly be opened at the fortresses of Cologne, ness to his life ; t hat I had uoiie ol the late remor-'e
over flu dead t u unkind ness t,» ih,.
to tea, this afternoon.
and
the
moment,
then,
white
living, which
turning up
Surely, this was
of some feudal lord, or the bloody proofs ot a Strashurg and Metz, l»y the Ueneral, six hun- one ol the saddest burdens ol
humanity. I could
dred pigeons having recently been purchased to
nothing unusual, lie was a frequent and of his eye, replied: “Look a yeare, marse, Sir Edward Mortimer’s crime hundreds of
not retrain from this hasty expr» ssion ot my svinyears stork them.
always welcome visitor at the Woodside dis nigger has waited on 'bout hall de ago. Hutch
P‘thy with mu* who more perhaps than an. olh.-i
dressing tables of the most exquilias enjoyed the love and eonlldoiice ot the great
farm. There was a strange bond of
ossifers since dey cum to dis place, and if
We learn ourselves and others together: it is editor.
symNo words of
site
are needed, t hey would
and
a singular Friesland cabinet
designs,
lie
don’t
understand de nature oh an oal
the reciprocities of life that deepen and enrich be lost in the g. neralpraise
pathy between Gilbert Palmer and Mrs.
eulogy. With common con
his place tii the Valhalla of Amen
Douglas. She knew his secret: she only by dis time, den dares no wirtue in cuss- covered with painted subjects. Stiil another its solitudes; and in every age* the ferment of sent lie will take
curiosity is a cradle, and a sled some Kriesland- the city has rolled around tin* closet of suhlimrst can worthies, as one ot the greatest and b. I. 1 am
guessed Elinor’s. But a mother’s soul ing.”
truly, thy friend.
prayer. [Martineau.
has keen intuitions, and she felt that
er, centuries ago, pushed across the frozen
John <1. Wuittikk.
(Signed)
is a story of an English tourist who
There
Elinor was lost to John. Next to her son,
that
lias
ground,
been
a
purchased
A barber in Titusville, while cutting tile hair
by gentlea
and
entered
restaurant,
A celebrated French preacher, in a sermon
by a tew scraps of
Elinor was her idol. She could not bear of a rural customer, ran Ins shears
against man lor the Art Museum. Antique hall clocks, French was able to order a dinner. He wished on the. duty of wives, said:
“I see in this conthe thought ot the girl's unhappiness, and some hard substance, which proved to lie a brass candlesticks
by hand and that some mushrooms, very delicious and rare. Not gregation a woman who lias boon gnilly of diswrought
whetstone.
The
old
farmer
said
he
had
“missed
her
heart
though
throw a brilliant light over the good taste of knowing the name, he demanded a sheet of pa- obedience to her husband, and in order to point
pleaded powerfully for that whetstone ever since
haying-time last
her absent son, she resolved to
per, and sketched one. The waiter understood her out, 1 will lliug my breviary at her head.”
try to and had looked all over a ten acre lot for it,July,
but the past, with sconces for the wall in the shape him in a second,
smooth out the tangled skein of these two now remembered
disappeared for ten minutes, Me lifted bis book, and every female head inof storks and other uncanny birds, are wonder- and returned with a
sticking it up over his ear.”
splendid—umbrella 1
stantly ducked.
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! probable ih:ii many ortho .eader> of
-lonnial l av- visited a coal mim or are
*vith the labor of the miners. or the
!
!•• which (hey are exposed: so perhaps J
‘i \ ut i-mi
in Ha' shaft |lr;,r i[|i-. t-icv may 1
j
°l
:o them.
Tin shaft is located at
!■
.’*• n**:i 1 n of three ritilroads, so that cheap I
•>; or,;:tion is afforded to all parts of the
■nntry. Om oj the first things a person ob>
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1

1

1

ve--

'■

approaching Hie shaft is a large
sulphurmis >mol.e ascending from

oh
1

«»•

11 y
It comer- from waste matter which
Mind t i;«> n _r the e >d. and consist- of sulphur,
iI'eij mi.! other minerals, tnd ignites as soon as
1
t-< ; h< sunshine. An enormous pile
•

!-

:

111 at * d. and is always burning slowly.
yi;.. !- tower like building is located directly
the shall; pn one >ide of it are the boiler

\

houses.

The shaft i an oblong
feet, and has two eleva"tie on each side of the
shaft, so that when
is coining up loade I the other
goes down
nyte*

■

t"i

»
■

by

ten

ire.

i'l

••ii

'll m

:1

o

sixteen

top of the first building are two
which tlie steel wire rope pa-sps
t"*m the elevators down into the engine room,
e here one
passes over and the other under the
Ai'“v drum on the engine, and as the machine

em;»t\.

;1111

In the

vs

over

wound up and the other runout,
flic engine is lifted with reversing eccentrics,
t"
uni
as a locomotive, so it will turn either
and is of one hundred horse-power. Bethm>

is

om-

1

"!•
1

engine ther- i>

!hi<

s

smaller

a

one

which

fan blower, which drives
wii through
a
large tube, around the
-1 d rooms in the mine, and comes up loaded
'"ii 111 impure gases through another tube.
1'

enormous

an

1

making mv wish todeeeml th« shaft known
He -superintendent he ver\ eourteoiisly inrmee: me le- would get some rubber coats and
*u

-aps and go down with me. While
dung no him | went into the engine room,
1. 1 while
chatting with the engineer he told
me that 1 wo •.( the miners were severely hurnet!
Ml- night before from venturing into an unused
‘om where a lot o{ ..-as had accumulated which
m

*"s

111

lamps

u*

c

on

re,

hiirning them badly,

led m> ardor, hut the siiperinmi- at coining will* tin- equipments assured
;11
ther- was no danger if 1 followed him.
raiher

lb.:

i

-uf

the c*at which he assured
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lime.
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ip.
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was

was

the entrance of tin shaft.
into one of the empty ear- on the
in which the e -il is brought up, the
-went

w

mg

1

me

dripping down nil
gliting the curious little lamp in

a-the water

ii v.

~s

«>

va’or

lo

instant I felt myself
tin•r down at the rate often feet a seeond. All
nds of ideas went through! my mind, and 1
net!' "I all Mu
oal-mine disasters I had ever
1:11

1

1

w

am! in

i\.• n
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all

What it the rope should break iwhieh
tiv.jiien! occureiu-e when loaded) or the
timbers which the shaft is walled up

oi.

■

1V1
v

a-

crushed in, ortho pumps should
out V
1 heartily wished 1 had

should be

a

ak

*e-

e

undertaken to acquire a knowledge of
mining, for it s,-fined as though we never
.oiil-i i« 1 h the hotrom. Just fancy yourself
lowu into tb earth at the rate often feet
r

1

1

in

in"!'-

t

■li

U

second, and a minute will seem a
length the sneed began to slacken.

a

inie.

m<"
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1

'"nil

-haft

•

readied tile tiottom.
mail ly In tin' <*ontro of

lr■ 11• l<

t«

""in :ii.',\,

f*

high

"t

t

in

diameter. ami :il*out
that :i man i“Ik* lliat humbleth

"vailed." The roof i- coml "I -up-stone. ami i- s<. soft that it i--a r\ t<» ime .1 large number of strong pods
«n• j*<*ri it ami hi |- it from falling in, which
■— ft
i|m*nf|y. ami a large gang of men an*

■

■

I

-fanflv

■

1 m*

11

:t

employed clearing

a wav

Urn rubbish,

lit ra !-Irti'hs l'i':ni',li off in everv diredion
the *•» feral rooms leading from tin* main
:Milit-r. "ii which 'll" cars run. Tlicv arc
a m I"
-mall mules, that are fed and stabled

’"

if

■.ii

min-

They

-.

arc

healthy, ami haven't

■ic.di» tic horse discus** vet.
'"•jin.ii:> "lit "f the <-ar. we walked along the
-rd " a\ floor t<» where we heanl the sound of
Kadi miner ha- ;t room hv himself
; i"k.
wlif-h In ha- dug and keeps enlarging. The
\« in i- three fe* t ami eight inches thick, so
c
ssarv th break away th" -oat-stone
lead
e<"iit

heroes alonsr. The Company have
hundred ami liftv men mininsr. and
dm- ahout two and a halt ton- per
hour-. The work i- very hard ami

as

"if

u li
man
lav "f --n

Mark as a Congo. The
im-t oftlictu are f'orei-m
They mine by the
t-*n, ami mak<* about >u.2"> per day.

dirty:

tie

im n

an*

s

\i-u.-d several of the rooms hut found them
dike, the men bent up nearly double and
Kiuir hard with pick or -hovel. The men

I

wo;

nerallv are contented with the work and
th"111-e 1 ves fortunate to get so good pay.
i a-!-."-! -me of them how he liked the work and
*iit hi- answer \va> “’tis not bad.v and aside
"in tin* danger thev are much better off than a
"turnon laborer on the street.
1 then looked at the pump, which is an ennr-

:

■

dunk

of tifty horse-power, driven by -team
i- brought down in pipes from the boilers.
\ ter -*"ing ail there was to be seen ) was not

..."ii- -am*

hi.-h

\

io stay any longer, -o we stepped
the "levator and went up as quickly as we
me down.
It was with a feeling of relief that
I
'"pp"d out into th" pure air and sunshine
< »n
in
going to the office to leave our coats
i.
tie* secretary kindly furnished me
aj>-

ill anxious

:

mi a

•a

taid" "I the different stratus which they
in digging the shaft.
Perhaps
tin- readers of tin* Journal may he

through

nt
-in

what the world i- made "f. so
k iii |."t and iii.lies as it was given
surface -oil and gravel It* feet 7 inches,
I:»\ •' i -2. -and and water 4, blue clay

nt -u-

I

\
im

l"

i’-l'i.

tom
I nl.t-

know

r"»*k 1. blue cla> Jo-5. yellow
shelly rock I, soft gray -and
11. hard liinestom 12-0, soap stone 22-0,
dial" ^-0. soap stone 'Hi. tire clay 10, gray
bla.-k slat.- •*», coal 4-4, lire clay 10, slate
"i>

up
:a\

■.

I ini"

soft
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was Iniiml before they got. down so low it
.'.as ol aii inferior quality. so it did not pay to
loine it.
Tin- \eiii which tin* eoinpany are
w O't. ine is superior to the most of the coal found
It is mueli Hotter and
ve-l ..I Pennsylvania.
burn- out ipiieker Ilian the anthracite, and is
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■
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ll

mueli for beating purThe manner of loading the coal on
pose
tiendil ears and screening it is cpiite interestlark of spare forbids my describing
,ni'. toil
mill

about

one
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A

Vessel

Sunk

by

a

Swordfish.

di'■■patch from I.evuka, the capital of
the Fiji Islands, announces the wreck of
tin- schooner Trent, after having been attacked by a monster swordfish.
It apA

pears that the Trent, left I.evuka on the
2Sth id December last, on a “labour”
cruise, and called at Rcwa, which she
cleared on the doth. < >n the 9th of February something struck the vessel, and directly afterwards water rushed into the
cabin lion; a large hole in the quarter.
(>n loosing over the side it was discovered
that in immense swordfish had attacked
the vessel, and was hanging by its sword
The fish was caught,
to the ship’s side.
uni mi its being hauled on board it was
loiitid to measure twelve leet in length
nid lour and a half feet round the body.
Its sword, which was over two feet long,
h.ul been driven through the planking up
to the lish’s head with such force as to split
tie fish's lower jaw. On the 21st ol March,
alter

experienceing a
days, iioham’s Island

unexpected quarter.
THE NAVAL BILL.

It is stated that the naval bill for the building
of vessels of war. will certainly be returned
from the Senate amended to retain the original
number of ten. and that the House committee
;.f Ways and Means, and especially one of its
ablest members, Kills II. Roberts, fa\ors this
course. Mr. Bouker stun s that under (jarticld’s
amendment, if carried, the construction of the
vessels would be postponed indefinitely, as
nothing could he done until the estimates and
plans were submitted to and adopted by Congress. and subsequent appropriations be passed
therefor.
The naval appropriation hill as
agreed upon bv the committee, provides for

$ls.700.000.

MAN’S JiK.HT TO l'AKE A DRINK
WHITE MAN’S BAR.
The colored people have been defeated in their
attempt- to eat and drink in hotels and restaurant-.
In several cases on appeal, Jidge
Arthur -aid, in order t<* make a keeper of a
restaurant liable under the statute it is neces-ary t<» prove that the refusal to wait on a wellbehaved person was on account of race, color,
or previous condition of servitude.
'Phis was
the gist of the otfence and the substantial part
of tin statute, and it was therefore absolutely
necessary that the information should contain
ail averment to that effect.
In the course of the
trial he remarked that in some States it was
made a misdemeanor to sell liquor at all, but
here it appeared to be a misdemeanor not to
sell.
1 HE COLORED
AT

N

A

YVAI.

hurricane of four

RECONSTRUCTION.

The act which passed the House, authorizing
the '-onstruction of six steam sloops-of-waj^will
probably he restored by the Senate to its original terms, allowing the construction of ter. anil
providing for the building of the same in the
nment cards.
Then the hill will he sent
to a conference committee and an acceptable
arrived at. Tie* change in number
oinpronrPe
| and coiHitions of construction is
regarded by
I the Secretary of the Navy as greatly injuring
I the
aim of the original hill.
The Navy
j Department claims that there are no private
yards m the country lit to construct vessels of
w:.r, that they have not the appliances and cannot build proper vessels.
In emergencies the
department might get along with their work,
hut afterwards, a- in the case of the recent civil
w n
they would have to dispose of the vessels.
Wooden war vessels cannot he constructed un: 1<*>> the
government supply the timber, as all
live oak i- reserved for the use of the liavv. In
the construction of iron vessels there are not six
private \ard- that could even compete. The
government, Yards arc well equipped inJ prepaid to do the work, so far as hulls and titling,
better than any private party could. There may
be a question a- to the engines needed, but it ieiaimed for the Washington Navy Yard that no
better engines arc in use than those there made.
'flic intention of the department in the pending act was to provide to: the construction ol
lighf-dralt, swift cruisers, ol from S00 to lsoo
toils capacity, outside of engines, which are to
he compound, and so arranged a- to take up hut
comparatively -mall space. Most of the V'*s-els
are to be of iron, though there may be. if the
ten asked for are authorized, three of wood.
Thev will he built on models designed for speed,
under sail or steam. Phis is in accordance with
the ideas presented in the report of the Secretary of the Navy on the proper character of a
ree.»n-trueted iiaw which is that the l>e.-t guns
and highspeed are, for ocean service, of more
importance than armored vessels and heav\
batteries, and that tor coast and harbor servin',
ho ping b itterie- and torpedoes are the reliance.
1

The* Senate Wednesday Dee. 4th, adjourned
without iransacliug any business, lutln* House
tli
bill tor tin* eond ruction of ten war vessels,
with Mr. Hah ‘s amendment to lm\
live of
them budt l»\ eontraet, elicited a long discus'i *n. and
afterward- assigned tor 1o-morrow.
I ho Piv-idenfs message was then eon-idered m
enmimltee of the
\ liole.
The subject of a
i-tal telegraph was referred to the Committee
on A|»!»i' >priations, and tdie eontenni tl celebrati**n to a select committee of nine.
In tlie Senate. Thursday, the *th. Mr. Sumner ask' d to he excused from serving; on committees, under instruction ol his physician.
Mr. Cameron of Pennsylvania, gave notice that
lie should «-all up at an early day the French
>poliation Dili. In the House, Mr. Dawes introduc'd a bill for the tree admission of foreign
lumber to be used in re-building the burnt district in Poston—which was passed. The bill

providing

tor

building

ships

ten

amended, reducing the

ot

war

sighted;
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A

Direct

a

in the mode
which Mr. Bank’s

change

electing President,

but it is hardly probable that a disorder
so peculiar and
strongly marked could

So

do these resemble the symptoms ol typhoid and other fevers, that

closely

physicians do
are

or

occur.
These appear first on the
face, about the third day of the fever, and
afterwards all over the person. These
pustules are sometimes so numerous as to

Man.

Aaron Wood, a man 80 years old, was
found murdered in his house in Acton,

Mass.,

He had lived
alone tor many years, and was
thought
hy :ome to have heen possessed of considerable money, hut the statement of his
resources does not indicate a
probability
that such was the fact.
A neighbor who
baked his bread, brought some to him
Friday evening, and found him dead on
the lloor, with his head covered with blood.
When lound, the body was still warm.
When Mr, Horton, the neighbor who furnished Mr. Wood’s bread, arrived, he
found tin; door oil' its hinges, and up
against, the iitsing. With difficulty he
got inside, and directly before, him saw
part of the body and feet of Wood lying
on the floor.
Horton spoke, but received no answer. He retreated. The feeling that something dreadful had happened, came over him. Mustering courage,
lie again stepped in, and stood before the
body. The head was thrown back, and
bloody. This startled him so that he fled
from the place, thinking all sorts of thino-s
and fearing an attack from the murderer
he hastened to a neighboring house and
alarmed George and Charles Hanley, two
young men. The head was shockingly
mangled, and the jaws and nose crushed,
as if with a boot-heel.
Mr. Wood was somewhat of a monomaniac on the subject of his treatment
from his fellow-men, and
constantly complained of his wrongs, saying that everybody robbed and cheated him, and lor
years lie has expressed tears t hat he should
meet with foul play and be murdered.
No clue to the murderer has been found,
though a gang of laborers has been at
work on the new Nashua. Acton and Boston Railroad, not a great distance from
where the old gentleman lived, and it is
possible it may have been one of them.

Friday evening.

when the disease is styled

together,

run

eighth day

patients slowly

recover.

The small pox has been found to he less
and fatal when introduced into the

by inoculation than when taken in
only in proportion to their free inhabitants; system
the ordinary way, and for a long time the
and besides that the states as sovereignties
best security against its ravages was had
would be excluded. But it is a curious
the disorder into the system
fact that the Committee of Detail that then by- introducing
on

the

subject,

favored the other

brandies of the Banks

proposition—

in this way, after a preparatory course of
diet. The mortality in these attacked in
the ordinary way is estimated at one

longer term, and ineligibility to a second fourth or one fifth of the
whole; but in
one.
It required long deliberation to setthose inoculated it is reduced to one in six
tle upon tlic method that was then adoptor seven hundred.
The small pox is not
ed.
It provided that the person having
a contagious disorder, but it is at
only
the highest number of electoral votes
times an epidemic, or of general prevashould be President, and the next highest
lence, owing to some conditions not well
Vice President. This endured only until
understood. It is now prevailing as an
lsot, when the present method was adoptepidemic in the Northern and Eastern
ed.
The tour years term, with the right
ot the United States.
The small
of re-election, received the support of so portions
has nowhere been so fatal as among
pox
earnest an advocate of a strong governthe populous Indian tribes of the West,
ment as Alexander
whose
a

Hamilton,

pow-

ill the Federalist aided much

erful

appeals
commending the constitution

to popu-

lar favor.
Tin* plan for a direct vote upon the
didates for the Presidential office is
that should receive

thoughtful

canone

and careful

scanning before being acted upon. The
present plan lias generally worked well,
and should not be rashly changed. The
single term policy has received the endorsement of the democratic party of the
nation; and it will be found, we think,
that a longer Presidential term will find
favor, if tin; executive is to be ineligible to
a

second

one.

Maloney's

Mrs.

where it is said to have been introduced
Iiy white men whose friends had been
massacred, ft swept whole tribes to destruction, dead and dying Indians
ing the prairies about their town.

Pig.

at

of administration Senators

caucus

Washington

left

cover-

from this dreaded
found in vaccination, by Dr.
Kdward .Tenner, to whom the race owes
an everlasting debt of gratitude.
It is
now almost a hundred years since .tenner,
a medical practitioner in Gloucestershire,
At

length protection

disease

was

England, made this great discovery. He
giving special attention to the study

was

ot small pox, when he became aware of
the fact that the dairy maids ot the neigh-

borhood had taken a mild eruptive disorder from the udders of the cows that

Despatches from Washington state that
the inquiry intotheOredit Mobilier scandal
‘■will show that some Congressmen ac-

The
Old

not like to state that eases

not small pox until the erup-

are

severe

two

vacancy on the committee on Foreign Affairs to be filled from
the opposition. The Democratic members
a

which made sores upon their
hands—and that thereafter these women
could not take small pox. Jenner applied

they milked,

himself at
and in
he

a

once

to the

study

ol the

subject,

short time became convinced that

had made

of the greatest
to the human race.
He vaccia

discovery

importance
nate;! his son. a boy of six years, and
exposed him to the small pox with no ill
effects. Another boy of eight years of
age, was vaccinated from a pustule on
the hand of a milk-maid, and afterwards
inoculated twenty tunes with small pox
matter without ett'ect.

Dr. Jenner encountered the fate that
awaits all benefactors of his kind. When
he announced in London the discovery
that he had made after so much patient
study, the profession assailed him as attempting to liestialize mankind by intro-

ducing

into their systems

lrom cows.

practice

as

strous tales

diseased

matter

The pulpit denounced the
diabolical, and the most mon-

concerning it

were circulated
lie returned home, not
wholly discouraged, and continued his experiments. At length he convinced one
London surgeon of the value ot the pro-

and

believed,

by vaccination, and that surgeon
introduced it successfully. The reaction
in favor of Jenner was sudden and great.
Seventy-three of the most eminent practitection

tioners

signed a certificate of confidence
discovery, and thousands were vac-

cinated. In 1802 Parliament voted him
ten thousand pounds sterling, and in Is07
twenty thousand additional.
Foreign

countries did honors and made gifts to the
unanimously tendered the position to Mr. great discoverer. So highly was he esSehurz, Mr. Casserly, who had hereto- teemed that
during the wars of Napoleon
fore held that place, voluntarily retiring
his simple letter of request addressed to

for the purpose. Mr. Sehurz thereupon
addressed a note to the chairman of the
Democratic caucus, saying that ho had not

passed from the republican into the democratic party, but that he should oppose the
administration in measures of a harmful
nature. This probably indicates the position ol all the prominent men who partici-

pated

in th(‘ liberal movement.

it is difficult to foretell where

Hut still

they

or

any

other politicians may be before another
Presidential election. Party ties are loose,
ami men are liable to take new directions,
excepting always the army of office holders.

of Chief Engineer
about forty persons,
vision

By invitation
Holt, a party of

consisting

of the di-

road

masters,

superintendents,

master machinists and others of the Maine

Central,together with invited guests from
other roads, made last week an inspection
trip over the road and branches. I,caving Portland on Wednesday, they reached
Skowhegan that night, Belfast next day
at noon, Dexter the same afternoon and

Bangor

in the

evening.

On

Friday

and

the remainder of the road was
visited. The train had two restaurant
cars in charge of Mr. Murray of Bangor,

Saturday

in which the company sat down to regular meals, without the trouble of slopping
at stations.

It

was a

very

enjoyable

af-

fair.
The Portland Advertiser is out with its
prospectus for the coming year. The Advertiser is edited with care, discrimination
and ability, and is one ol the most welIt is one of
come visitors to our table.
the most independent and candid papers
that we see. The Advertiser is mildly
republican. The weekly is afforded at
one

the eni| eror procured the release of I'-nglish prisoners when government diplomacy had failed. Travellers who bore
his letters of recommendation were sure
of kind treatment in all countries.

'Flic hope that vaccination would alford
complete and permanent protection from
small pox has not been realized. It has
been found that those who had been once

thoroughly vaccinated are still liable to
attacks, although in the modified form
The degree ol proteccalled varioloid.
tion and period of duration vary with different individuals.
With some if lasts
life, while with others it appears
to wear out and need renewal, lint there
is no doubt of the fact that re-vaccination

through

Kaii.uoao Fxcuksion.

dollar per year,

-The Portland Press is publishing
articles on “The rocks of Maine.” Per
haps, before the writer gets through, the
series will include Mr. Eutou Shaw’s

quarts.

Generalities.

but for his extreme low church sentiments there
is little doubt his ambition would have been
gratified. If a superb presence and tine intellectual qualities could entitle him to that office

make ourselves so upon the ocean. The
bill, as it passed the House, is as follows—

Local Items, Ac.

Hon. Solomon Parsons, an 9U\ and esteemed
citizen of Bangor, died suddenly on the 4th.

News of the County and City.
Hoys

Mrs. I >:»v. formerly Mi>s Georgiana E. Sylvester, of Camden, appears in the Boston police
reports as having deserted her husband ami
been found in the bed of another man.

The horse dismder may he regarded
ing had its run.

A

new

on

hav

a-

Vaccination is one of the briskest bramhes oi
business just now.

A runaway horse, with sleigh attached, ran
against the Maine Central train as it passed
through Gray. The horse was knocked down,
the sleigh demolished, and Mr. Johnson, who
was in if, somewhat injured.
talked of.

skates pervaded the icy streets

on

Monday.

Sleigh*»\vere put away the lir-t of tlie week
and wheels

brought out.

E. K. Boyle, Esq., who has been ill
bleeding at the lungs, is recovering.

railroad bridge at Waterville is beim*

Sausages

with

abundantly displayed in the

are

The American say> that there are one or two
cast s of small pox; in Ellsworth.

markets, for those having eonlidenee.

Barney Wood, the murderer of Mr. Cheesewas hanged in
Washington, Friday.

Ebbing through the ice is now m reason, and
the possessors of live minnows for bait are lucky

new

man

The atmosphere

K. W. Harmon and wife have recovered $,*>0

very pure and <*\hilarat

was

s,

one strong reason then was that
tlic slave states would have relative weight

reported

Letter From Boston.

A bill to authorize the construction of six
of W. II. Harmon of China, in an action tor
ing last Tuesday morning, but devilish sharp.
escaped particular description. Appear- steam
vessels ot war and for other purposes.
slander.
in
the
Mohammedan
which
army
Mr. Dodge has been treating his customer* to
ing
That the Seeietarv of the Navy lie authorized he certainly deserved it, while his natural indoThe Michigan Central railroad is planting
six steam vessels ot war, each lence and age as surely unfits him. However,
scallops eaptured in the deep water of < 'astine
occupied Mecca, the disorder spread with to construct
rows of chestnut trees
the
line
at
all
ten
or
more
along
carrying
guns of large calibre, th»
it would appear from the election of Dr.
harbor.
thp course of the new religion, carrying hulls to be built of iron
Haight available points.
or wood, as the Secrealarm and death into all portions of the tary may decide; and that $3,000,000 be appro- that last clause has no barrier in the minds of
Shakspere speaks of sermons ,n stone- if he
For t he match monopoly in France. $3,200,000
priated for that purpose out ot any money in people, as a man of nearly seventy and an in- arc paid, an indication of the enormous
known world.
profit hail -aid snow storm- twould be easier to
the Treasury hereafter to be appropriated; pro- valid to
boot, can hardly endure many years of made nil litlle things.
the drift.
The period of incubation of small pox, vided, that not less than three of said vessels the laborious
work in so large a diocese. IVi*
shall be constructed in private yards in the
Sell. Francis A. Barker, of Evnn, f>0 tons burBoth Mr. Hazeltine ami
1’itter-on. -e l
or time that
elapses between contagion United Slates under contract, and the models, haps that is the reason he has been called—in den, has been purchased by ( apt. Matthew I.. with varioloid, are fast (’apt.
N•» new
reeoveiiug.
of
and
Camden.
estimates
for
the
plans,
aforePendleton,
specifications
and the appearance of the disease, is usuorder his place may be filled bv a younger
said vessels shall be procured from naval or
eases h:»\e oeeuned.
The inaugural ball, next March, is to be
tavorite
and
by
The
services
01
fourteen
The
at
by.
civil marine architects, subject to public com- j
opening
ally
symptoms
days.
This is lhe time i<» think of the poor. How I
graced by the presence of the elite of colored
first are like those of a fever—chills, with petition and for suitable stipulated rewards j the convention were extremely interesting, and society 1 u Washington.
ing winds and drifting -non- 111< i»•»— tent'd.I
upon advertisement—all of which shall he sub- St. Paul’s was [crowded with clergy.
and
lait>
The San Francisco car conductor who snubbed the bittenii
pains in the head and back, and vomiting. mitted to a board n( not less (hail live naval many personal friends of the candidates.
of p«*\ rt1
Never

confluent, and is very dangerous. The
of the eruption is usually the
crisis of the disease, after which surviving

probably

Coming Ships.

The first truits of an enlightened and
Correspondence of the Journal.
Boy i on Dee. !>.
awakened
interest
in
the
of
newly
navy
Massachusetts is to be no longer bishopless.
this country is seen in the passage of a
the consequent alarm, call lor a better bill to add six new vessels to the ioree Last week Dr. Haight, of New York, was elected to that honorable position, after rather an
understanding of its history, symptoms now at the disposal of the country. This is exciting balloting. I did not know the clergy
and treatment than generally prevails. gratifying,
following as it does so closely ever allowed themselves to get excited over so
It will he found that, like most sources of upon the Presidential recommendation, dignified and momentous an affair as raising a
alarm, its terrors decrease upon a better and supported, as the bill seems to have Doctor of Divinity to the Episcopal chair, but
the animated discussion among the ‘‘high’’ and
been, by both parties in the house. It is
acquaintance.
“low” factions prior to the convention were
Small pox first made its appearance hoped that this is a first step towards an
promising indications of an old Adam not enabout the date of the birth ot Mahomet, increase of the naval lorce commensurate
tirely cast out, and that hot prejudice was not
in the year 569 of the Christian era. Some with the needs which are unavoidable to a incompatible with saintliness. Boston feels
writers have held that the plagues of the maritime people. We cannot be
powerful much aggrieved that Dr. Vinton was not the
ancients were identical with this disorder, or respected unless we have the means to chosen; indeed, he came within one of it. and

in his
of an

The

proposition opens, is by no means a new
one.
It was a troublesome matter in the
Constitutional Convention of 17s7, and
has asserted itself often since. The proposition tor a direct vote was then voted
down by a large majority; although

In the Senate Friday, the Oth, a bill to repeal
the iron-clad oath, and a resolution calling for
information relative to sending troops to Arhanvi', wre referred. A resolution \% ;t< adoptcepted for a time the enormous dividends
'd lh:il the Finance Committee leport what
legislation is needed to relieve tbejiresent st.rin- 1 ol that concern, which they ilevnted h> pr>geney ol »bo money market, ami the propriety
But they
litiral ami rharitahk purpose*.
"i an additional issue of legal tender notes,
i he Senate adjourned to Monday.
In the will attempt to show that they were not
House, a bill was introduced lor the payment of identified with the
management of the
property destroyed during the war bv order of
government. A bill abolishing assessors of in- affair or with the legislation which made
ternal revenue and transferring their duties to
it so profitable.”
collectors, was discussed at length. After beThis will be a curious revelation. The
ing amended to increase the bonds of collectors
and to tix the i:me for the bill to go into operaCredit Mobilier is now understood to be
tion July 1, 1*71. the bill was passed. Adjourned. to Monday.
dead. It was a fat and juicy thing while
In the Senate. Monday, the 'dtli. bills were I
living, but was squeezed to death and
refunding
the
interest
on
war
funds
presented
borrowed by the States during the rebellion, devoured by enormous dividends.
The
and that alter next June *20 per cent of the cusCongressmen who owned the stock, if any
toms duties may be paid in C. S. notes and 20
there were, will excuse themselves by
per cent additional each year till 1*77, when
they may be paid either in gold or notes. Mr.
declaring that the proceeds were devoted
Sumner’s joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment routining the President to to political and charitable
purposes ! And
one term w as referred to tin* Judiciary Commit tee.
The French spoliation bill was post- no doubt they are willing to bring back
poned tih Monday. In the House a large num- and restore the worthless certificates.
ber of bills were introduced, one for life staThis transaction will belike the propostions on the Maine and New Hampshire coasts,
and another proposing a constitutional amendal of the Irishman who was brought up
ment, providing for a direct vote for President
and Vice President, and abolising the test oath. by the priest for having stolen and eaten
Mr. Hanks of Massachusetts offered resolutions the
pig of his neighbor. “Did you steal
fixing the 'alary el the President it soO.ooo
and eat the Widow Maloney’s pig, Patper annum, commencing March, 1*7;}, and that
the term of cilice of the President be six years, rick ?”
“I did, yer Reverence.” “And
the President to be ineligible for re-election and
that the President and Vice President be elect- what will you do when you are brought
ed by the people at the same time that Con- face to
face with her at the judgment,
gressmen are elected.
A bill giving $20,000 to
the lircnieu'4 fund in Poston caused a long dis- with the pig for evidence?”
“Did yer
cussion and was referred to the Committee on
the pig would be there, yer Reverence?
Appropriations. A bill extending general am- say
Then I’ll say, Widow Maloney, there’s
nesty was defeated by a vote of 102 yeas, *4
Voted to‘adjourn
nays, less than two-thirds.
yer pig!”
from Dee. 20th to Jan. 0th.

Murder

Pox.

tions

Vote for President.

The question of
of

was

number to six, and

and
on June !»th the Trent commenced to take
in water freely through the place where
she had been struck by the swordfish.
The vessel went ashore on a reel, and
afterwards foundered, all efforts to stop
Value oe the Sunkloweii Plant. AtThe crew escaped
the leak being lutile.
tention is called by the editor of the Jourto the shore.
nal ot Applied Science, to the great value
of the sunflower plant in various economiNew York.
cal applications. According to this article,
sinoui.au action of a judge.
the sunflower can be cultivated
very
New Yoke, Dec. 5. (Jhas. F. Colby, readily; an acre of land
sustaining 25,a conductor on the Orantl street horse cars,
000 plants, at twelve inches distant from
courageously notified the passengers on each other. The flowers are very athis ear early Saturday evening that a gang tractive to bees and furnish a large amount
of pickpockets was on board, and warned of honey.
The average production of
tint passengers to beware of them.
On seed may be estimated at fitly bushels to
his return trip tin- gang laid in wait and the acre, yielding titty gallons of oil. This
assaulted hint as lie was going home, is said to be equal to olive oil for table
but Im escaped with a few bruises. On
use, and it is well adapted to burning in
Sunday night the same gang assaulted lamps, soap making and painting. The
and tried to kill him, nearly succeeding refuse of the above quantity of seed, will
in so doing. Two of the would he mur- produce 1,500 poum s of oil-cake, and the
were arrested, Iml on being brought be-, stalks may be either burnt to lurnish
lotv the Judge of Special Sessions yester- potash, or, when treated like flax, made
to yield a valuable in
day he discharged the scoundrels.
large quantities.
was
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in

Congress.
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"i; :11. average.so
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The Herald’s Washington special states that
tie Credit Mobilier investigation will show that
several Congressmen tor a time accepted enormous dividends from that concern, which
they
d* voted to charitable and political purposes.
will
show
were
not
identified with
They
they
the management of the concern or with the
legislation for it. Attempts are being made to
hush up the investigation, but it is reported that
startling developments will be made from an

Small

The

The presenfe great prevalence of this
disorder in the large cities, and its occasional appearance in smaller places, with

eight years will afford
all needed protection. And it is the duty

once

in seven or

of the heads of families to see that all un-

der their charge are cared for in this respect. The milder form, known as varioloid, it should be remembered, will convey the small pox to unprotected persons
the severer cases.
But with
of protection now available,
no case of small pox should be allowed to
spread. Vaccination and proper sanitary
measures will stamp it out in a short

as

readily

all the

as

means

time.
to

to be

scarcely any limit
the duration of the contagion of small

There

seems

fixed. There
of a recovered
patient having given it, two months afterward, to a person who combed his hair.

pox where it becomes
is a well authenticated

once

case

A building that had been used as a pesthouse, when taken down nearly forty
years afterwards, is said to have given
the disorder to the workmen. Fifty years
ago the small pox prevailed alarmingly
in this city. A pair of pants thrown over
from a vessel passing up the bay, drifted
ashore on the eastern side,and were found
by a woman, who took them home and
She died of small pox,
washeil them.
and the disease spread in every direction. So it will be seen that the only safe
and certain immunity is thorough vaccination—although fumigation and cleanliness might have preventeil the contagion
in the cases alluded to.

-s

j
j

officers for approval and adoption, under the
Mrs. Fair has received notice of the cancellation
before did that dead and alive temple ring with of his life insurance
direction of the Secretary of the Navy. And
policy.
after the models, plans, ..ideations and esti- such lou.l
responses! One can only compart* it
The Maine Central station depot at Watermates. which may lie a combination of the best j
to peals of thunder
reverberating from floor to ville, one of the finest buildings of its kind in
features of any or all the plans submitted, or
any one of them entire, have been approved ceiling, and startling everybody with the solemn the State, is nearly completed.
and adopted by the aforesaid board and ap- grandeur of the church service.
Mrs. («win of Davenport assisted the kitchen
Bishop Neely
proved by the .Secretary, he may proceed to ot Maine was to have
preached the sermon on lire with kerosene can. The heavy rain kept a
contract, mitler proper advertisements, for the
good
many from attending the funeral.
construction of the aforesaid vessels with the that occasion, and great disappointment was ex- ;
lowest and best bidder who will give proper |
The Maine Electoral < ollege choose J. H.
pressed at his absence.
security lor (he faithful fulfilment of the eonKimball of Bath messenger to Washington.
Last Saturday afternoon the artists in Studio
Iraet ill each ease.
The vessels to be built
There were 2<) applications tor tin' place.
according lo the models, plans, sprcilications Building held their second public reception this
President Graham uf the Middleton Bank i<
aild estimates approved and adopted as hcrcluseason.
These informal affairs are a pleasant
''till in jail. unable lo pr<»eure I,ail.
fore provided foi ; provided, that the cost shall
Tinfeature in the? routine of outside tile, and one
treasurer, Horton, has no yet been caught.
not exceed the estimates approved bv the aforethat probably gives more pleasure to the visitor
said board.
Miss Helen Luce of llermon has sued the
The provision lor giving one halt this than profit to the visited; for its doubtful it the ; town of Hampden, claiming $f>ooo damages for
end the artists have in view is attained. The j injuries sustained by tin* overturning of a coach
work to private yards is a good one.
large numbers that always frequent free en- i last December.
There is no reason why as good ships can- tertainments
Tin* Lewiston city buildings were dedicated
of this kind, or anv other in fad,
not he Imilt outside as inside the navy are not those who
part readilv with their money, j rimrsday evening with speeches by Governor
IVrham ami other gentlemen. The buildings
yards of the country; and certainly the Still, one purchaser may be drifting along in the have cost about 8200,000.
merchant ships stand as well and wear as crowd, or perhaps some little picture meets iis
Tl »* roots left in the ground after the trees of
well as any. It is hoped, when bids for late through the indirect appreciation of -ome the Western black Walnut forests have been cut
down are almost a* valuable as the original
this work shall lie asked, that the builders impecunious critic; and to hook that rich unknown, we are permitted to enter the sacred crop, being cut up Ibr veneers.
of Maine will not he backward in
putting lanes of talent or may In future geniuses, Iree
Daniel Stevens, Exp* ot North Dixmon!. one
in proposals.
ot the leading and influential citi/ens ot that
We have two yards in Bel- of cost or invitation Mr. ,1.
Appleton Brown
j
died oil Saturday last of heart disease,
fast that could each turn out one. of the has one of the best studios in the building, and town,
lie was about *>.'» years of age.
hulls ol these vessels as well as it could one of the most attractive. Ii i> situated in the
A case against a Washington saloon keeper
he done anywhere. 11 is claimed, and we far north-west corner, and lighted by a broad for discriminating between customers ot diiwindow that is reflected in a panel of mirror on feient colors was abandoned, as lie sold li'pior
have no doubt rightfully, that the Maine
the opposite wall. The effect is admit able, giv- to negroes, only charging them a higher price.
builders can put afloat a vessel for less
The Commercial says that a survey party of
ing the impression of two skies with no percepmoney than any other locality can do the tible window, and doing awav with I lie abomi- ten engineers under the direct ion of ( apt. L.
L. I hick land, Iclt Bangor Thursday, to survey
same job.
Then let them look after these nable cross lights. In this studio arc hundreds
the route of the proposed Shore Line I tail road*.
of little studies, rare sketches and aitistic knicK- ;
matters.
Mr. Cook Brown, of Bueksport. fell dead in
knacks, old furniture and mirrors, a piano, odd
the street, on 'rimrsday.
He was between titty
&
ami
on
two
easels
stand
the
two
vases,
pictures and sixty years ol age, and at I he time of his
Row in Louisiana.
deatii
was
in
the
we here came to see.
are
views of Newapparent enjoyment of good
They
The telegraph brings accounts of the
health.
I'uryport scenery—the level marshy land surrepression or pretended repression of an rounding that ancient town by the sea, being a
There are now running on the Maine Central
outbreak in Louisiana by use of United lavorite slimy ground tor artists. Mr. mown Railroad at locomotives. ;V> passenger ears,
baggage ami saloon ears, and
freight ears.
States soldiers. It grows out ot the old is ;i very young; mankind to use tlie oant phrase Six oi .he locomotives are coalers, and the rest
burn wood.
awarded
successful
ot the
usually
disciples
quarrel in which the forces of the United
a
artist. His first picture
A strong scented cargo was shipped from
States have heretofore played a part, by brush, very promising
exhibited last spring was somewhat pretenNewhuryport the other day. It comprised
guarding the custom house m which an tious, but it showed so miu li talent that In* re- ton barrels of onions, :!()() barrels of herrings,
.too
administration caucus was being held. ceived several orders at once; and die present ♦ moobarrels o! mackerel, L?s barrels of rum and
cabbages.
The quarrel between Gov. Warmouth and studies evince a simple freshness of style, a
llemnants of two more human bodies ha\c
ool
well
for
what
the administration party, as to which had
breezy atmosphere, speaking
been found in the ruins ot Walker’ carriage
the right to count and declare the votes is to c.oiue. 1 know that meadowy outline, the factory, Boston, burned in the great tire. Tlu>
tall sedgy bonier round the dark Hashing water makes six recovered from the same place, and
for members of the Legislature, was belaborers are digging lor more.
in the foreground where the drifting clouds are
fore the U. S. Court.
That tribunal, un- reflected.
A man <t Keokuk has started an ollice fur1, you, anybody can hear the summer nished with a
pair of blacksmith’s bellows for
der the enforcement act of Congress, wind
crossing over the salt marshes far beyond
the inllating of rubber bustles, and tin* Davenissued an order forbidding Gov. War- As we look and the artist stands talking modest- port Democrat, savs that “fashionable ladies go
mouth and associates to interfere in the ly of his work before us, how nature has to he there once a day to get blown up.”
Brides ii> good society nowadays avoid most
matter.
The Governor replied with a sought and vet how near home she brings her
'tridly the traditional gray ami brown travellessons if we hut look lor them. We
proclamation enjoining all citizens to obey happiest
ling <uifs formerly in vogue, and dress is unwho only see the picture and the artistic sur- conspiciioiisly as possible, “so that all creation
him. Thereupon the forces, under order
roundings, think it must he a pleasant life when lice.|n’t know we’ve just been married.”
of court, took possession of the State
there is youth and hope, to he thus shut away
The last, connecting rail on the Boston and
house. The Washington despatch to the from
worldly greed, the signs ot misery and Maim* extension was laid Friday forenoon.,
about half-past eleven o’clock, not far from the
Post says—
selfishness; the confusion of the st reels ami the Kennehunk
road. 'Phis road lets now an unWashington, Dec. s.
rushing pushing throngs beneath the windows, broken line between Boston and Portland.
There is more importance attached in Admin- and
paint these fresh lovely scenes in a sort of
A clergyman at the recent Baptist Sunday
Ntratinn circles to the troubles in Louisiana,
school Convention <aid that he was called bArkansas and Alabama than any other topic at dreamland, lint what if these pictures do not
bedside <>1 an old lady \vli<> <■ i>r.-s-., d e.-r
How
its
inUic
sell!
the
sinks
and
loses
heart
discussed
here.
In
each
of
these
States
present
dislike i<> the minister who had been visiting
there is a demand for Federal interference. So spiration! Love of art? l> there such a pure
her:
far as Congress is concerned it may he stated
“Because,” she said, “he only bent one
for we sordid, prosaic
knee when he prayed,and tin* Bible says “every
that that body is heartily disgusted'with these passion nowadays?
knee shall how.’
money getting creatures can scarcely believe in
constant appeals from the Southern States tor
Governmental aid in behalf of warring factions. anything so unsupporting as that. lint we enA few davs since in Hartford, Conn., three
It has been a matter of sin prise to many how
these glimpses of the artists at their work,
little hoys from eight to twelve years old got
United States Judge Du roll had the right to in- joy
oil
t sled to go down a slight declivity, and
and if they are successful, if fame and dollars
terfere in deciding differences regarding the
went at such speed that they all went into tincanvass of votes in Louisiana.
The ease arises crown their efforts, our pleasure is enhanced.
river, and two of them were drowned. 'Pin*
out o( the 2Jd section of the enforcement act.
There is yet another delightful studio in the other was, with great dilliciilty, rescued.
A regular bill of equity was tiled with the Unitand
of
life
tilled
with
foreign
building,
trophies
ed States Judg« and the ease arising was tried
Idle gay and grand Alexis liked everything |
and decided. On this deeds ion the Federal Gov- travel, fragments of Rome, hits of New Lnglaiid,
abou! u-, but our newspaper interviewers.
ernment was called upon to aid its enforcetapestries, charming studies of golden haired Splei did men and handsome women, he says,
ment, and the decision stands as the law of the
and In* would like to collie and see them again.
land until it i* overruled by a superior court. children, and dashing p encil sketches for future America, to him, has not only tin* most beautibut
artistic
iu
lawless
where
This is the explanation of tin: Administration
ful hulies in tin* world, but more in proportion
pictures, every
for it* course in Louisiana.
to the population than any other country.
confusion. 'I'll ere is a folding screen of light
DESPATCH FROM MARSHAL PACKARD.
blue silk on which are stuck huge butterflies of
On Tuesday the New York Life Insurance
The following despatch was received to-day: brilliant hues that seem to swing against the Company paid to the heirs of the late Captain
Colvocoiv>>es tin* amount of its policy on his
New Orleans, Dec. 7,1872.
sky, so perfect is the illusion; several finished
life, s10,000, and thereby withdrew from the
Hon, Geo. H. Williams, Attorney-General,
portraits are supported in antique chairs or -nil pending against it in the Superior Court of
Washington :
Litchfield county, < ’onn., for tin* recovery of the
The Circuit Court to-day granted a restraining orstand halt concealed behind a cabinet of oak.
der as prayed for in another Gill tiled by Antoine,
insurance. The other companies will contest.
One is a pretty young mother in lull dress with
Lieutenant-Governor elect, enjoining all the persons
When tin* epizootic broke out m Chicago an
pretending to be members of the Legislature, under a rose hud of a child nestling in the flounces of
pretext of being returned by a pretended returning satin and lace. Miss
bought a horse badly a til id ed with
Adams, whose charming expressman
Board appointed by Gov. Warmouth; also enjoining
the distemper, lie got him for *?*•.), and began
the Clerk of the House and Secretary of the Senate
room this is,is putting the last touches to the porwith
a pint of gin and ginger twice
to dose him
from calling any other list ot names of members rea day.
The stimulant kept up the spirits of the
trait of a young Boston girl,a most lovely Titian
turned as elected other than those returned by the
so that In* worked all tin* time, and m
Lynch and Herron Returning Board; also restrain- head it is too; and beside her as she works animal
less than a week earned 5dbU. Unfortunate ly,
ing Metropolitan police from interfering with the stands a screen that she lias
just completed, however, the horse has acquired a taste for inHouse or Senate pending it s organization.
S. B. Packard,
and sends this week out into the wide world to toxicating 1 Mptor, and cannot do without it m»w.
(Signed)
U. S. Marshal.
seek its holiday fortunes. It is a beautiful deThe Lewiston Journal says that tin* wife of
The Administration regards this as the closing
sign, the centre being of carved walnut with an Alexander L. Barker of Norway, in a lit of
scene of what it terms the Warmoth dynasty in
insanity, threw herself from the atLouisiana; that there is nothing left for War- inner panelling ot exquisitely painted flowers temporary
tic \\ iinlow, about thirty feet, to the ground,
mouth to do but to submit or resort to arms,
On mu* side bangs a wild
on a black ground.
and caused internal injuries from which 'Inand that the Administration sustains the Martangle of nasfursians, on the other a droopins died in about two hours. She was attacked
shal and Court. The Attorney-General savs
brain fever Saturday, and during a mowith
tin*
purple
the ease of the State of Arkansas, where the cluster of common wild flowers,
ment’s absence of the nurse she left her lied
troops have been sent, has not yet reached the aster and golden roil, a delicate branch of ripe and ascended to the attic, with the fatal results
Law Department, and therefore no action will
leaves, with one curb'd and dead just falling above.
he taken until the Alabama trouble is disposed i
its
of. lb* says he thinks the latter will Ire disposed i from the hlalk, and a butterfly airly resting
f’luirles Sacked, who wn* shot hv Albert M.
ot within a short time, when he will he ready
brown and golden wings; tiny sprays of crimSmith two weeks ago at West tie Id, died Tuesfor Arkansas and for Florida,unless the troubles son
lobelia, and holly with bright red lu rries day. lie was 4J» years of ago. Miss Kates h liin the latter shall have been settled in another
reeovered trom her wound, but will
form the corners ol this exquisite frame. If nearly
manner.
probably be disligurcd for life When informed
fastenbeen
and
hail
these (lowers
just
gathered
t»l' the result of his bloody work Smith treated
to a tellow-prisThe administration papers are exercised ed there, the etferl could not lie inotv natural it with indifl'erenee, remarking
II enquired
The old man has none!”
oner:
is. Kuliev looking at a
or refreshing Ilian it
with ."feat interest regarding Mis» Kates, and
greatly over the reports from Cuba that
brilliant tire ligtit tlirougli a iattiee work sur- expressed satisfaction at her recovery.
the authorities have imported a pack of
rounded by wreaths of dainty, familiar buds
Thirty (Jardner men were having a niee turbloodhounds to hunt fugitive negroes. It and blossoms, when out of doors its zero! There
key faille, recently, ill a IiVery olliee. when the
is ijnite
likely to be true, as the act does is a great etiarm in eimiiug In eor.taet with the scaffold flooring upon which the otliee was 1«»not, exceed in premeditated cruelty many
fragmentary works of art that lilt an artist's eated suddenly gave way, and nearly the whole
party were precipitated to the floor below, toauthenticated accounts from that island. studio, and seeing how the pictures look Indore gether with a coal stove and tire, a chimney,
nests
stores.
leave
their
for
glaring picture
The
some hay. and the furniture ol the room.
And many of these we are sorry to say, they
excitement that ensued was immense, l>ut the
And its a real kindness in the artists to give
have been exercised towards American these
was extinguished promptly, the interest in
tire
receptions. Many of our best artists were
rattling faded away, and the party sought their
citizens. We don’t know how many more burnt out by the tire and lust everything, not
homes.
of them will be required to arouse the only their own collections of valuable works of
('. Bradbury of Sherman was
While Mrs.
people of this country, but a very few art,tiuished portraits, and half completed orders, at work up stairs with her little girl, about
lint pictures left with them to be eopied or re- eighteen months old, who was running about
ought to suffice.
the child, unobserved, pushed a box
touched, and impossible to replace—a loss as the room,
which covered a ventilation hole, left through
as
theirs.
felt
them
by
though
wholly
keenly
the ceiling over the kitchen stove, and fell
The governmental crisis in France is
,1a v.
through on the stove, which was at the time
said to be over. A French revolution, real
heated red hot for the purpose of ironing. The
child lay upon the stove until Mrs. Bradburv
or threatened, is not much of an affair.
—The excitement over ttie box ot bones fin Freeran down the stairs and through another room
some time since lias subsided, it being NOW
The child was fearfully
The pot is ready to boil on the slightest dom)
and took her otl'.
known that it came from a musical college,
(Belfast Jounnil.
burned, yet it is hoped she may recover.
provocation, and to bring to the surface
A1i ha! now we know where they educate
a class of population whose idea of their
the "end-men” lor the minstrel troupes! [OrA Castine correspondent of the Ban„rights is tho chance to kill women,children acle.
And also the use that can be made ol
and priests, and to burn the public buildgor Commercial says—
A great deal may lie learned
ended men.
A meeting was holdcn last Friday at the ofings and houses of the wealthy classes.
fice of Stover I*. Match, (chairman of the board
close attention.
by
Voltaire’s
definition
ol
They usually justify
selectmen) to make arrangements for the establishment, of a Steamboat route between ( ’asof a Frenchman—“a cross between a
—The Belfast (Me.) Journal says: “Voting
tine and Belfast,
with Brooksville
lady clerks are increasing among the stores in and Sedgwick. A connecting
monkey and a tiger.”
subscription paper Inis been
this city,” That’s right; let them increase and
circulated and a large part ot the stock has been
multiply. It’s a Bible injunction, [ltnwcll’s taken
by the citizens of this town. The citizens
While Mr. Harrison was grinding tiles Reporter.
of the other towns interested, must now step
"bo
No
it
isn’t.
The
Bible
says
fruitful up to the captain’s office and settle and the enin Bangor, the grindstone burst and he
and
and wc made no such sug- terprise will he a perfect success.

Hon. J. K t'al bo v w ho spoke for the Delm• T itin Waldo < ''Minty during last -uminer

campaign, ha- just
renee.

Harrison Grinder was seriously injured at
Callett’s tile factory at Bangor on Monday,

—It is said that every cord of wood
given to the poor is recorded aboye. And
probably every ton of coal casts its weight
into the scale against some heavy sin.
Thus contributions to the llames of this
world may help to avoid those of the

multiply,”
gestion to tht! girls.

precious

New Yorkers know

—We grieve to say that the
sexton have been detected in

sons

ot a

robbing

the

church contribution box.
Such a thing
could happen nowhere else than in New
York.
“The greatest pleasure I know,” says Charles
Lamb, “is to do a good action bv stealth and to
have it found out by accident.”

Charles

was

not

original

in that.

A

familiar line ol Pope is—
new application of tho prairie
l)o good by stealth and blush to liutl it fame.
lighting lire with lire.
—The Lewiston Journal has a ten col—A movement for the repeal of the
umn
of
description of the new and elegant
the Hell Gale pilot
compulsory clause
It is
law is being made by the owners ot the City Building of that municipality.
next—a

plan

of

splendid edifice.

shipping, upon whom it bears oppressively. It is only one of a great
many exactions that ought not to exist in

a

and arouud New York.

kuow the origin of tlie

eastern

—A suburb of Gloucester is called
Doneludging. Strangers are curious to
name.

—There are three cheese factories in Maine:
at I>ixtield, one at Carmel and one at

one

little about the Bible.

Strong.
The latter location is unfortunate,
strong cheese is not in demand.

as

most

years.

—Mayor

(faston was on

Tuesday

re-

elected in Boston. He is a democrat, hilt
there was no party contest.
—The Penobscot River closed at Bangor on the afternoon of the 10th—ten days
later than last year.
—The latest phase of tin* Louisiana fuss,
is that the matter has been referred to the
United States Supreme Court.
—Associate Justice Nelson, of the U. S.

Supreme Court, has resigned.

-n

eleeted Mayor of Law

of the town.

L'apt. Baker’s horse, that had the epiznot and
drop-v. found them too mu h for him

then the

ha.- gone wdiere III*worth S-'iiHi.

and
was

!im-r-

"!

H

go.

A freight ear jumped the traek la-1 Thur-d i\
and smashed the plattonu it the depot.
I’ln
loafers in that region stayed not upon the ..ri-

going, but

ot their

This is the

[

wnl at

once.

Look -»ut for your
1\«
stove-, chimneys, i-bes, md lampinatehes in .-ate places. Throw out ot I -i
pipes, cigars and other incendiaries.
season

of

lire-,

Burkett intends to arise and shine dm

m.

i.

holidays with the ri« he-t and lare-t material
Christmas and New Y
II* h now
giftBoston looking up this brunch •! tra I-

t

Sima* geese are -old by the pound in the in
ket, the dimension- of th. in ks ire b•art'll

n

behold.

A

mall

peets to get
ill lib lot.

who do .t-

*ks

m

cnoit-.- U t

!

rou-t

-u

\

winlei

in-

i-»

im*

We were absent from the nty tie v*-n,
Mrs. <' implied’- addle-- Upon the -II
woman -mirage, and so did not hear it, tail it ispoken of as interesting and loivihle. fb udience was not large.
a

The rooms under this otliee now o< iipie-1 ibarber's shop ha\e been let to tl»< Wd -tiiu

Cnion l eb graph, and wit soon be.aipien
business pi tee.
They aic tine room-

theii

Splendidly loe lied, and
to tin* pul.l i»*.

w

ill be

-all-1 ueho

very

young and good lookin', woman wa- f-mn
the landing it the bead ot a tliglii of -tan
leading to m oiliee one morning iveeiitlv. vb
had passed the night there, and on beim
A

on

aroused, gathered up h**r drv goods and l. 'i
No one knew her
-lit
I'liose who witne-sr.l it, -t, : 1t tie
inspiring, to behold Hi- Homo Li: M.i>.
tugging at the drag rope of engine No. ft, espc.
was

ally when the whole crowd slipped and sh
down tie* iev hillside. There is not liimr III.
example it such times.
The ti am that the Belfa-r l.iwrv o. hast haheeii found at Augii-ta, where it had h« eii hf
at a stable, and there w i- Imiml vv itli it a lit?
hill for sixteen weeks hoard.

Mr. Parker ha-

interview* d the forgetful man al his home
I Mnnmerstowii. Vf., and will rmiwr dam e
A

man

who

owns an

intere-t in

a

v*-s-.

called into the store ot the managing o\\
A11*•
other day to receive a divi*leml.

I

vv

n

-me

figuring it vva- discovered that in e,.n«, .pieti.
I
nd vv.»nl
of a mistake in arithlict ie fli
h u
have to he changed t<> an assessment
his feelings.
Hr. IT.tnn still remains at the Amen.
This i- hi- tir-i profe-sj. n.al visit t
Belfast, so In* has no « ertitieate- of cures in th.

House.

loeality, hut lie has them in abundance from
other places, ami lias every appearance ot
skillful practitioner m hi- inode ot treatment
Mr. Holt, chief engineer ot th- Maine hen
tral, informs us that tin* company will flu* mn
mg season build new ami largm* pier- from tin
bridge at Belfast, giving better facilities for 1

••

despatching freight bv sailing \*
The piles of tin* old bridge if Topsham

eeiving
sels.

ami

will h«* drawn a.- soon is tin
enough, ami used iu Bella-:.

i--.-

strong

is

The severe blow ami accompany inr >m»vv
few imhe- of
of Monday night, gave us
snow, which was whisked into heaps. I’ue-d tv
was the coldest day of tic -ci-mi. Tin railn n!
storm

The Bell i'’
were considerably delayed.
Branch made time, hut being obliged t*► wai
for trains on the main line, was about an limn
1 at** at noon am! at night.
trains

Mr. H. I. Darling, flour d< dm of Bo-toi
recently did a liaml-oiiie thing. Having won
Belfast man an el. iimi bet of live leu
from
rels of best Hour, In -mil twelve hall barrels
flour to be distributed am*mg the vvorthv po...
of this city, and nude a draft on tin* lo-er !
the amount ol tin* wager. A- harily covers
multitude ot sills, the hook keeper above ha
no doubt blotted out the record of that vv
<

Was i-T*• 11i11if Id (lit* tin
WhiU1 engine No.
Sunday night, flu 111:1 bin*iw in Iruiu lit

r.

:il! tin
on!
boys, on Spring sire, f, in spiltdo, so i. > .ill'I stri p was tbe bill. Ibil oi».
tb'* iiiriiilx h, s. r hast man. < I u n Id th<- pol
and l>y Ins strength and skill cave ii a turn e

tin* right plan*, and brought it just when- it \\
irn:^
wuntrd, at tin* reservoir. Tin hour
that was attached, performed M-ycral 'iiiuue
saults, an <1 was broken.
Last

Kilili.

Sunday

night, about

t-

c'evct,

Mr. Joseph Ihimeti awoko (•> liml In
sleeping room tilled with smoke. Ouin\» ti
gating lie found that tin* upper story oi the
was on tire, and that the rluinc- wore .aniline
tlown the stairway. An alarm wa> given tlia'
brought the tire department to the spot, and tli
o'clock,

tlames were speedily extinguished. Tin- lo>I bis j* tin1 see.m l
is eovel’ed by iusiiranee.
time that the house has been damaged in tin
same way, as it was
partially burned m t!•
great tire of lSOo.
L ist Sunday one of our citizens
wildered appearing man silting wii
ga/ing anxiously along tin- 'li -P.

saw
a

a

art,
At

an

lenetn

said—“*M> friend, what da\
is Sunday."
‘Sunday ! Win
I've driven in to-day after a load of coal!" On.
teamster

the

this?*

•*

fhi-

of our coal dealers went to his .storehouse and
delivered a load to the misguided man, with an
.inunction to remember in future tin Sabbath

day.
TilK Lhcti uk (’oMMirtKK nisi: n* IT
I lev. Mr. Murray did not !e. run on
flic com
Monday, as had been annoiiiieed.
mittee thought they had engage I him, and an
plain.

in

possession

some

six

of the

following note,

received

weeks ago

I,. W. I't'N i>i.i o.\, Ks^. -Dear Sir
1 chi
lecture for you Dec. 'tli ^iiiuth). ITrnid same as l.n
fills is tie* only date I can *m\.
year. Keply soon,
not sure even then.
you until Fob.
Yours truly,
W. It. 11. Mukkai
An

immediate acceptance

was

forwarded,

ai

rangeinents made, and notiee of the lectin,

given.

of the

—Samuel (t. Adams, Fs<j.,
prominent am! respected citizens ot
Camden, died on the 2d inst., aged (it)
one

!..

Mass.

Daniel Hamilton, of Swanville, died suddeiii\
while -iltmg in hi- chair on >unda\ altemoou
He wa- NS Veal old. and one ot the hi t settle!

|

was hurt by the fragments.
The Wiscasset Oracle lurther lacerates the unfortunate man in this style—

■

On Wednesday evening, a despatch w .received from llev. Mr. Shorey, of Camden, as
follows—
“Murray lectures at Duuniriscotta Dec nth. You
must not expect him. Sec letter. II. A. Suoiao

An appeal by telegraph lo Mr. Murray to Mil
till his engagement, brought this reply—
“1 go where Mr. Shorey of Camden says lie aa>Dauiariscotta.

Mukkai

There was not time to procure auolhciTcclui
ei, and so the platform was unoccupied, to tli*
disappointment of the usual attendants and the
mortification of the committee. They make this
stateinent in justice to themselves. Mr. Mui
ray’s subject was too have been “My Creed.'
If his creed sanctions this line of conduct, it is

perhaps just

as

well that it tailed to lie elabora-

ted here.
ftx-Gov. Chamberlain lias been engaged, and
will deliver the next lecture of which due uo| ttce will be giveu.

l*y la-t, while Mr.
'-' is
engaged in
window in tile gable end of his barn,
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From the Kansas

Truck

Sinclair

1

•?

i■ -11

train moved on at a rapid rate,
tin- cold, bitter winter's wind
swept keeni\ and piercing through Haight's clothing
'■hilling him to the marrow. He soon
discovered that he must inevitably freeze
to death in iiis present uneoinfortalile condition. but there was no escape.
Phe
train rushed on through the Kaw bottoms,

halting, never stopping,
himself gradually sinking,

nevei

Iouml

A tragedy bearing some taint resemblance to the Kills murder in Boston i<
reported from Kngland.at Grompton Kane,
near Pickering, a ipiiet town in Yorkshire.
At that place is a small larm which has
long been banded down to succeeding
generations <>l a family named Wood,
file last occupant was,Joseph Wood, who
with Ins son. disappeared last May, and
has not since been seen alive by his friends.
At the time of Ids disappearance his (arm

llaigbt

ed and without

feeling,

uas

L.t't-

i<*

\ii i' ait*

mmseii irom ins

perilous

and ipiiet watch was kept overthe premises.
flu1 months passed, and at last sufficient
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Settlement with the Alabama Claimants
Under the Geneva Award.
J he

Washington

N»*w York .b'uriml

om-'pondent
(’oiiunerce

*1

of the
iv-

I lie President's recommendation {li.it a
eoimnibsion be appointed to examine into
claims undei the award by tin* Geneva
t ribunal, and to adjudicate
upon them,
wall

doubt

lengthy discussion
-cents to bo a disposition to distribute the money «>nl\ among
’he Sllrtt rer.S by loss Iroin tin- three vessels named in the award
tin* Alabama,
h iorida and Shenandoah and their lenders.
A compulation lias established the fact
that there are about eleven million dollars
ol legitimate claims (including interest.
in

rio

cause

a

Then*

Congress.

.un'uni i>\

me Armirau

<»!

these three vessels.

:t

largo surplus, provided

rs,j on

:«•(

mint

That would leave
oven that ail
those claims 1m* allowed tor tin* sums deIn this computation double
manded.
claims, wherever traced, an* excluded:
that is, claims when* the i<*:-«*r of tin- vi*s-e) who has boon paid lln* insurance, and

tin- insurance com pain both mala* a claim
lor tin1 loss.
Wh'-ij tin* matter came up lor reference
a wide
to tinfi-eussimt
pn*p<T claimints will ensue
ft is urged ot. the part
ot the underwrite s that
they should In*
<< nnbui-‘ d
tor insurance lo<•On the
other hand, some (’ongn-stamen sav the
underwriters exacted war premiums -md
marie large sums of money by reason of
he extraordinary high premiums demanded and that they should be saddled with
the losses, as they took the risks with full
pay and knowledge ot their danger. And
following out this idea they are met by
individual claimants, who believe* they
are entitled to the money.
1'lie least di
reel say they paid wai insurance premimis and
want
refund of them
One
brm paid #1*0,bob insurance on I heir vesand lost one.
The underwriters paid
The insured elaiin iu 1 hat c iso
#5U,00o
#ldd,0bb, ami the underwriter claim #bb,
oon
Others are rases where a vessel inured fnr instance for * >(»,ooo w:i-* worth
#lbb.bOo. The insured and underwriters!
:ii
such cases each claim sbo.ooo
Then
’here arc bona tide claims when all u %r
lost, but they nearly all include so many
msses that
“might have happened/’ but
didn't happen, such as prospective pi*hits
»t a whaling
voyage that was not made,
&c
that the amounts will
drop largely
bom the applicationIn view of the

probability

o|

a

large margin

ot

difference

between the amount that will be
paid out
on tin* three
vessels, the Congressional
instruct ions to the proposed commission
may extend benefits to miscellaneous
lamiants, but there will lie considerable

debate

over

Fngland.

A western gale, causxi.h>n. Dee. lb
ing considerable damage to property, prevailed
yesterday throughout England.
Many buildings were demolished, and
others were damaged.
In this city a large
number of pedestrians were dashed to tin*
gnmnd by the hurricane; street lamps
and advertising boards were blown down,
and many persons were injured b\ the
I,

An Ki it:* i\i. 1
miga To it. The Board
Health oi Chelsea have adopted a
method of fumigating infected clothing,
bedding, furniture and apartments, which
Ample in it' application and considered

the whole thing.

The Boody Matter.
The New York Times says that the arand holding to bail of Henry H
Bt ody, formerly Treasurer of the Rock
lord and St. houi< railroad, was on an alrest

nria h kooi

thi: con

»

>

panic a mono

ki*:< ; ation

The pinnacles of the tower of St. Thom
i-* church, in Exeter, Devonshire, were
blown down, while the congregation were
at worship and tailing on tin- root, crushed through into the body of the elum-h.
The congregation was seized with a panic
at the* first intimation ot the danger and
rushed from the, building.
None were
killed, and their escape is regarded as

miraculous.
Another

Survivor

of the

Missouri.

Havana,

Dee. f». Rielrird Smith, another survivor of the burin <1 steamer Mis
souri, arrived at Nassau. Smith was tinman who abandoned Conway’s boa
ami
swam to tin* capsized boat tor tin*
purpose
<
of lighting her.
Jonway **m the uainter
connecting the two h*>:tts and they drifted
out of sight ol each other.
Smith and
Alfred Steward drifted with the boat hot
tom upward for three days al the mercy
ol the wave
On the fourth day they
managed to right the boat and making a
sail from life preservers proceeded and
landed on the most western key ot A haem
On the seventh day after landing. Steward
died Ironi fever produced by exhaustion.
Smith caught a little rain water on tinninth day, and that with prieklv pears and
>ft shell crabs sustained him until the
•veiiteeuth day, when he was taken oil
the island and brought to Nassau,
lie
goes to New York on the steamer Colum-

bia.

Greeley's Last Letters.
Among the last letters of Mr. Greeley the following to General Leslie Coomb;- .»! .Lexington,
Kentueky, arc made jinhlie. '1 hev show how
completely heart-broken he was.
New York, Get. 28,1872.
Dear Friend—My wile still lingers with n>,
but i> very leehle. .She may drop oil any day.

well and I lay where she does.
Horace Gri ki.iw
Leslie Coombs, Lexington, Ky.
N K w Y« >R k \r*»v. 10.1 s72.
M'j Dear Did Friend—My skv e bla< k. 1
f than;, von tor
tn;i> never write you again,
your letter >t the 4th, and pray that the evening of your «lays may be bright and sunny, nut
th at v.»u may ne blest m your family.
Horace Greekka
Yours,
To General Leslie Coombs, Lexington. Ky.
I wish she

were

Yours,

To General

Terrible

Railroad Accident.

Mi t ei.in, Pa.. Dee. Y.
A terrible accident occurred on the Pennsylvania Central Railroad about fifty miles west ol
Harrisburg this evening. The second
section ol the Cincinnati
express train,
bound east, ran into the rear of the lirst
section and telescoped two Pullman ears,
l ive bodies .have been recovered trorn
tin* debris.
Their names are as follows:
Matthew Knowles and »J. W. Bacon, both
of Chicago, and W. \Yr. Dantz, wife and
child ot Green Lake, YVis. Five persons
were injured.
Kvery person on the second
train

escaped uninjured.

The engine of
Hakkisiujuu, Dec. 0
the lirst Cincinnati express train going
vented to his own use s.m;,,o<to :l
portion east was
ot a sale of $*,b0b,b0b
making steam badly, and when
mortgage bonds,
the rear car
ooo
uni
credited
him
to a about a mile east of Milllin,
alleged
by
certain firm, which it can he proved they of the first train was run into by the
never received.
The money is said to second section, knocking the rear ear on
to the bumper and halt way through
have been lost in gohl
speculations, which
the car immediately in front, killing live
had been understood to he
part of the
ordinary transactions of the company. persons named in last night’s dispatch.
Boody is said to have made about $1,000.- It is supposed that they were killed inas their bodies were cold when exboo during the six
years of his treasury- stantly
ship from 1865 to *1871. His bail bonds tricated from tin* ruins.

legation by President

amount to

<

able that, he

(••in-

$100,00b.

Two men paid the extreme penalty of murder
Both were of the “rough’’ order
who swagger around with pistols and knives,
and use them without the slightest idea of dangling at the end of ;i rope for the indulgence. It
i- to fie hoped that the lesson will he salutary.
Tin manner in which the unfortunate wretches
met their fate shows how terrible is the fear of
death. There is nothing like if in restraining
brutal nut me?-, a# a ju>t enforcement of the
death penalty has demonstrated in all civilized
communities. lArgu*-.

yesterday.

-I

I

The process conabsolutely effective.
sists of plat ing into a box or any
open
vessel a quantity of dampened eiiloride of
hnn- upon which is sprinkled muriatic

|

|

;«eit 1.
In tin' course of a few moments
fhemical action takes place, producing a

down

<

readers wishing a Boston Weekly, 'luring the ensuing year, will do well to read the
advertisement of the “Boston Weekly Globe."
The “Boston Commonwealth” says of the
Daily: “The success of ‘The Globe’ i> one of
the triumphs of modern journalism. Few papers ever sprung Into so prominent a position
in so short a time.”
Our

A

married lady of our aejuaintanee thus
up three years’ experience of married
life: “The first year my husband called me
‘dear,’ the second year ‘Mrs. A.' and the third
year ‘old sorrel top.*
sums

in

....

m\

offered them by tbi- vi-i: .»t
Machias.
,1. R,

From W dtnii

and three small merchant men also part' d tion ot ehhnide ot lime and muriatic acid
anchors at Devonport and were blown used i< about one
pound of the former to
I
ashore,
The crews were rescued. The
ounces of the latter.
To fumigate
Ecdona.
Irom
Sunderland
l
New
»r
-hip
properly by this process the clothing and
Voik. went a-hore and was wrecked oil*
everything in the room should lie separatLowestoft. The crew baivlv escaped wi'h ed as much as
possible and tin* room kept
their lives.
•dosed for an hour or two and afterward
IN
\N A l.l-.S A NO I IN I .A N I *.
No fumigation
thoroughly ventilated.
flic gale was as severe in Wale- and should bt* attempted while the room is
Ireland as in England, and \va- a;*com- | >ooupied by the patient.
Manv
paiiied by lightning and rain.
towns wen- Hooded.
Several vessels are
‘‘You'd better look out for your boss’s feet
ashore in fork harbor. The damage to above lien-, mister,*’ said a ragged boy to a
traveler.
“Why!'" »aid the gentleman, nervproperty in that city is very great. Many I ously
pulling up. “Co> there's a fork in die
buildings were unroofed, and trees blown r»>ad there," was
tin* candid reply.
a

...

help in

means

Dr.
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mi.

is
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i-*’
\|. al.
live M, 11
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ied

lag:;

D,

!

f.

every

passes

“hrough

hair. baldnC'S would soon be inevitable. But
in this ease, forlorn as it may seem, the
mi>e!iit-i ran l>e arrested, the
loss repaired.
Lyon’.- Kathairon, aided by a brisk application
oi the bni'li to promote the absorption of die
tin id !>\ the '< alp, \s ill stop the thinning-out
process in forty-eight hours. The roots from
which the dead filament' were shed will soon
be re-endowed with vitality, and a new growth
will speedily spring up on the denuded places.
This work of reproduction will go on until the
damage b completely repaired, and the luxuriant crop of hair thus produced will never wither
or fall out as long as die vitalizing application
i' regularly continued.

1

Pitcher’s Castoiua.
Oil. It assimilates the
food, cures Wind Colic, ami causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morphine, is pleasant to take, never gripes and never fails. The
best physic known.— 2ml7
Loss of Appi: n it:. Heartburn, Palpitation
of the Heart, hr/ziuess, Sleeplessness, Constipation, Wind, Menial and Physical Debility,
and Melancholy, are caused by a disarrangement of the digestive organs. To thoroughly
master these symptoms, White’s Specialty
for Dyspepsia is the only prompt, efficient,
and safe remedy,
ff. U. White, proprietor,
107 Washington Street, Boston. Price $1 per
bottle.
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lit tin* lime, from Ihe publicity given il
long j
and protracted law mil. Her father died the !
(own of Bind.land for doinige- ui<taincd !»v his j
daughter from a defect in (he highway and
covered four tlnm-an I live hundred dollars
damages, which was poor recompense lor (lie
pain and suffering she so long endured
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A!i kinds ot S. wiu.n Machine attai hnu nts
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s.-wii.r .M ichiu.
and
the l-e-s'. jiiilif'. ot Sevviue M arhiue <>i |. kept
oil
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Santa

directs for both
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Tin- subscriber offers lor sale tin
well known Cook farm, so called,
in Jackson.
Said farm contains 120 acres of excel
ant land, situated at Jackson Centre and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pastuiiii.; and thick
Mood lands, it is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
100 rods from 1*. ()., and th. same from
good
meeting every Sundn>, and the same from Town
h is abundantly supplied with wafer from
House,
2 wells and numerous springs; the house i> 1 -ion
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
:
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 1* by
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
a
l
v
orchard
ino-t
I
Irtnt.
grafted
sheep house,
uge
Apply to the subscriber on the plan
EDWARD W. Bo BEK I
Jackson, Dec. 3d, In".’, tt ’3
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beyond the ihttr, Wtmc and Ayr
futid for.)
Id Stockton, Nov. :utli, at tin* re-uhmv (>f Kdwin
Blanchard. Mr-. Mary Gilmore ot Bearsporl, v\ id
>\
‘A tli, late Nuth’l Gilmor< aged'’7 years, ; nu s.
TO Till: l»! IUJf\
"•
Morrill, Nov. Hih, Wil’iain W, West, aged (V*.
li Mii .en, Mass., Oct.
More than (our years ago. I Cell ironi (he I
nth, Lewis I)., son it
L*
id
anil M< hitabel Patch t Nortl port, aged 22.
highway some live-or six feel, injurin'/the spine
In dockland, Nov. J8tl.. Mrs. Ably, widow ol tin
IMPORTANT
OWNERS.
so much that 1 nave been routined to the home
:• ,1 ojt:a.i Swiff, aged «»" years and 7 mouths. Nov.
and Wd most of tin time >inr \ nevei being
The undersigned have tins day form, d a co-part in 1
"till, Mrs. Bridget Moran, ;. yed ol 'ears. Dec. Jd
able lo walk mu a few steps without my j Oenni Ik., sou oi
K.idridge »V. ami .Susan \V. Dean*, | ship under the name of D. YV. Dyer & Son, < aikercrutches since, and never without a great deal
ii moutlis and
aud Repairers of vessels afall kinds.
Also dealers
■gel
days
of suffering either at tin- time or afterwards.
lu
!
Nov.
1
Lluehiil,
27th, Nurali Buck, daughter of in Ship limber, Masts, Bine Boards, far, Bitch,
W ill P. .iud Currie 31. Snowman,
Rosin, \c. We can be found at the *>Di stand, the
have employed eight physicians during (hi- j
tged d months,
Railway, where we ire always reads to attend to
time; all of them eminent nn dical ad\ isers, bn I I Nov. I. ih Francis P» rt, aged 17 yc
1 ih Iv)uKlsbtiro, Nov. via, Amanda N oidv
DAY ID \Y’. DYER.
daughter business.
m» permanent relief was obtained from an\ :
"t < apt. .11‘sd
F.DYVARD A. DY FR.
20
Perry, agi
years.
they all said il wa- spinal. Some said I might
h
Nov. ii'.tfh, Margaret .toy, wile oi
Millbridge,
All
B.
who
are indebted lo D. W.
gtgr*N.
persons
gei well in time, others said 1 never could. I : « apt Jolm S. Brown, aged 03 ears.
Dyer, arc requested to make immediate payment to
spent about fourteen hundred dollar- for the !
him, and those who have any demands against him
medical treatment alone, with no good etfe«
I j
can exhibit the same for settlement.
read in the Greentieid paper a letter written b\ !
Belfast, Dec 7, 1872.—3w23
SI LI P N I'.Ws.
a lady Dr. Urann cured of spinal di-ease
n I
I
wrote
her
to
tin*i
if
years ago.
immediately
|
it was true.
She replied the night she receded
POItl OF HEII'DIT
it. proving to me that her cure wa- even mor. |
wondertul than I had supposed. She urged me !
A It It 1 V I: D.
to see him and follow all his directions, feeling 1
Dee
Soli Helen, Stanley, Baltimore,
-lire that lie could and would help me as he had
j «>■ '»*>Ion, Prince,
Portland; Moses Kddy, Cother.
I submitted my e;1- into bis hand
after trell, Kdsworth.
the first treatment I walked without im cane,
Karl, Cunningham, Boston,
E. BURGESS is “till at the old stand, and will
s
in a few days walked upstairs, in two weeks !
Iris, Bullock, Wiuterport; Lot lie K, McLeod,
(mm all winter. All can be accommodated with
could walk half a mile, in a month from the J St George, N B, tor repairs.
NEW WHITE DIME.
Dealers in Mine can be
time I first, saw him I could walk a mile, ride
SA1LKD.
furnished on short Notice with as good lime as there
an hour or two, and go up and down stair- as
lb"
'.'li' p M Bonm‘>, Burgess, Carver's liaris in the State.
B. O. Address, No. Appleton.
well as ever, and am now quite well.
1 *i
Mart ha W«vk- Orciirt, New York; Ceylon.
Dec. y, 1872.—3w23
It is to me a great pleasure to iveomun n i h>
Prince, Portland.
Iris Bullock. Best >n
Helen st-inle' Itock
those suffering. Dr. I rani, and hi- tivahneni,
land.
and should lie glad to roe* ive a letter from an>
Last Call!
lo.
Abb) Gale, Kyan, Boston; Moses Kddy, Cotwho ar»* sutfering. and y« tear as I did to emtrell. New York.
All persons who have unsettled accounts with tin
ploy him. for I think I can soon prove t<> them
1L Orion, Osborn, Boston.
late firm of B. K. VOSE & G*>„ are requested t>.
their mistake, and they soon, if sufferin
I
settle the same, by note ov otherwise, on or Dim
have, will look upon him as a 11 i* mi and
the first day of Jauuary next. Those who tail •«. t..
I, \ 11\i 'it ia>.
At West Pembroke, Dec 2, by Capt
esteemed physician.
Sarah IIm.u«;a\.
will have their accounts left 4or immediate col
do
Sami
rick
a schooner (not yet. named) of iCi tons old
.Shelburne Kails, Mass.
B. K. \ OSK.
measurement.
Master Gilbert Frost has a keel ; lection,
A. J. BIDDINGS.
laid in .1 Wilder’s, dr, ship yard for a three-masted
Shkliu knk. Kai i.s, duly
1x72.
Freedom, Nov. :v», 1872.—Jw23
schooner oi 24.. tons for Capt W B
Watch, present
Dr. K. \V. Urann— I)i:.ar Sn.
Ltd Februmaster oi soli Crescent Lodge, to be ready lor busiary I took a severe ••old. had a severe pain in ness early next spring.
O I) W O !
S l.angniaid launched to-day a
i< at deal of
l.ub<e, Dec
my lungs and side, and raised a
I had been subject to a cough for 'JM tbrif-ii'i-bd schoomr ol 35(> tons uauied Lizzie
matter.
Found
near Belmont Corner, a bundle coni lining
She
is
owned
Dewey.
by B Thurlow, o! New York ;
years, but this one seemed so much more severe
a
.1 s
Sc Co and Capt John Wooster, of Port
pair of gloves and other articles. 1 he owner can
that I called in a physician, lie decided mv laudWinslow
same by proving property and paying
> li verson and
have
the
of luibec, and ( apt Jas
disease was <‘on.su nipt ion, and that I never M Parker (late of others,
JAMES roYVNSEND.
charges.
brig San Carlos), who is to com
could be strong again. In May I was so much maud her.
Belmont, Dec. 13.—Iw*
worse that I coughed for three or four hours
Brig II .Means ol Stockton), at Portland, Me,
without cessation, with great expectoration. I Imm Bangor, reports encountered a heavy blow
then as alad resort decided to see Dr. Ifraun. Monday, oil' Cape Ann, and lost jihboom, mainboom loresnil and jib, and t hrew overboard 1'.£5,000
I saw him first Mav loth.
He told me | bad
barrel staves oil*deck.
Liver < lomplaiut; that mv lungs were not disThe number of vessels cleared tor Grand Menan,
eased, and that the cough was earned by a dis- NB. up to
was i£s; tor Newfoundland, 11.
eased stomach. Alter the first, treatment, by utliers areyesterday,
now lilting away, and the fleet will be
carefully following his directions I noticed vi rv much larger that that of last season. 1 he weather
A large lot ot EXTRA SHORE HERRING 111
3w**ow3l
perceptibly the cough disappear day bv day, as yet has not been very favorable for freezing her Boxes for sale at wholesale or retail by
There is but little doing in the fishing busiuntil in a few weeks it was scarcely discernible. ring.
ness at present
The
tlect
have
about
all
Georges
It is now nearly three months since I fir-l -iw
WM, B. SWAN & CO.
hauled
l>r. Urann. I can now witk a number of miles in the up, and there are not over 20 sails engaged
Bank fisheries. The shore winter fishery is
without fatigue and do my own housework the only branch of the business that is
being extenwith ease. 1 hope you will publish this, hoping sively prosecuted, the tleet being larger than that ol
that some one suffering from a similar disease last year. [Cape Ann Advertiser, OtTi.
Launched—At Franklin, Me, on the 2d inst, the
may learn where they can obtain the same
three-masted sch H I* Blaisdell, 302 tons, built lor
Yours truly,
relief.
In New York and South Yarmouth, Mass,
parties
The extensive wharf in this city known as SimpMllS.
SUTirKKLAM).
and to hail from the latter place, to be commanded
son’s YVliarf, with warehouses, &c., thereou.
I Inby Capt George Wood, of South Yarmouth.
water at the head admits ships ot the largest class.
1 lie sch Trlegrnph of Blicksport, Capt Patterson,
are suitable tor storing liny, salt, moThe
buildings
Snk.lhuknf. Falls, Mass., July lid, l«72.
which cleared from Bangor Nov 2i'»th, with a cargo
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or
I have been troubled with rheumatism from of potatoes and a deckload of shingles for Boston,
merchandise. It is one ot the best business sites in
a child, last February was vaccinated; while
struck on Old Cilley Ledge during the snow storm
the city. The Bortluud steamers make dully landthat was at work, the rheumatism took hold, on Thursday night, tilled and capsized. The captain ings at this wharf.
and in two months had lost the use of my hand and crew took to the rigging and after much butterAlso, a lot. ot laud between said wharf and Gaiter
and arm. Saw Dr. Urann in April the first ing were rescued from their perilous situation by a
4 Go’a ah inyard, suitable tor a yard for building vesschooner on Friday morning. The II S reysel#, tar which it has been used,
time, and now, July, my hand and arm is quite fishing
nue steamer McCulloch while cruising to tin* westfhe above premises will be lot, either together or
as strong as the other; have been greatly reward tell io with the wreck, hauled it Off the ledge
on a long lease, to parti** < desiring them.
lieved also from dyspepsia and weak slom ich. and towed it into Herring Gut, on the afternoon of separately,
Apply lo YV. H. SI MESON,
Mrs. P. It. Gifford.
the same day.
Belfast..Sept. Hi, 1&72.—till
•'■'tir-i
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Confectionery,

Mass.

m

K< v. W. C. Brown, Mr.
and Miss Hattie A. Ivm wlton.

both ut M
I:. If Oakland, Nov. 1
Isaac Il.Siaruian ol Buck
kuMi Mrs. Mart 1
Stinson ot North Haven
N"
Mf. * *, re
W. Iv.-nt ot Boston, Mass.,
ond -liicl.uia A. Ni„Udon of Kockland. Nov.
•'ll', M i. A m II. ntt id IJoekland, and Miss Jennie
Jackson of Bella-t. Nov. doth, .Mr. John I-;. St
aph-s
-mi Mrs. ( uharine Merchant, both ot Koekland.
In
1 htona-to i, Mr. Naih'l I,, (iray and Miss
I’.t fa •K mlhutii of Sout h i'liomaston.
In I homa-ion. N-o. d.itli, Mr. Seth s. Warts .>f
I.awrenc.', Maand MiKlit i:
liilehri.-t ot
I hoinaston.
In \V aldoboro, Niiv, jofli, Mr. John !•', Burns of
Waldoboro, .ml Miss Flora A. Law of I’nion.
In Vit,alien ti Nov. >iii, Mr. Alphouso Smith ol
I h- an I! tut, ,m; Mis- l.aura It. Cooiuns of \ inalh i’ ii
Non. Mh, William I.. (i liildt i: ami Amanda
ii. Coopc!
Nov. doth, lieorgij II. < alilei wood and
I* o hara .v
Merifluw.
Dec. 1st, John < i. Dt lano
ami Ann it’ai
i, all ol V inalha1 n,
la FiNworth Nov. •.Nth. John II. Brimmer, Ks.j.
0.1 MiMill'd
\ u-t u*.
Nov. Ihtli, Mr. (ieo. B
.Licit -on and Miss Lizzie Burleigh, all ot Kllsworth.
L; \\ -i Biook.-villt*, N«>\. d 1st, Mr.
Byrt>n Her-,
rick o< IN uoli-eot and Miss Ma S. Howard of Brook-*
villi*.
In Lin hill. \
oh, Mr. Bert it. (' uitiage ami
Mi- I ,n i,
M. «
:,:iry, Nov. .'»ih, .Mr. >v|eester 1*.
rindle and Mi-- Itiihv (.. indie both ol Buiehill.
In * oi 11.1 -1 ro \ov.
d, Mr. Jabez JI vriek ami
d 1
Ah'ona Newman.
Nov. Mth Mr. Hubert J.
Bunker and Mrs. Sarah ,1. Joy, all id Gould dmro.
In Sum. Nov. >f!,, Mr. Seneca
Lukin ami
Mis- iP -ie A. Carter, both of Surry.
h V\ e-t Sm-'-y be(
1st. Ml. G. urge F. Gray ot
Chianti and Mi
F.dna ('unuiugham ot Surry.
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Round Hog,
7
*-l'-ar s’t 1 ,,rk, $1>
Mutton per 11*.
Lamb p> r!b,,
11
l urk, y pe lb.,
17
Chicken p
lb., 1.",
I >uck per b
IS
let se per lb.,
1
* I
H iv per ton
1-iini$1. hi
W
to il \\ mi!
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l nwash d
3s
Mulled
f»o

ti

remedy

extensive treatment <.f tlu* siik. fur
neat ly
twenty y, ars. with great success.
The principal dis. as, for whi h this salve » re
ommende 1 ire. ChiTNai
R?i
>■ l /7c
Salt Rheum. >'/ rum s' But n
•; rvf'i <
i i'i
rt-u iv,
v,
Plmpitf. Krusit-lua,
B~n''Vs It >,. A «//*>,. .w, B-.'i't'.. i:
Mu..
/
liiti
\f Jn* ts. Cancers
(r
"•
Baldness. Strut'/./
Xijijth
A.;/.
A/,/. Tatltn
t<
ChupprJ It
Scut's-.
/> rut's-, v, 0 f</>, (V.ab,/
/.*>*, ..A
.S'orev on Chi'ib'' u
L'. never tail- to
iv*- Rh.
matif pt..pcr!y
!
•ipplin-l. Rui.it >;i w. 'i with
d three times
Ins«
ft
l
>(-,■
it h.t< •-.it
k-'lVt palsicllinths.
<r /Vr v it
has been discovered t-• he a surer m■1 ^
l
that h;r, e im■ i. all'tiMu.l f.
irs
have hc-tt
!:■ V«‘.l by a few
applie uy. j'ipitas it w >rks wonders, .illavituMhe.inflamiii.it;,
.:: -.I ..j 11;
it ,li.- patient.
Foi < hup,.,,’ Hands v
'»'•
mu i.
li it. I\
l‘r -I':
I..-i till.-' with ^
Rhnon
lift this S ilv.
apph. it freely, an,i
'm> V
!. el It. illvalll lh|e
It i- jjood iti e.a-t s of
an.:
T
v.
(.</<« i"i have been cured
v. ith
The t.e-t S !•. e\.-r inv, nt. 1 for sv ,r> u
.nil >•»/•. Xi/ipf-'*.
N.> n..\ tniurious, but.
sure To alb.til r.-li. t.
.S U\
HV.l/v /.'/*«— Rilbu
u the li,l< e-Mtlv.ot.
f WI
1X
runs,l,Ml.
lte-s i.y I ‘It:Mu' in the e.|-s oil a
Cotton,
j.I.ve
'In- '■* -np,e-tor i,. anythiiu; known
I'
li
-harm. For Bums
■V a l
slve at (■)!.
■. apply
an 1 it
‘.lial
Old .Si fts appij ui...

F. WELLS,
17 L/Trixi Street.

by all

Iwain-c per Hi.
iH CJ.Sh- \\i <| uote It lit
factory at Italic;
inciimm Ha! : !
: ..lairs 1 Li! \ !-?<•: ,*omim>u
iln a! ni Mi p>
11).
W, .pi.ii.- Cistern at -'a: ju-r do/;
Ji*c
fur Imii il <
■. W. -t. in at
per doz.
,-v
N'
‘i•*'*: choice hand picked pea bear.*
•"]'
i' t"
ohniee hand-picked mediums
57: com'II'11' do it
bll-h.
pi
'1 A
(>I- s -,lnekson W hites and Kar!s Kuse at
hus'i. onions i.r« lirm at j"t
-‘,M
per l.td.
I •• '•
VV.- <pe.1
pr ime l'urke>s at Isudt.v ;
'kill- 1-..1 V. 1,1
14a 1.5C I hicks 1: adJe.
\ I’l'l.KS ! li« :■)arUel remain- -leads with -ales
Id.! lor N C Baldwins :nd ${( ;
1"
bo W^e-teru
,r:ud..-.Ties <«-ll at $'.»al J p« r lid.
II x *
pi.-ie le.iice Nay it $'»7a-5 per ton ;
common lias it fi' !.
Straw
per ton.
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comparatively helpless, nn the morn,m
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Remarkable Cl res.—I>r. Urain, whom
HKFoliK .] UIMtK JOHNSON.
*>ur readers will recoiled made so main \\ on
‘>th. Daniel Shelian, was, on complaint derful •mie- while at Newport. la-t April,
-till astonishing cwrv on** by In- rein trkabie
of <-ifv Marsha! Darter, arraigned tor drunkenand almost in-tauiane.ui- cures.
>fr-.. |> ,n*lal!
nos .iin 1 disturbing the peace. Pled
guilty, and of Holton, F. F., who ha- been -ie|v |or four
sentenced to ten days in jail. John lteeves pled years, unable to -n
or
walk, wa- la-t T t
up
guilt v to a ••'•ail It aid battery on Daniel Shehan, day morn brought by band on a l»e.| turn miles
to the steamboat, and then 1«» this place, arrivand was lined four dollars and costs.
ing at night; was treated by the doctor **n Friday morn; before night was walking about the
room, yesterday lelttheboat tor home, baying
To the Ladies.
been continually gaining-Ilength, ami walk' d
from til** Memphreinagog lloum to the boat.
Dreat bargain" in human hair all imported.
< >id switches dyed and made over.
Combings Mr. Hadger. ot Tr**v, who wa- Ii«*p--1 v -i.-k
Mraiglencd and madt up. Also dress cutting was treal***I b_\ 1 >r. ( rann ia-t A nriI. mi i- now
good nay's
taught. Room Xo. *20, American House, Bel- a stout, hearty man, able n. .[o
work, having gained -ivi\ pounds -im-e ins
treatment.
Mr. Salmon N\e. <»f
oveutry,
who was very lame, not able to put hi- foot t->
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
tin* iloor and oblige*! |., go on crutehes, u is
1
*!-,» tr«*ate.l in April.
lb* i- nmv tough and
me or crutch*
ami
1 in: llwnivsi <n
hi: Heal>.
When the I hearty, walks without
labors
ever',
da\
Mini, i.-n us a rake, bringing away a roll of i
Linn
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Meet.
Maid viu, \

Belfast Police Court.
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loiirual, Montpelier.
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1.to to 1,1
00 to 1.0IJ1
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00

Marie
Mean
.Marrowlut IV
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r,

“•to
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<1 *iii

friemh than ever before.
Fhi* atlliete.l
wl.-'l e should not lie-pair II'.;! il lhe\ h:i\
themselves of !>r I rani:*- -kill.

Li'as>

$9 ooto

to

in the language of one pr*-**ni.
w-d
*•the best." and
ha\. t*t a.ltl. Ilia- ever
sin* ** that period has be**ii constant]) :*\vi:i;;
She eon side
tier •• I'f perinal.ei 1 ! V
stronger.
• aired, ami beholds in wmider her nr*
d
uid il a *ti a- compared with p-.-i suffering.
Th-'
Oocter has acquired an euv.abi
i. ; 111;, .im;
here, ami -Imuld he «*v* r
visit Montpelier. a 1!:
be warmly \\ «*leom* d 1*\ ;■ umeh 1 .g--i
ii. !
a

IP.-e'

N

Or. Frann. whose treatm.nl of elironi** <li-- 1
ha< md with.-m-h wonderful -to.
m !
\
Montpelier, and -11*• 11 other t.*wn a lr• h
;ted in this Mat**, led Thur-d t\ in >rinue .. 1
Portsmouth, .\, I!. Inning hi- r j •; -*a\ h.
ha\ *• be n tp*at**d. md hivery many >a
room has pn-enfed a r**eepl o
and ealies win 'll have borne hi! iiMe
d
i(
and decrepit, that have receive*! -neb -ml
p,
have no further use for them.
< hie ease in particular i- -o w*li kie.wn !.
Mie
eommunit v that it requires mor. Hi ni a pa--in.: :
1
iioti****. Miss ornelia Thur-ton.
M oil;.. !
has been a continued iu \ a I id for >
r-.
11. ? ;..i*
Hi** past year and a half ha- been * oi
e
m
tin* de. line, Miftvring continual pain
md
j
Millie so unwell that * hi ring lie -i>; v. ,-ek- p:.
V'ioils to her deciding n> visit Or. I. rann, ml
had not been able to be*ire--ed *•:• !
i; up. and

as

He«l

CALL

*,,»k 1»\ s.

from her bed. dressed, and hr.night on.- md
halt mile- to the I’avnTm vl, i. -b.
a
ied to the room of 1 Im I mm o
■,
and il
n
eesslul treatment * :me lortli -A it 1|. hi .1 Ml
anei. and aseemh *1
a mh
ml <1
1 -tair<
the east and agilitv of b.*i y-miige.r da\in
I act. so immediate and ompi.-fe s\ a-m.-i
ur<
1 li.it she wilt to th** lion-.
..! a :ri.• n.» !;. it,,village, with w horn -in- appeared at the -upp*-i

A. I;

15a id II1.LOU

AS

PHICE

eases

ot

W

ogii: d

have
salve combining
soothing an l
with no da- -crons in*-,
!'!••!*• rti
-i* hand for th
mat
pains ,;ii
i:•. 1iii: i bruises to which :le-h i4
licit
n. it
other elite !i.
*sily applied lb
m! effect bat always
pn.ibi, ii.uit

nl-.RK i'y

ifiit. A
aches,

■

Idle

DYE.

i>

Id'
lour,
Dnmgi-D.

>-

j diffusive and penetrating gas (chlorine),
! which permeates everything in its immemi
UMi'ksi in ; m; jiakuojw- sinriav
! 'bate vicinity. The fumes arc rather unins \ s | Kirs.
I pleasant, but are not injurious when taken
Eight ships were blown ashore at Ply- ! into the lungs in small quantities. So
mouth.
The Hag ship Narcissus parted
thorough is the gas as a disinfectant and
her moorings at Devonport, but the crew tumigator that
many persons who know
Mireeeded m anchoring her before being it'
have but little dread in min«pi ditie
damaged. The gunner}' ship ( dauihridgc istering to small-pox eases. 'The propor-

CUAslI <u

1
If with sim,- di-f ru-!. t nr
\
no other way. as I had tri• •! everv
I
to
re-o|ved
i
power.
tr> him
had be n obliged to walk on « rutehes t.-r on*'
year, and lor nine month- wa- not able to put
» the floor.
Mv -pin. and arm w
my foot
also so ime a- nearly n. disable me.
1 .-ouid
not dres-or undress my-.dl. r get otf the h i
without help. He treat* i 11 r ease 11st Friday
morning and in ess than tu lion
l
ft
vas
able to walk home, a di-lane. ..t m-mU ieui 1
mile, up hill. without crut *h .and
been
gaining ever sine.-. I write thi- tor publication,
hoping that other- \vho are -uttering ttiav. In
know ing of my ca-e. improve the opportunity

eate< nivs*

get

HAiR

I i Ho;1 D)e is th *• bt-st ni the woritf.
Tract Mid Perfect Dve. Harmless, Reliable
1 lstantitneouw; no
disappointment; no ridicni.t.w or
uRph'B^aat odor. Remedies the ;!! :
f -t? >t bad dyes and washes. Produces ImmkdiAi r.i. a superb lii.a. i\ ut: N \ 11 ::al I»iu»wn. .«nd

.■

th mg debris.
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BATCHELOR'S
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back to this city on a freight train n
Monday. His feet and hands are badly
frozen.
He has communicated with Ins
triends who reside at Emporia, and will
leave to-day tor that place,
lie will here
alter have a mortal aversion for faro and
free rides in winter.
Storm

M A. 111 A S |{l\ tT'Ul.h A \,—< »«•!!!
aiin o!
Bo-ton. i about \ i-oin" vour
and
a
place,
stranger in these parts, 1 km>w
verv well, like 1110-t phv-ieian- tr«‘S• ug. he
will be looked upon with Mispi. hut. p n 10: u ■.
as hi- cures look miraeiilou-.
I !ii- e, t ?i1 ;
TIIF

formerly 1 mu .■ dn 1 ill.
discovered to justify all investigation,
early part of November a pair of Read Wnat the Pre,s
Say of Him Unsoboots belonging to Wood were found in a
corn-bin. then a pair of shoes. A large
licited.
From tin* X.• wj»o11 K spr*
horse-pond was dragged, and tattered
At last a clenched
garments drawn up.
I >»:- I RANN.
XV
to
ill ;
ul
hand was drawn tip with pieces of the «>f all ill Valais to t‘i-' I \ 11 i "in.m <>( 1 > |' ii:;.
-mi
from which il will be -r.-n h
wrismann unout it.
in nn adjoining
i,ot>
i-(
orchard. under :t tree, two hum an feet Nt*wj»ort again. 1n ni-l ic It. tin- do* r. m* !..•
Ml'* bene lit o| the iitiering. un-oli, died. we .t!
won*
dug uj>, and in a newly-turned not retrain from alluding t** -ev -ral rein n !, 1
water-course a sack containing the de••11 res lie lias etleeled ill the
Me. K i*..
pl;*e.
composed body of a man, from which the Shaw, for ten month- eoniimd t.. lie, r.»..m. imlimbs had been cut, was found.
These able to bear In r weight upon her feel. \i
Leonard F. !<l !*•• -ev- ral mouth- ao
!.
various fragments were identified as being
ami Mi" Maria 1 Liggett, for four ear- ii,..1,
parts nt Wood and his son, and Charter lo walk, have, miller lii< I real men!. he. o
lei been arrested.
lie has made several stored to lie dfh. eau
-ecu \\ aikin
ditVerenl confessions, in one of which he day. and are able to perloriii 'ighi v. k
H
thti
admits that lie killed Wood, but had no no humbug, atnl we reft ?«, th- |. ,iii
restore* 1 t*» corroborate all -taleu»'*nl-.
hand in the taking oil* of the boy.

nt

Severe

To

As Dr. !

SAWYER’S SALVE,

I

nnur
t. -u

in the

H-ti.Ji! attempted to rise, but suffered
-ii aeu'e agony from crump that he was
obliged to call lor assistance. He was
"<

Schenok’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with tin gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
h >s the o. -tern, and creates
healthy circulathe
When the bowels are costive,
■kin
'.v
,i.! ih patient is ot
bilious habit,
Seh.
\\ id; nke Pills .re r» ipnied.
1’h
me lu in.
.re prenared by
Dr.
,1. II.
UK\< |v
son. Nonheast corner of Sixth and
bdi <tre.-is I hi* utdphia. Penn., and foi sale by
ml-'
<o *>DWIN
v
*'()..
II an over .street.
lid d >H\ 1
UF..VIIY, s College place.
.\eu i«.i■ k, W hoi'-saie Agents.
Rot sale by Druggists generally -Iv.’lsp

Bkwisk.n. M i\ 7. Pm.m
This will eertify that 1 had lost the u
.j mv
low. r limbs and wa- uuable to walk w
;<•
stand, had several phv-ietans who ;.i .monod
mv
ease incurable.
Hearing < i Dr. I
wonderful cures I went f.r him. in
a
ilia,
week was aide ;o wotII; th.
-ir--.-N
o.
.m
now
mile
daii\.
wall^lwo
1 vmfs r. Bk V! lit UY

was

l, slu Hlhmv and Mei u pod i dilion.
Cramped, benumbed and half
W ill «Iip.irt I' rargu dead, lit* crawled out to tin* side oi lb*
rii: u'-i
I>.i repair, and then
track.
The train moved on and young

II11 ke.

.-mi
■

| hV Lin

Robert Charter,

man, though his
friends considered it
strange, they took no active measures to
hitliom the mystery.
Weeks passed, and
suspicions began to be aroused, which
t 'barter undertook to silence
by means of
a
lorged letter. The ruse didn’t work,

••

c<

one

The explanation that this man
gave ot Wood’s being lost to view was
one
morning, in the month specified,
Joseph Wood called out to him from the
bottom of the stairs, before lie was up,
t wo or three times, 'Robert, we’re
going.”
As Wood was an extremely eccentric
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WONDERFUL Cu’RLo.

New York, Dec. 7.
HAS CL'KKI)
Sinclair Toucy of the Tribune has writMan’s daring often assumes a phase of
DKAFNKSB
CURL
foolhardiness almost incredulous to be be- 1 ten a warm letter to President Grant, ID PL
IT PL A. 1ST 1ST DDKS
WILL < I HI.
CATAKR H.
it
lieved. and
'•'or Cure .* 1. or l «*.m
appears at times as though thanking him tor the great respect shown
c<-lits,) by mail.
Hr. !.. I*. U 'i A
l M
New York
tin' present generation is either becoming to Greeley by his attendance at tlie funof BoMoa.
\'ow iii ^u»ck ;» Fine iMorlnifiit
more iirave or less
intelligent every day. eral. In concluding the letter Toucey
of
(ine of the most singular instances ot fool- says:
I thank you Mr. President, anil
Who lias niado so many \von<h :nl hiv* in
hardiness known to this section of eountrv pray that a long and happy life may await Boston, Now Y«o k. Hartford, Sprlm'iedd. n<l
BE CUBED.
niort* nvontlv in Now 11 imp-liir
\
rnmn:,
transpired upon the Kansas Pacific Raij- >on, and when it shall please the Great is now at the American Hnu-e.Bella-',
remain
Som-.NLK'S PULMONIC sYRl'P.
road oil last Sunday night. A young Killer to send an angel of death to call a low wooks.
Kvery invalid >honl«) -eo him.
SC 11 I. NCR'S MvAW UK.D lONK
mail named dosiaii T.
SCHKM Iv s MAXDIUKK PILLS,
Haight, a native, of. you hence, may your passage to the tomb Consultation free. Hi- Magnetic Vilalizcr and
and a leeem arrival in this citv. from be made as smooth by the affections of Pills *1.50 per package. Terms of treatment.
Dolls !
Are iiie only medicines that will cure Pulmonarv
Wooster. Ohio, after "fighting the tiger" kind frii mis. and the grave (dose over you according to the moans of the patient am! nature Consu mpiion.
Of tile disease. L’O.ono patient-. with every kind
in one of our sporting-rooms oil
with
Sometimes m< dieines that will stop u cough will
the heartfelt prayers of your country- of
Saturday
iV'-ated
complaint tlesh is heir to, haw !>•■,
'■'i
i'ion tin- tit ith ol' the patient. It locks up
night, iouml himself "broken,” without men tor your eternal rest.
bv him within the last ten \ at with w.mderud the liver, stops tin < urculation of
the blood, hetr.orcvi u -o much as sufficient to
success.
Hi- treatment i- peculiar to himself, rb
Odious. an.!, in t t -t, clogging tin- action ot
Dolls!
pav his hotel
tie
he
vitalizes
the
that
caused
the
deceased
cou.li.
A
very organs
bill.
organs, equalizing ihe
Singular Affair.
noLLb U LADS, HATS. SHUI- S ami BODIES.
lover complaint md dyspepsia are the causes of
eireulation
of
the
vital
forces
in aim
<»t
by
After wandering around the city ail
Abo FANCY BOXES, < H IN \ 1 FA M- Ts an,]
'-thirds ot t!i• cast s of consumption.
day
Many are :i thou.-uml and one
1’mi.AOFi.i'niA, Dee. 7. It now turns Magnetism and Kbctruitr, therein* producing t"
articles at wholesale t,r retail.
now complaining with dull pain in the side", the
on
Sunday, he conceived the idea of en- out that Professor West of Dover, Dela- a iiealthy aetion and bringing Stungth and bowels
Remember the Doll Emporium is at B. F \\ Ebbs’
sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
to the deceased pnrN.
Good
1?
Main Street,
deavoring to reach Topeka, Kansas In- ware
Vigor
Fancy
Stoic,
was
not murdered as
tongue coated, pain in tin- shoulder-blade, feeling
heretosometimes \ cry restless, and at other times drowsy ;
stealing a ride upon the Kansas Pacific fore reported, but that he murdered a
Read the following Wonderful Cures in tin food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
night express. With this intention he colored man who he hired
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
temporarily,
partook of a hearty supper at his hotel, and after the man was dead
These symptoms usually originate trom a disordered
Maine.
he cut his
condition of the stom tch or a torpid liver. Persons
near the Union Deypt,
wrapped himself hands and feet oft'and buried them. His ob•<> nth eted, il
This will certify that I was tumbled with
they take one or two heavy colds, and ; 1000 Hushi’lH Good IHI.DWISS, GREENINGS,
as
as
and
started out ject. it is
up
warmly
possible
ii ih> cough in these cases b< -uddmly stopped, the j lUOKINti ami Cl UK I: ACl'KKS.
In which I
was to make the authorities
said,
Sciatic Rheumatism and suffer* d great pain.w 1
to walk to
will 1-AY THE MARKET l*KI( E.
md stomach clog, and remain torpid and
Armstrong Station, two miles believe that the body was his, so that his unable to sleep without taking morphine, could lung', liver
and befort ;h< patient is aware of his situ.inaciiv.-,
west of Kansas City.
There, while the wife could obtain an insurance of
I wa- earn. 1 to Dr. ITrann’- mlj.
not walk.
athm 'he lung'are
mass of sores, and ulcerated,
F. A. FOl ,1 i ;tt.
jWb.oOO. at
train was stopped, he crawled upon the
the l>e\Vitt
ami afle1, one treatment
md death is the inev itable result.
West acknowledged to an officer that he was tree from House,
>**henek’s Puimonit Syrup' is au expectorant which
pain, and have be*-n able t.» wo k
Hi. > Main Sr., Belfast.
No.
pilot ot tlie tey locomotive and crouched had killed a
dee.- not contain
negro, but in self-defence. ever -ince.
A. H
B uli:\
ny opium, uurauythiug calculated
down upon the trucks beneath the smoketo check a cough suddenly.
He is now in jail.
Auburn. May 7. Isi;!>.
box
I'lte

benumb*
down into the
r \V. <Mui*liaP di•
1*0-- bars ot tin' truck trame.
Uraduallv
'\\ Hi’s.
ln dropped down until he found himself
ai'gi-d
’Hie three masted
in
"i
i
Vl.-Keen an
d alter
jammed between the warm smoke-box
favorable p e
»t'«
lay■ Horn I a-ksonville, F!a.. with and the axles. The noise and clatter oi
tlw machinery became deafening, the keen
-•on.iii-o if,-; .,j timber for <’arret<’o. on) bO.prairie winds whistled and shrieked
MM>
f
Oake' A >-<!;. Brew .-r.
Site was
around the rushing locomotive.
Haight
1
!«• Bangor Fri-lav b- d:'«-harg«-. and alknew he must die if left in Ifis perilous
f
back oli Sunda)
..brill-. N’orlh Cape,
position a little longer. Hut there was
from Herr HI.-. report* that during a
n!
no
escape until the train halted. He
ale. -m Fnglish
■limitu r of 200 toil', (name
thought of dropping down upon the ties
know n
iit.c.i he; m on'.n! -1! Mark Island, which
glided beneath him with lightning
near 1 »<-.*r Hie. In,’ iking tin mainnia-t oil at tie
rapidity. This he knew would lie instant
I'll'.
In billing it took tie loreilia ! \x*i111 it.
and certain death. He would have done
lid 11-u■ b':ii
fed. fle -cfiooie-i i.udiore-l and ! so. but he found himself unable to get
-11
ht ga iit being '•.» KHtgli a* '-• .---in
through tile net-work of iron bars, so lie
!. 1
Wash < If Is«-1 deekio.id
lumber. Sh. | gave himself up to his fate.
< hie
by one the stations glided past him
tib-rwar-t io\v-*d io Bortlan-i b\ tli Boll
in tin- ..right, frosty moonlight. Kdwanls
i-i
oi tei-1 >n Suudax
I
!r »!i
fit I, »:
ville. l.enape were passed, when the train
«.*•
gc. \. B. lbr -latuaie;. ;->it :nlo tliis poi 1
suddenly “slacked up” and glided slowly
pan-. having been a-hoi-'.
hb-p-o H That t-. tin- water-tank at
Stranger Civek.
ii. xvliile 1 an-. h-M' at
ug d
g ib ol No-.
Here Haight aroused himself with desp.
•
1 her rabies and ! rate
H
Mt
energy and made a determined effort
die.-

Toucey teethe President.

City Times.
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Mnk’lSO.VS Hardware Stor

l-i-ll-sl.

M:un.‘.

OLD & YOUNG.

REMOVALT
W I Ik’ S M A 1 .1
M 1
I'll V-lCISIll III'I Surgeon,
J Leila-I
Ml', li<-ihirin'’ vorin .M ll!i‘r ai.'i » III
Sly. Ofti.v ..Vi
aMwells Look-ten .Mam
*?r»
Sfr«-» f.
o.
y Former!)
MilehelPs Block.,
Prompt
aitemlanc t'iven to ni^lit calls,
:»wl*t 1*1
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Cal) and

Soap! Soap!
u

the great

variety of

•
>
AM i
kHu-.
\I .\mn mi.\P.
Ik-tiu
market t"i washing purposes.
PACkl.K’s
URilt.MNi. SOAP.
Ue-i os the
wori.i tor -V.Hiring and polishing all no i.ii
cleaning paint, gkms ami marble ns 1>\ nujii,
klii IIKN M I N F.li A I. Si >.\ p. Superior tor clean■
i>
k mves ami ForkWOPKNI W’S I WOIMII.
Ho best Mart soup
tor
Mechanics, Ku-i nvrs, hoot ami shoe
Ma! r- P.outer- ami Printer.-. It removes
.11 impurities and render- the skin elean,
sol',
and smooth.
V sure eure and proventi'/-. tor
Whole-ale and retail, .n
•diappi d hand
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New Lime!
New Lime! BARGAINS
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ON

HAND.

Boots,

..

That knock

Rheumatism out of gear,
Bids gout good-by without a tear,

Why!
•

ails.*

Centaur

Liniment;

cripple to walk, the lame to leap,
thank, instead of eves to weep,—
Only, Centaur Liniment.

th**

Heart' to

What renders reptiles tooth and sting of bees,
as (lie bile of fleas,

Harmless

EvceptingCentaiir Liniment;
Assuages the pangs of a broken breast,
Plows the lacteal fluid—gives nights of rest,
But < ’eutaur Liniment;
And when chilblains ding or hot steam scalds,
What is it soothes, for what can we call,
But Centaur Liniment.
When the car crushed old Tilden’s arm,
Twas saved from amputation by this charm.
The Centaur Liniment;
And when Barnum's lion, Uncle Ben,
Broke his leg in that dismal den,
He roared for Centaur Liniment.
Now as the poor horse, lame and sore,
With crippled knee limps to our door,
And begs for Centaur Liniment;
And tin* docile sheen on a thousand hills.
Die bv the million—the screw worm kills,
(All saved by Centaur Liniment;)
We hear it shouted from West to East,
By speaking man and neighing beast,
“Pass on the Centaur Liniment!’’

remarkable article is for sale by all
Druggists in every village, parish and hamlet,
This

‘2ml7
in America. We warrant it to cure.
J. B. ROSE At CO., 53 Broadway, N. V.
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HERRING

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,

Rubbers
and Trunks
UK I'.VUIH

—

—--

UKSKHII'TION AT

M A D D O C It

G.W. BURKETT AGO.

No. 38 Church Street,,
..under Proitiv.-vive Agr otliee.j

<

ALL ANl>

W

ktoltutt, Dec. t, ks;R
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FEATHERS
the \ t; It A
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r, sold bv

Haylord

J. C. THOMPSON
Dealt

< *»u.

r

In

Main St lliui Sis., Bki.kast.

Sleds for Girls!

Sleds for
A

BELFAST.

Boys!

Big Lot of Sleds at.i. <\ THOMPSON’S,
a Large Lot id

Also

BRACKETS AND PICTURE FRAMES!
-AT-

Cuk. Main

i.
&

Hum

Sis., Bklfast.

Long

How
l!

heedless
Tin Migh > >yous dune,
«>i

!«'"\\

I'*’!
And

?

tii summer grass were
winter winds across it

on mv gr <\

growing,

blowing

desolate December,
long. sweetheart, how long, would you
remember—
How long, dear love, how long?
or

T:i "i eyes would open to the summer,
sweetest smile- would greet the sweet
new

comer,

And 'ni >oung lip- grow ki—- for the taking,
Mli't. all the summer hud- to bloom are

breaking—

How long, lour love, how long?

His

1"

W h»

1

w

-i

dun 'and when -ad-eyed ghosts walk
only.
lip— are cold, and waiting hearts are
lonely,
id not‘.-all you from vour youth's warm
bli->es.

i-1

:

vour

up

glass and

crown

it with new

How long, dear love, how long?
Too gay in June you might be to regret me,
And living lips might woo you to forget me,
Bui. (!j. sweetheart, I think you would remember.
When wind- were Weary in your lire’s December—
So long, dear love, so long.

Jackson.

Jemima
to

A gu-1 of wind blew -.harp and stout,
•Sin- wa< alone without a fellah,
J saw her tack and veer about.
And struggle with an umbrella.
It eddied round those knobby charms.
il -aw her feet. I'm only human,)
1 ru-hed and « aught her in my arm-—
Delieiou- waif! that breezy woman.
“Oh! thank you, sir, for thi- rebel,
1 thought 1 wa-about to blow up.”
"aid I.
I'hat umbrella reef,
Lb1 >li"s. or Madam, all will gi) up.”
She did ii, a" I saw tIn* name,
“Jemima Jackson,** on the lining,
Date, eighteen thirty, which the same
Would make her forty and declining.
read her age a- in a book,
The laded blue spoke of the bygone,
l ie- handle with it" curious crook,
Also tin dog's head with an eye gone.

"aid 1. “What are you snuihng for?*'
"aid "In
I'liere's something burning,stranger.”

And ;l.i u 1 thought of my cigar
Id. «ppcd when snatching her from danger.
lnui [•> iTine round in anxious thought

I iptieklv ".iw the art of man were
-M•
rv, "incc the dames hail caught
i h
iM-ws department of her punier.

1 wi*i \'-d and shouted out ol breath,
And ;• Ki d away her loose adjustable s,
B«n
iud and tir are strong as death
M lieu "ii lie- rampage in combustibles.
up I* nlima Jackson went,
» fashion ami to
A pn
lolly;
A" Mi"ti; anct—no, not a cent—

Which make" it rather melancholy.

One

Dollar

Bill.

pereb.
This is snug," quoth the squire.
"I’m
glad 1 b id that leaky -pot tixed in the
barn roof last week.
I don’t object to a
stormy night once in a while, when a

parti'-ular
V'

by done.

to

Mr

and there's nothing

Mary

Dart let answered.

She

about between kitchen and
with a id nee becked apron tied

llitting

was

eoier.

1 haven’t any faith
in these sudden reforms.”
Mrs. Partlet was silent; she thought
thankfully that after all Luke had not
spent the dollar bill in liquor.
Six months—six years—the time sped
along, in days and weeks, almost before
busy little Mrs. Partlet knew that it was
The lluddiloves had got back to
gone.

Sequosse:.

Luke had made his fortune, as the story
far-away El Dorado, vaguely
phrased “Out West’” by the simple Sewent, in the

quosseters.
“They do say,” said Mrs. Buckingham,
“that lie’s bought that ’ere lot down opposite the court house, and is going to build

such a house as never was.”
“He must have prospered greatly,” said
the gentle Mrs. Partlet.
“And his wife wears a silk gown that
will stand alone with its own richness,”
said Mrs. Buckingham; “1 can remember
when Luke Ruddilove was nothing but a
poor drunken ereatur.”
“All the more credit to him now,” said
Mrs. Partlet, emphatically.
"It’s to be all o’ stun,” said Mrs. Buckingham. “with marble mantels and inlaid
floors. And lie’s put a lot of papers and
things under the corner one.”
“The corner what ?” said Mrs. Partlet,
laughing. “Floor or mantel?”
“Stun to be sure,” said Mrs. Buckingham. “Like they do in public buildings,

he

out

against

publication

brunswick’s

RUSH GOODS!

passengers

Autumn

behaved well, women as well as men, under the trying ordeal to which the}1 were
exposed. A vast amount of latent heroism was developed, as it always is under
such circumstances, and although one or
two who had not heretofore been credited
with much piety, became suddenly rather
devout.
That is not a surprising tact
under the circumstances. It reflects great
credit on all concerned that the captain
and officers of the steamer had not, in addition to the difficulties ot their position
from the gale, their energies paralyzed
or impaired
by the conduct of a lot of
terrified passenger, and that to none ot
them could be addressed the remark of
the pilot in the “Tempest,” “Ye, but assist the storm.”

AT

Hi, Luke,

not

Luke, down-heartedly.

he.”
“< Might and is are two different
things,
Mrs. Partlet. Goodnight! I ain’t going
to the tavern, though I’ll wager something
“But she

the

ought not to

squire thought

I was.”

"And isn’t it natural
think so, Luke ?”

enough

he should

1 don’t sav but what
it is,” murmured Luke Ruddilove in the
same dejected lone he had used throughout the interview.
“Stas !” Mrs. Partiet called to him, as
his hand lay on the door-latch, in a low

"Yes—yes, Mary,

voiie. “Here’s a dollar, Luke, Mr. Partlet gave to me lor a new piece of oil-cloth
in front of the dinning-room stove, but
I’ll try and .make the old one do a little
And Luke, for the sake of
while longer.
old limes—for the sake of your poor wile, I
will you do better ?”
Luke Ruddilove looked vacantly first at
the fresh new bank bill in his hand, and
then at the blooming young matron who
placed it there.
“Thank you, Mary,” he said, and crept
out of the warm bright kitchen, into the
storm and darkness that reigned without.
Mrs. Partlet stood looking into the kitchen
fire.
1 dare say I’ve done a very foolish
thing,” she pondered ; “but indeed I could
not help it. Of course he’ll spend it all
at the public house, and I shall do without
my oil-cloth, that will be the end of it all.”
And there was a conscious flush on her
cheek, as if she had done something
wrong, when she rejoined the squire in

sitting-room.
“Well,” said Squire Partlet, “has that

the

ne'er-do-well gone at last?”
"
Y es.”
“To Stoke’s tavern, I suppose?”
“I hope not, Josiah.”
“I’m airatd it’s past
hoping for,” said
the squire, shrugging his shoulders. “And
How it does
now for a pleasant evening.
rain, to be sure.”
And Mrs. Partlet kept the secret of the
dollar bill within her own heart.
It was six months afterward that the
squire came into the room where his wife
was preserving some great red apples into

jelly.

“Well, well,” qu dli he, “wonders
will

cease.

away.”

CELEBRATED

Dry

ol

Alpacca

and Brilliantines

make. Tycoon
Keps, Plaid and Stripe
DRESS GOODS.

never

The Ruddiloves have gone

Agencies for the sale of the Chickeuinc Piano
will be found in
all the large cities and towns,
and it is of course desirable that retail purchases
should be made through them, thereby
saving expense and trouble.
The prices printed in our Circular may be relied
upon as our real aud fixed prices, from which no
discount can be made, whatever.

nearly

India, Cashmere, Fancy Stripe, Plaided
Long and Square Woolen, and Misses

|tcLu |U)bcrtiscmcnts.

Co., 3? Park Row, New York.
to

everywhere
for the History
Great
WANTED-AOENTAi
Boston,
Col. Russell H.
vans

of the

by

in

graphic writer and celebrated orator.
was

|

and

The

an eye witness.
This will he the only
complete* account, and must sell rapidly.

RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston,

AGENTS
ployment

can

Fire

Conwell, the
writer
correct

B. ii.

Mass.

H AMTED.—We guarantee

Y!

CLOAK MAKING

Write and see.
Dustin & Co.,

there were tour
It then became necesa matter of no ordi-

all—although

at the wheel.
sary to make sail,
men

nary difficulty under such circumstances;
but the energy of the pilots overcame
every obstacle and the jib was first got
up and afterwards the foresail. This was
of great assistance in steering the vessel,
and she became much more manageable
—but at 7 o’clock the sensation of the
Captain Pike was
voyage took (dace.
in the pilot-house ever on the alert, when
suddenly the steamer gave a plunge
downward, bow first as it she intended to
go to the bottom, and at the same moment,
A

HUGE

The effect

WAVE

Insure in the TRAVELERS of

Hartford, Ct,

l,er day ! Agents wanted I All
classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all tlie time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & (TO., Portland, Maine.

jubilee!

1823.

m

NEW YORK OBSERVER

Private

The Best Religious and Secular Family Newspaper,
$3 a Year with the JUBILEE YEAR BOOK.
SIDSE1
3T Park

SEMD

I

FOR

Suppers
*i O X

E. MORSE &

CO.,
Row, Mew York.
A

SAMPLE

COPY.
■—

~Lzz~zmzzzr~uj~--

—

UP

IOJtoy

^■DRAWING

The best ot everything usually furnished in his
line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ot FRUIT may always
be found on hand.
Belfast, Sept. 3 1872.—tfU

Illustrated Circular sent free.
GOODNOW & WIGHTMAN, *23 Cornhill,

ATE MTN!

Boston?

*

Would you avoid being “bit” by Rogues, Swindlers
and Humbugs I Read the “Star Spangled Banner.” A large, Illustrated 40-column 8 page paper,
Ledger size.
Splendid Stories, Sketches, Tales,
Poems, Wit, Humor, Puzzles, Recipes, &c. 11th
Auyear. $1 a year, with elegant Prang Cliromo,
tumn Leaves,” free to all.
ONLY $1. Try it
onuk.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Agents wanted.
Outfit FREE. Specimens, &e., for t» cents. Address
“BANNER,** Hinsdale, N. H.

in

the

pilot-

on

the

Price, $9.

Clyde,

8 PAGES.

The Best

Family Paper.
The Best Agricultural Paper.
The Best Political Paper.
The Best Story Paper.
The Best Fashion Beports.
The Best Cattle Market Reports.
The Best General Market Reports.
The Best Paper Every Way.

THE WEEKLY NEW YORK SUN.
Eight
pages, 06 columns. $1 a year, or less than 2 cents a
number. Send Your Dolkar.
Address
THE SlIN. New York City.

Retail

Size 15x24.

ft

an

H

B. CHAMBNEV.

!

h"

Miss 4. F. SOUTHWQRTH

Price,

each

extensive

Of the

Would respectfully announce to their
triends and patrons that they have
just received a choice selection of
WINTER MILLINERY, which they
will be pleased to exhibit at their
rooms over H.H. Forbes' Shoe Store.

H
DRESS MAKING
In all its departments, as heretofore'
under the superintendence of MRS.1
RICHARDS.
Belfast, Nov. 25, 1872.—4w21*

upwards of thir-

Patents in the
Great Britain, France, and
States;
other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications,
Assignments,and ail papers for Patents, executed
on reasonable terms, with despatch.
Researches
made to determine the validity and utilitv ot Patents
of Inventions, and legal and other advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies ot the
claims of any patent furnished bv rt mittiug one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency iu the United States possesses
superior
facility for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington lo procure a Patent, and t fie usual great delay
there, are
here savedinventure.

TE^TinoiTILK.
regard Mr. Eddy ns one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON, CommisI

sioner of Patents.”

Kqual

“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me over T1IIRTV
applications lor Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part, leads me to recommend
ai.i. iuveutors to apply to him to procure their
patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART,”

Boston,.Ian. 1, 187-.—lyjtf

[

f kXi MMMkjy
The Great Blood

Vt.

Price, $9.

mounted, $1

each,

For ItcNtwriiib; kray Hair (o it*
TaCural Vitality and Color.

ness, care, disappoint
incut, and hereditary

predisposition,all

8x10.

Cenci—Guido,

Holy Family—Raphael,

Mater Doloroso—Guido,
Madonna Madrid Murillo,
Immaculate Conception -Murillo,
Madonna and Child—Murillo.

Retail Price of each, $1.50.

Dodge,
115

trade.

Collier &

Sold

by

all

Perkins,

PREPARED

Boston.

Washington St.,

turn

the hair gray: either
of them disposes it to
fall olf prematurely,
and either etl'ect is unsightly and unpleasant
tobehold. Dr.Awcu’s
."kill has
consummate
I
produced an antidote
for these deformities,
which has won gratitude for him from multitudes of women and
II is H a ill Vue
m
n.
lost
ok sometimes reproduces
uair, aim aiwajs
restores to laded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of Avkk’s
Hath Vigor for renewing. The fresh and youthful
hair we see on older heads is often the product of
his art. If you are disfigured, or made old, austere
and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful color,
and with it your features to their original softness
and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

50.

Practical and

1‘lIHl.lSHEKB OF THE ABOVE.

AND

Lonrll, IVIunm.,

Analytical Chemists,

DEPOT

Chromos,

AN

UNFAILING

REMEDY-

Pleasant to take, and cures all Lung
&c. Sample bottles and circulars free by all DrugLarge bottles, 35 cents. J. W. PERKINS
Co., Wholesale Agents. Sold by all Druggists.

Complaints,

Frames,
Albums,

OPIUM EATERS

FDKTET

Produce Wanted!

&c., &c.
Send for Wholesale Price List of

FRAKESI

WM. B. SWAN & CO.

Turk’s Island Salt OO-A-L-!

“WIDE AWAKE”

respective

JOHN STEWART.

And have you there this writ with your doings
therein.
Witness, Jonathan G. Dickerson, Esquire,
at Belfast, the first day of October in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy two.
W. G. FRYE Clerk.

“FAST ASLEEP.”
ltiJanl,’73

WALDO, SS.—Sm*.

Ji

n.

>
Court,
Term, 1872, \

Oct.

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,

Belfast. Sept. 16,167a.—till

„„

some

Manhood, Womanhood, &

John

Stewart,

Libellant

dency

I

vs.

Rozilla

Stewart.

to the Court, that Rozilla
And now it
Stewart the Libellee has not had notice of the penol this libel.it iH Ordered, that Notice then of
be given to the said libellee, by causing an attested
libel and of this order thereon,
copybeof said writ and
to
published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast
in the County of Waldo, the last publication to
be not less than fourteen days before the next term
ot this Court to be holden at Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of
January, 1873, that she may then ami there appear
and answer to said suft, if she shall see cause.
Attest—W. (i. FRYE Clerk,
A true copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
21
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
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xgelled from the Id.
Internal deran-muent, are the
determimit.o,
these same humors to some internal
organ ,,r on-.,
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Eruptions and hruptite Diseases ef the sY,
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Nervous Diseases,
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Two Million
Knowledge for Everybody.
Copies Sold.
A Hook ror Ever? !tfan.
TIIE^CIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PKESERVATloN.

Medical
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the hast by laml ot s. \ D. Turner; on tin
Nortl
land ot 11. I,email, Jacob Lowell and A.
S. D.
containing about thirty m- more >i |.
to a mortgage then-on and ih.
widen
d’ow.
Alexander Dow, deera-.-d.
SAMI Id. NORTON,
SherhL
Deputy
November 1'., 1
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of mature years
This is indeed a book for every
Doth edition, much enlarged, illustrated; bound in
beautiful French cloth. Price only $1.U0.
A Hook for Every Woniau,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or. Woman treated of Physiologically
and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engravings.
3f»o
pages, bound in beautiful French cloth. Price S2.00,
A Hook for Everybody.
The Institute bus just published a new book, treating
exclusively of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
160 pp. cloth. Price $1.00, or all three books sent
u
receipt of $3, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Fiiiiek
Sex, can either requireor wish to know, but what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusiou
even can be found in any other works in our language.
All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience
is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man,
are given
in full, especially those relating t.• Spermatorrhoea, Impotence
Barrenness.
N
Sterility
person
should be without these valuable books.
The press
throughout the country, the clergy, and the medical faculty
generally highly extol these extra..rdinary and useful w.irks.
The most fastidious may read them.
O' Either book sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
N. B. The author of the above-named medical works is
theChiefConsulting Physician f the PEABODY MEDIOAI.
INSTITUTE, in high standing in the Medical Faculty
this country, who has successfully treated thousands ot the
human family atllicted with the maladies treated upon ui
these books, and gives his whole attention to his patients
and to those who may call upon him for advice. The grand
secret of his success is his vast knowledge of the caiim-s of
these ailments and his speedily removing them from th.
constitution.
Dr. W. II PARKER, Member of the Royal ■•■Uecc t
Surgeons, London, I it.- Medical Inspector Geucrai, l”. S. A.,
Honorary Member of the American Medical Faculty, and
Assistant Physician of the institute, may als-- he consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and experieuc.
b- whom ail
correspondence should be addressed. :• to the PEAB"b »
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch St Boston, Mads
Inviolable sk-kccy and certain belief.

cesses
man.

GEOKUKS

A*

\\

Vitality, Spermatorritiea, Semisai Weakness,
Y, PREMATURE DECLINE IN MaN, NERVOUS AND I'Ml
\l.
Debility, Hypochondria, and all other diseases arising
from tin- Errors of Youth, or the Indiscretions uit Ex-

TESi

u

7«tu:it.*a.in

..

I TIOH

^J1W II

KKKAs, My minor son. Lucius ( lark, *
iiiteeu year.-*
t
ot medium **i/- ha/.d
ig.
auburn hair, with a scar over the l. tt
iir
«•)i
my house without cause.
This i- to notify all
sons not t«» tru t. hire or harbor said
minor.
Dl DLLY 1*. CLARK
Unity, Nov. Jo, is;-, ov ;
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Belfast

Plating

!

This old \v 11 known and lavorite Unit
has been leased by the undersigned, and been renovated, remodeled ami furnished, is now opened l -r
permanent ami transient boarders. It will be amp!
supplied with all that is necessary lor the comfort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected wit
tin Hotel are
IKooiiim. situated in I'nion Block. chamber- over
'V. .M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, for
the accommodation ol Uomheihtai
Aden is.
The undersigned’s old acquaintances ami triends at
the Lynde liouse, where he has olliciuted a- Clerk
since its opening, will please take notice ol his New
Habitation. Il> will be happy to meet them.
’caches to lake pa.s.-engers to and from the
A good Livery Stabh connected with the
cars.
House.
\YM, K. BICKFORD.
Tliomaston, Nov. 1,1871.
t f.;'

7

H

l-.J {

A Nil
AM l.l( NoVKMHI* K l.ill,
Train- wilt leave Belfast lor Pm:
tml all I'laei
interun diale mi this load it
\
Mixed Train at : P. M
connecting at Hurnham
Mixed 1 rai n lor \\ a ter v ille, a nd Pa -e
I
ng.
Bangor and all Station- la-:.
Train- will be due in Helfa-t from IK.-tun.
and
all Station- intermediate at ?
land,
1
Mixed I rain from Ruruham
omiectiug with
Troin Haugor at 11
A. M
i In New Line between Danville ami Lumber
will then he open giving pass*
uger- lor Port la n
opportunity t<* go either way without eh.mg. :
Nov. *.», l»71.
J. M
U \ 1 Sup’t.

ON-•■nger

s

>.

Bank

Savings

AfillANffKM E i\
I

Special Notice!

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny Saved is
made
will be

Penny

a

Maine

Earned.'

btdore the 1st of any
month,
placed upon interest very
month, except May and November) ami interest
computed upon the same in .June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room,
lrom y to 1- A. M., and 2 t>
1*. M Saturdays trom
y to 12 A.M.
JOHN H.QU1M BY, Treas. AS A FA UNC K, Brest
Belfast, July 13, 1870.

DEPOSITS

Ji A I I.itO A 1 )
ami alter

•Mi

Is; g, and until further

May

m

REFRIGERATOR CARS
For the transportation ol Meat between IL>>.
H.vsr.un, .Skowiii.i, an, Kak.minw. h»n, and ini.
mediate point- wil he run a-follows, j/:
Bangor for Boston, via Lewiston, at LdO A. M
Leave Skowlu g.in lor Ih -ton, via
Yugustu, at
V M
Li av. Farmington tor Boston,v ia Bruusw
ll {> :i' A. M
ei
Monday and I Intraday morn.
n living in Boston at
».do A. M., the t.-llo
morning. Returning, l.mve Boston tor the p.

A HOOD 1 1-2 STORY HOI .slon Union St.
Terms easy.
Iv to \VM. H. FOOLER Bellast.

f.54

Central

on or

For Sale.

«

iolied •|I)0\ e, :i| ,w. |*. M
Tins. Refrigerator Cirsar
lifted up m a
lass manner, .uni will be fully
appreciated h
shippers alter trial, i in I II KM
J M Ll .\ 1 (i n d Sup’t
A. HKRsLV,«ien 1 Freight Ag

Call and See
good an assortment of WOOl.EN’JlOODS ol all
grades, usually found in a

us

Also Trimmings t*> correspond, which are being
manulactured to order by first class woukuuu at a
low prices as the times will afford.
Cl 1 1 ING attended to in ail its branches by m
sell. 1 have also a lin< assortment <<i

Ij

American

Lloyd's

«»

I It*! 4* |M‘ II

FURNISHING GOGHS

■;

I

s

t (4.

INI otice.

Special
I

of freight
«1 4* || | I fl 14 4* H

li,

* .to

ford

4* 41 III 4* (■ j|

All person;- ^hipping I-n ight by this Line, a:
11» have Steamer's
receipts in dupli
of t)on>iguc«- iu (uII on tin
margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes. Barrels
Bag-. «ie requested t.,
all old marks.
Ko\i-j
Barrels or Bags that have more than
mark thereon, w ill not he rec-iy ed or
slopped
Al!. f reight must he properly m trked only
Consignee. l’ositi\r!\ no freigh' i«,,i..d
conformable to rules as tboy,.
(did. li. V\ KL1..S, Agent
Belfast ..liiii. 16, 1672.
I

quested

ot all kind*. PA PF. R I'O L LA RS 10 e« nt a
hox,
boxes for v < »••**»l~, hi all si/.ey and all tin- oilier
or
bitter grades ot Collars.
1141
II. L. LORD.

mime

Notice.

(’apt. F. II. IIARKIMAN ot Belfast,
being appointed surveyor tor t he Ameri
Lloyd’s Register, tor the district

\

can

from

Rockland

Mach his.

lo

Parties

«

wishing their vessels classed in AmeriLloyd’s Register and supplements will plea-r
him
for inspection of their vessels.
to
apply
HARTSHORN & KING.
By Order
Per II. ilAKi i.M an Surveyor General tor Maine.
June 5, 1872.—tf 38
can

A.

r;

/v

m

,«*»«»..

Auanleii First I’ri-iiiiuiu

LUC E,

S.

t

DYE HOUSE!
at II a ini' Slate

EMILE BAKHIFU.

Counsellor at Law !
IIUhlKB

fair,

11

lv

Proprietor

This well known establishment with it .uimir
IS
conducted hy M lirst luss I RK.V
DAl.lt. Dying and* lean.-mg .tone m •» u une
f Ai l H >N
give PKKMiC J >A l
Ladies' Dresses SttCquc, Velvet. Ribbon« leanse,i ami
L>ye.l.
Pressed
without ripping
All
taking oil trimunngs.
I.uo ’urtalns Cleansed
'"he equal to new.
Cleansed and (
Carpets
!

BLOCK,

BELFAST, MB.
collecting.
ly

t<

..

!

Restored.

1

P

N

H

C

K

VI

EH!

DYED OH ('MCAXSKD!

TWINES & NETTING,

f

wife.

-AMD-

shipyard,

rrssr) MW.

*#- Special atu-ntlon givi-u
monies collected promptly paid.

riage has always behaved himself as a faithful and
kind husband towards said Rozilla Stewart, but
that the said Rozilla regardless ol her marriage
covenant, was married to one Joseph Clark of
Manchester, N. H., some years ago, and has him
and now is living with said Clark as his wife;
wherefore he prays that he may be divorced from
the bonds of matrimony between him and his said

FOH CHBOHOS

The extensive wharf in this city known as Simp*
son’s Wharf, with warehouses, &c., thereon. The
water at the head admits ships ot the largest class.
The buildings are suitable lor storing hay, salt, molasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or
merchandise. It is one of the best business sites in
the city. The Portland steamers make daily landings at this wharf.
Also, a lot of land between said wharf and Carter
& Co’s
suitable for a vard for building vessels, for wnich it has been used.
The above premises will be let, either together or
separately, on a long lease, to parties desiring them.
Apply to W. H. SIMPSON,

at Law!

lit

ATT'E command you to attach the goods
fV or estate ot Rozilla Stewart, to the
value of one dollar; and summon the said
defendant (if she may be found within your precinct,)
to appear before our Justices ot our Supreme.Iudicial Court, next to be holdeti at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, ou the 3d Tuesday of
October next, then and there in our said Court, to
answer unto John Stewart ot Montville.bin a plea ol
divorce in which the said John Stewart represents
that he was lawfully married to said Rozilla Stewart
at Troy, in Waldo County, on the 13th day of April, ;
A. D., 1804;that your libellant since their intermar-

Views,

BLOOD.

A medicine that cur
a
real public
blesniu*
A v ns' Sarsavari
makes positive cun
a
ri» s of
oomplaii
which an*
always nil
ii»K and too oltVn |Vl
It
purities Up.
purges out the l„rk
humors in
wliieh undermiot
hi
and settle into
trou*

ON

—,

ji.

and

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

our

n

THE

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

Manufactured

f

Stereoscopes

Rands,

FANCY GOODS.
Handkerchiefs, Collars, Ties
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Gloves,Two-Button Kids.
Kid Mittens, &c., &c.
DRESS MAKING. Miss Jackson has selected a
winter stock of Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
as Buttons, Fringes, Gimps, Tassels, &c.
Special
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the
Latest Styles.

i» »■* st-

SOLD ALL ROUND TIIK WORLD.

WALDO SS.—To the Sheriffs of'
Counties or either of their Deputies,

o

JOHNSON,

Attorney

ly3i>eow

STATE OP MAINE.

pleused

ft’

PURIFYING

taeilities,

IUH

return next
she will be
styles
to show her customers. Felt Hats in Drab,
Black, Bronze and other desirable shades. Velvets,
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings, Jets and Jet

SAllSAPAlllL LA
k

BY

IVr. J. d. AUK A < «>..

Mu-

AYER’S

Augusta, Ma>

Advancing years,sick

from oil-paintings, and
Finest Wouk in thk Mauket,

A liberal discount to the
Pictukk Dealers,

For turther particulars
inquire of Hess 4
dlvant. 179 Commercial St.
CtKIJS STCKDIVANI, Den. Agent,
Portland, <>ct. 7, 187c.

un lit

Hair "V i<xov

WINTER

MR$. E, R. JOHNSON will
week with the winter
which

E.

'll .tin N,

For Catarrh Dy*pep*ia H abitual Co«~
of the
Heart,
tlvenei*. Palpitation
Headache, Pile*. .Vervou*iie** and <4eneral prostration ot the Tervou* Wy*tem. no
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as
the VKGETINE. It purities the blood, cleanses all
ot the organs, and possesses a controlling power
over the Nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by VKGETINE
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own
families.
In fact, VEGETINK is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable BLOOD PI It I FI E It y« t placed before
the public.
Boston M ass.
Preparedby H. It. dT El
:tmflleow
Price £1 *£5. Sold by all Druggists.

Sizes 1-2x13 1-4

WHOLESALE

MILLINERY.

G

Purifier^/^

VKGETINE is madeexclusively from the juices
of carefully selected burk*. root* amt berb*,
and so strongly concentrated that it will effectually
eradicate from filesystem every taint ot Mcrofula,
Humor. Tumor*, <ant«*r,
Ncrofulou*
Humor.
C'anco mu*
I!rr*i|iela«, Salt
Hlieum. Hy pliilitic Ditrawr*. Canker,
at
ilie
and all diseases
Mtomacli,
Faintne**
that arise from Impuie blood. Nciatic, I ntlaiii*
SeuChronic
Klieum.ui*m,
matory and
ralgrtu. €>rout and Hpinal Complaint*, can
only be effectually cured through the blood.
For lilcor* and Kruptive di*ea«e* of the
»kin.Pu«tu lei.Pimple*, Blotch**, Boi I*.
Tetter, tcahlheail and llingnorm, VhGKT1NE has never tailed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pain* in the Back, kinder ComW eak ■■«*»<,
plaint*. Hrop*y, Female
iencorrhtea, arising from internal ulceration,
and uterine diseases and General Debility,
VKGETINE acts directly upon the causes of these
complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the
whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays
inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates the

following subjects,

to thic

Beatrice

Capt. DEKRING.
leave (until further notice) Railroad Wliar
Portland, every FRIDAY EVEN ING, conuneuni*
Friday, the llth iust., at 10 o’clock, or on arrival
Express Train trom Boston, for Rockland, ( astin
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor Mt. l>ea*-r:
Millbridge. Jonesport anil Machiasport.
Keturning will leave Machiasport every Tuesd
morning, ;;t 5 o'clock, touching at the above nano

>

“1 have no hesitation iu assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure from them an early
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
Fate Commissioner ot Patents.’'’

HEADS!

Size of

Favorite Steamer

Will

TIMOTHY HANSON.
l’. O. address K. Thorndike.

^w 1'*

A Medical Treatise

to secure

American Landscapes!

SIX

H

Certain’

AYE R’S

Retail

Mrs. A. L. RICHARDS

designs.

or

practice of
AFTER
ty years, continues
United
also in

The above are some ot Chaiupney’a best ski tchcs,
and are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed in the best manner.

AND

Barks,

On the .“Saco ltlver, N. II.
Lake Chocorua and Mountain, White Mountains.
Autumn on tin- Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River.

Ph

Safe!

a

Farm for Sale.

t

Alter

was, of course, turned up side Sists.
down and most ol the articles broklint the damage did not end here;
en.
the same sea burst in the forward door on
the starboard side of the main saloon,
sending a heavy column of water through
If you wish to be cured of the habit, address XV
NOVELTIES
the saloon nearly its entire length, going
^L^RKE| Hi Diy Mt« Vernon, Ohio*
-IN THEas far back as the after stove and pouring
a mighty cataract down the saloon stairs,
Sample Dottle of Adamson’s Botanic
HLL Balsam, at all Druggists. Pleasant
to the no small astonishment and terror
and an unfailing remedy for Asthma, Coughs,
ol those who were in the vicinity. One
E. R. JOHNSON 8c CO.,*just opened a fine
Colds, Lung Complaints, &c. John W. Perkins
assortment of Worsteds and Worsted Patterns,
of the hands had one of his legs severely & Co., Ag’ts, Portland, Me. Large bottles, 35c.
Ottomas and Toilet Cushions, Bracket and
Slippers,
but
not
the
and
broken, by
sea,
sprained,
Towel Racks, Infant’s Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
another received a bad cut on the head.
Mittens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, RigioIeLts
and Hose, Children’s Leggins, Sacks and Riding
By great good fortune and by the skillHoods. Gentlemen’s Scarfs, Java, Panama, Waffle
ful and courageous conduct of the capand Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergmann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
lain, she was able to put into Pisarinco at
I will pay the highest market price for all kinds of two, four and eight fold, Shetland Worsteds-Crochet,
G o’clock a. m., where she lay until 1 FARM PRODUCE.
Potatoes, Pressed 11 ay, Apples, Knitting and Worsted Needles, and Paper Patterns.
to
and
St.
then
John,
&c., &c., delivered at Lane’s Wharf, In Particular attention given in shading of Worsteds.
ra.,
Beans,
proceeded
p.
this city.
E. A. CaLDERWOOD.
arriving between two and three not much
HAYFORO BLOCK,
BELFAST.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tf 19
the worse for the storm, though showing
treo
that she had got a good drubbing. The
captain says she behaved nobly, riding
BUY YOUR
the waves like a duck, and exhibiting the
Have just received a cargo of prime
most sterling qualities as a sea boat.
The pilots say that no other man hut Captain Pike could have saved the vessel,
-OF3m21is
and in proof of the opinion which he
For salting beef and pork, which they are selling
holds of their conduct we append the fol- at the lowest market price.—21 Jan.1.
W. B. Swautib Oo.

house

Retail

Morning

lock of bair.
tf3

by

On account of ill health the subscriber now offers his farm lor sale,
situated in Thorndike, containing one hundred and
fifty acres ol good lam} under a good state of cultivation. Said far in has a good orchard, raised two hundred and fifty bushels of grafted fruit the
present
season, plenty of wood and water. The buildings
are very good and convenient.
Said farm will be
sold very low it applied for soon. Also for
sale, one
yok*' oxen, girth '■ feet 10 iuches, two good cows
and two yearling heifers.

No.

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

FOUR

WINTER

Sun.

ONLY $1 A YEAR.

GRIGGS.

Size 15x24.

Solicitor of Patent*.

RINES’ BLOCK, 17 Main St., Bangor, Me

EDDY,

For luvenlions, Trade

ATTORNEY AT LAW
and

TRICKS ^-JRAPS AMERICA

3lnl7

H.

bowels.

WM. FRANKLIN SEAVEY,

_

was

Everything

Price, $9.

BY SAME ARTIST.

engines,’’

Weekly

Retail

Alter

Sliort Notice !

p

INSTRUMENTS,
UB SORRENTO CARVING TOOLS

The

BY SAME ARTIST

Size 15x24.

AX

Complete sets of Tools.

IHpoot lathes,'
STEAM

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.

terrifying.

pilot-house.

Retail Price, $9.

Size 15x24.

OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!

OF THE

BOARDED HER.

startling, and, indeed
The sea struck the starboard
bulwark and stove it in tor a distance of
more than 20 leet—smashing the small
boat of pilot Murry, which was on the
main deck. It carried away about twenty leet of the starboard rail off the promenade deck, and striking the pilot house
smashed in the glass front and sash on the
starboard side, tilling the pilot-house with
water, and hurrying up for a moment.
Captain Pike and the wheelman, and
breaking the glass even in the back of the

CHAMPNKV.

4)v IU 4)4U

M. K. DODGE informs his old friends and
customers that he has leased and fitted up the establishment next door below T. VV. Pitcher’s store
where he will be glad to see them.

DOLLAR EACH.

Easy!

Washington St., Boston.

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS

Price, $12.

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.

RESTAURANT

R

The best Chromo ot

Retail

After B.

St., BANGOR.

distance

a

WEEK,

EWIS T O N !

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT'S

published.

Belfast, Nov. 1872.
IDOIDO-E’S

ONE TRIP PEH

STEPHEN GROVER.

ROYAL DESSERT!
1*. REAM.
fruit ever

KKK-D.SE

St., New York.

the Finest in the Market.

Size 22x27.

Ml & Mrs, A, 0, Chase,

Worthington,

Particulars lree.

Uartlord, Ct.

CHEOMOS
After

em-

lor all, «*ither sex, at $5 a day, or
$2,000 or more a year. New works by Mrs. ll\ B.
StowTe and
hers.
Superb premiums given away.
Money m-ide rapidly and easily at ‘work for us.

at 103 Centre
*9-Kxiimines from

The subscriber is now ottering superior
advantages
to any one who may contemplate
purchasing one ot
these valuable instruments. As a maker and with
Mu- knowledge h» has ol their manufacture he ipnabled to make more choice selections than ipus
hhle lor those who have never made Piano Fort.making a science, and are without any practical
knowledge ol their manufacture.
To those who may favor him with an order, he
will insure everytning as stated above, and deliver
the instruments to their houses in person relieving
them from all anxiety and responsibility.
Orders can be left with Mrs. 11. A’. CARTER,
music teacher, No. 92 High Street, Belfast.
Communications by mail to mv address, in care
at Chickering & Sous, 354 Washington St.. Boston,
Mass., will receive immediate attention.

BLEACHED&BROWfiCOTTON

Equal to

Gould

The

EKING it SONS.
354

LOW

at

WANTED—DOMESTIC YARN AND HOSE.

Please remember to look at our
goods and compare the quality and
price with any you may find in this
or
any other city, if you would consult your own interest.

11 East Hth

REPELLANTS

LD’a

H. S. Goodspeed &

CHICK

SHAWLS.

Of all qualities, will be sold

GROVEH, Agent.

Mr. Stephen Grover is an authorised agent in
Waldo County, for the sale of l’iano Fortes manufactured by us; and all instruments of our manufacture purchased of him are subject to the same
guarantee as if purchased directly of us.
CHICK EKING & SONS.

the best

Goods!

FORTES !

STEPHEN

Lyon’s l’oplins of allOolors,
Ottomans, Cretons, Colored Alpaeca,

DRESS

at

PIANO

DRESS GOODS!
Black

Jas,

MAGNETICAKD

landings.

FULL LINE OF

A

Mrs.

Maine,

OI LXCKERIN(i & SSOISTiS’

LOWEST PRICES!

1 act steer

to your wife ?”
“Slic'd be better oft’ without nu*,” said
"<

choice Stock of Goods

a

for FALL TRADE.

■

to-day

ss:
At Bangor, the 15th
A. D. 1872.
The undersigned
of his appointment as Assignee,
of Frederick H. Hunt of Unity, in the County of
Waldo, ant! State of Maine, within said District,
who has been adjudged a Bankrupt, upon petition of
his creditors, by the District Court of said District,
filed 5th June 1872.
3w21
H. L. MITCHELL, Assignee, Bangor. Me.
oi

day of November,
hereby gives notice

H.H. JOHNSON & CO
opening

Arrangement—Commencing Friday, October llth.

In the District Court of the United
States lor the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy,
In the matter of Frederick H. Hunt, Bankrupt.

District

RATES.
client. But lie never looked around, and
Mrs. Buckingham went on with her neverA FULL LINK OF
ceasing flow of chit-chat, and so the color
Uev. Robert Collyer, of Chicago, thinks that
died away in her cheek. After all the
Nebuchadnezzar was turned out to
in
money had been her own to give, and the mercy and not as a curse for his sins, grass
lie had,
old oil-cloth in front of the dining room according to Collyer, become so
with
engrossed
stove had answered very well.
the city life of Babylon that he needed freshenlicks. Crashes, Bleached and Brown
She met Luke Ruddilove that afternoon ing tip, as it were.
We now offer a full assortment of
for the first time since his return to ScTable Linen, TurkeRed
The melancholy days are come—the saddest
Damask,
quosset—Luke himself, yet not himself.— of the year—when piercing winds and drifting new seasonable goods, selected bv
and Domestic Quilts
Foreign
the demon of intemperance crushed out of snows tempt loving wives to remark, “Oh, ourselves and bought for cash, since
of all grades, i&o., &e.
what a-b-e-a-u-t-i-f-ii-1 set ol furs Mrs. Jones
his nature, and its better, nobler elements
lias got. Only silo—dirt cheap. 1 reallv must the
at
He
looked
last.
her
triumphing
bright- have a set just like it."
ly in the face, as he held out his hand.
A young man eiiguguil in makiug himself at“Mary.
tractive to a young lady was taken with a vio“I am glad to see you hack here again, lent tit of
R
coughing, ami brought up two marbles he hail swallowed when a boy. The
Luke,’’ she said tremulously.
young
Have
a
choice
selection
of
Fall atnl
And well you may be,” he rejoined.
laity dismissed him. She said she didn't want
“Do you remember the night you gave to marry a stone-quarry.
Winter BONNETS, HATS, VELand are now in store to cash customme the dollar bill, and
They attempted to kill a book agent in Omaha,
begged me not to
VETS, RIBBONS and FLOWers at
’last
week.
He
was robbed, thrown into the
to
the
?”
tavern
prices that are far below anygo
RES, which our milliner is
river, knocked off the car-, pit died from a high
“Yes.”
ever known for
kinds
of
many
into the river again, but in two hours thing
“That night was the pivot on which my bridge
pleased to show to all.
after rame around with a new illustrated edition goods.
whole destiny turned. You were kind to of the Bible, and tried to
get the subscription
Bank
of
England, Grand Duchess
me when every one spoke
coldly; yon of tlie leadi r of llie attacking party.
and Raven, brands of ALPACAS, CALL & EXAMINE OUR STOCK,
trusted me when
II other faces were
A young man in a neighboring city, a great
1 vowed a vow to myself to lover of skating, but
averted.
exceeding awkward at the MOHAIRS and BllILLI ANTINES,
business, is getting a mode! skating suit made for 'id, 30, 3d, 42, dO,
prove worthy of your confidence, and I
02, Td, 80, Od
&
for
tlie
approaching skating season The pantakept it. I did not spend the money—1 treaand $1.00, the best goods imported. Mrs. HUSSEY has
sured it up—and heaven has added mighti- loons are to be provided with springs and upcharge of this departholsu red. He says lie does not want to break
All wool LUNG SHAWLS, best
ly to my little store. 1 put the dollar bill the iee up and spoil
ment, and has a full line of fall styles
other people’s fun.
under the corner-stone of my new house,
quality and full size, for only $.500.
which she is happy to show her
for the house has risen from it and it
ENGLISH PRINTS 31 inches
customers.
tflo
alone. I won’t offer to pay you hack, for
wide for 14 cents.
I am afraid,” he added smilingly, “the
All linen, large size TOWELS for
luck would go from me with it ; but I’ll
10 cents.
tell you what 1 will do, Mary; I will give
H unted for
H. H. JOHNSON & 00.
money and words of trust and encourageLadies MERINO RIBBED HOSE
ment to some other poor wretch as you
(III
COMMENTATOR for 12 cents.
gave to me.
ALL WOOL PLAID DRESS
And Squire Tartlet never knew what his ON THE BIBLE, FOR THE HOME CIRCLE
wile diil with the dollar bill lie gave her 1,200 puges, 250 Engravings. The best «*nr.-rpri-<• of GOODS for 42 and 50 cents per
the year tor agents.
wil
have it.
Every family
to buy a new piece of oil-cloth.
Never So Low Before.
Nothing like it now published. Foi circulars address yard.

Ut init-t ootii
around her waist, ■•I'm nearly ready to The Steamer New Brunswick in the
come in now, Josiah.
Now I wonder,”
Gale.
otto voce, "il that was really a knock at
Front the .St. .John T«*legrnpli.
the door, or just a little rush of the wind
and rain ?”
In the meantime, the gale continued to
She went to the door, nevertheless; and rage with unabated fury, and a new object
a minute or two afterward she went to her
of interest was engaging the attention of
husband’s chair.
the throngs on the wharves and shore.
"•fo. dear, it’s Luke Kuddilove," she This was the steamer New Brunswick,
said. hall apprehensively.
The squire which was now seen to lie approaching
never looked up from his
Partridge Island, laboring heavily in the
paper.
"Tell him lie’s made a mistake. The sea yet making a gallant light with
the elements, and bearing on Iter decks
tavern is mi the corner beyond.”
the lives and fortunes of more than a
lint be wants to know if you will lend
hundred souls. The New Brunswick, had
him a dollar !” said Airs. Partlet.
"And couldn’t you have told him, no, a tale of her own to recount and this is
without the preliminary ceremony of comIIEP. STOltY.
ing in here to ask me? Is it likelv that I
The steamer New Brunswick arrived at
'-hull lend a dollar or even a cent to Luke
Kuddilove ? Why. 1 had a great deal bet- Eastport on Friday afternoon at .'1.40 in
It was
ter throw il in among yonder red coals ! the middle ol a snow storm.
thought that she might be enabled to
no—ot course no !”
leave lor St. John at one o’clock, but was
Mrs. Partlet hesitated.
11
looks so pinched and cold and delayed until 3 a. m. Saturday, when she
wretched. Josiah. He says there’s no- started. At that time there was a very
body in the world to let him have a cent.” light breeze from the southwest, but no
All the better for him, it he did but one on board dreamed of the terrible orWhen off
know it,” sharply enunciated the squire. deal which awaited them.
Il it had come to that pitch half a dozen Head Harbor light it began to get squally
and a good deal of snow fell. Captain
years ago, perhaps he wouldn’t have been
Pike, fearing a thick night, immediately
the miserable man he is now.”
We used to go to school together,” put back and had proceeded a short dissaid Mrs. Partlet, gently.
“He was the tance on the return to Eastport when it
suddenly cleared up and the stars shone
smartest boy in the class.”
Captain Pike, naturally
“That’s probable enough,” said the out brilliantly.
"Hut it don’t alter the fact that thinking that the storm was over, again
squire
lie's a poor drunken wretch now.
Send changed his course and headed the steamhint about his business, Polly, and it his er for St. John. Tilings continued in this
time is of any consequence, just let him way until they reached the Wolves and
know that he had better not waste it com- then the storm burst upon them in all its
fury. By great good fortune the New
ing here after dollars.”
And tic squire leaned back in his chair Brunswick was abundantly furnished with
after a positive fashion, as il the whole seamen of the first water. Eight St. John
pilots had been left at Eastport by outi.latter was definitely decided.
Mrs. Partlet went back to the kitchen ward bound vessels, and they' were on
She also had on board the
where Luke Kuddilove was spreading his their return.
crew of the Summer, which was wrecked
poor, thin lingi rs over the blaze of fire,
id' tattered garments steaming as it he the other day on Seal Rock. Captain
Pike is a man of tried nerve and ability
were a pillar of vapor.
"lie won’t let yon have it, Luke,” said and he was ably aided and assisted by
the pilots, in his efforts to bring the vesshe, "1 thought he wouldn’t.”
"Then I’ve got to starve, like any other sel salely through the storm. By the lime
Point Lepreaux was reached, it was blowdog!” said Luke Kuddilove, turning away
a perlect hurricane, and after they
moodily. "And, after all, I don’t sup- ing
passed that place the sea vvas so heavy
pose it makes much difference whether I
that the steamer would not wear or in
shuttle out of the world
or to-mor-

row.”
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OTICE !
I hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast,
that I will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from 2 until 5 1*. M., for the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCHKK, Collector.
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happy

GRAND OPENING
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INSIDE

As mystore is now undergoing repair:;, I have removed my business across the street to the Express
to wait upon my (Jusrooms, where I shall be
tf 15
C.IiKKVEY.
omers.as usual.

PILOTS.

Capt. Pike and officers of the New
Brunswick wish, through this journal, to
thank Messrs. Doherty, Scott, Mulherrin
and others, names unknown—St. John
Pilots—for their assistance in getting the
steamer safely into the harbor in the gale
of Saturday.
the new

REMOVAL!
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THANKS TO

Black Silks,

enough.”

making
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A boy who was employed to pump the
organ bellows and do other necessary
work in a church, recently discovered the
communion wine stored away in one of
the ante-rooms. Moved by unhallowed
curiosity, lie raised the vessel containing
it to his lips, and finding the quality
FALL & WINTER
good, repeated the operation several
times during the week. Sunday came,
and preparatory to his duties in the organ
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
room, he fortified himself with a double
allowance of the fluid. This soon produced its natural effect, causing the
youth
to lay himself down to sleep
upon the
organ bellows as soon as the first exercises were over
Here he remained during the sermon, oblivious to his surroundings. and was awakened to duty only by
more potent means than the usual
signal
ol the organist.
For reasons best known
to himselt and the deacon who had
charge LARGEST STOCK IN THE CITY,
ol the wine, the boy has since chastened
AND THE
his sacrilegious tendencies.

but Luke
“Well, it’s
Iluddilove never wan’t like nobody else.
Folks thinks it’s dreadful strange lie should
put a one dollar bill with the other things.”
Mrs. Partlet felt her cheeks flush scarlet;
she glanced up to where the squiie was
checking off a list of legal items in the
bill

memorandum which he has hand-

lowing

ed

GREAT DECLINE! MILLINE

11" w il did min that November night
Non.
.1 y .nr undecided showers, with
hesitating intervals. :is it were, between;
nnn.
n| your mild, persistent pattering*
mi tin
ut :i regular
in..I,
tempest. a wild
rush of arrowy drops and a
deluge,
thunder of opening tlooils \
Squire Dart let heard the angry rattle
against the easement*1, and drew his snug
easy-ehair a little closer to the lire—a
great op, a mass of glimmering anthracite,
and gazed with a sort of sleepy, reflective sal;■ taction at the crimson moreen
eurtanis and the
gray eat tasl asleep on
tie hearth, and the canary bird rolled into a drowsy ball of yellow down on its

teilow's under

Why not'?”
“Oh, I don’t know.

kind o’ queer,

Jemima's face was in a veil.
Although her way* were frank and open;
As home I saw her through the gale
She chattered and was loosely spoken.

The

despairingly.

you know.”
“That is natural

I

1

“Gone where?”
“I don’t know—out West somewhere
with :i colony. And they say Luke hasn’t
touched a drop in six months.”
“I’m glad of that,” said Mrs. Partlet.
“It won’t last long,” said the squire,

by

\VM. K. IIOOl'KK & SONS,
«#-Sendlor Priced,1st.

Haltlmore, Md.
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By calling at the well-known Music Store mentionbelow, you may inspect your favorite instrument,
plenty and variety, and procure
II

B

U

n

N

<

ient’a t.urinents,

Coats, Pants and \ ests Clean-,
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue Black or ludig I
pressed ready tor wear Cent
Garments t
pairing done at short notice
Kid Cloves dyed Black, or CleaiiseJ
v.-rv
Is
Also new goods ur heavy cloths dyed and tuu-d,,
the best manner, at V KKY I o\> I’lili 'Es.
Goods sent
MONDAY.
every
Agenov

or

and

1

H.

I’.

JIENT*,

by the best, makers, also the best Violins, Guitars,
Flutes, Fif« s, Concertinas; in fact all instruments
in common use, with STRINGS, and all other things
needed to renew and repair instruments, and a lull
stock of MUSICAL MKRCIIAN1DSE.
JOHN C. HAYNES &
33

CO.,

COURT STREET, ''opposite the Court House,)
BOSTON.
1yr43

New Market for Produce.
The undersigned gives notice that he
is running the sch P. M. BONNEY
between Belfast and Carver’s Harbor,
carrying freight and passengers. The
_schooner,when in port,may be found at

Huraden’s whari.

Capt. Burgess will be at the store of WOODS,
MATHEWS & BAKER, where those having any
kind of Country Produce may find him ready to
take it at fair prices.
THOMAS BURGESS.
tt!4
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1872,
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Just

in request, to lead Political and other
procesAlso for sale, one ot the largest ami finest
sions.
assortment of

H'EliLA’

Store, No. 1? Main Street, Belfast. Me.
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(lie Mure, Treatment auil Katin

Cure of Seminal Weakness, or
Speriualorrhtru
luted by Self Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, lm,
teney, Nervous Debility, and Impediracnt-

Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy,
Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc. 1
ROBERT ,1. CULVLRWEI.L, M. D
Author
the “Green Book, etc.
The world-renowned author, in this admira:
Lecture, clearly proves lrom his own experienthat the awful consequences of Self-Abuse niav
effectually removed without medicines, and with.
iangcrous surgical operations, bougies, lustrum, nt
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode ot cur. *
Jiice certain and e.tectual by which
every sutler,
no matter what his condition may be, may cm*
liimsclf cheaply, privately, and radically.
TilIs
■

LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO IIDH
SANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to aniress, on receipt of six cents, or two posLo
damps, hy addressing the publishers.
Also DR. CULY’KKWELL’S
“Marriage Guid,
price 60 cents.
Address the publishers,
4 MAH. J. C\
127

Bowery,

HUKR & ( O..
New Y ork, Post-Office Box
vr41

